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ti Sensed A Mob In Mississippi -Chuck Berry
Racist Troublemakers
Eye Dollarway School

'Didn't Try To
Date White Gfrl'

Will the Federal governthent have to send troops into 1111111111111111111111111111111110911111imummuummem
the Dollarway school district near Pine Bluff, Ark., to
protect the right of three Negro children to attend a previously all-white school?

'

Two Men Shoot It
Out In Argument
Over Three Cents

There are indications that troublemakers are all set
One man was injured criticalto stir up violence in the area if ly and another shot in the arm
a stay of integration, requested by Friday night aftt r :hey got Into
the local school officials, is not an argument over the payment
granted by the United St a t es of a three-cent debt owed by
Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals. a third party.
The three children who are In John Gaston hos!qtai in
scheduled to enter the school next ical condition with gunshot
Tuesday are Ernestine Dove, 16; wounds of the left chest is BerJames Edward Warfield, 13; and ry Pruitt of 975 Peabody, rear.
His assailant was Lester B. AyCorliss Smith, 12.
Dollarway school officials at- ers, 34, of nag Lamar, rear,
tempted to use the Arkansas Pu- who was shot in the left arm.
According to
police, Ayers
''arsileral services for Mrs. Laura,pil Enrollment Act of um and the heard Pruitt arguing with
a man
Tytig, past president and one of Arkansas Pupil Assignment Act of about three cents. Ile
took up the
the founders of the Bluff C it yi 1959 to keep the children out of argument, and both
men went
and Shelby County Council of Par- the school, but Federal District for shooting irons.
Judge Axel J. Beck ruled that
ent Teacher Association, were
The duel took place on railsuch a move was unconstitutional.
road tracks on the overpass at
FAUBUS COMMENTS
During a press conference last Lamar and Willett. Roth men are
week, Gov. Orval Faubus was ask- in the prison ward at John Gased if he would send National ton hospital.
,1 111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111181
See SCHOOL, Page 2

Mrs.Tyus
Wictim In
Auto Crash

JAYCEES I\STALLE D — New
officers of the Negro Junior
Chamber of Commerce talk
over plans for their coming
year
Just
after
Instalia-

lion ceremonies at Ton e y's
Inn. Left to right are Charles
Fields, director of awards;
William Rankins, director of
finance; Willard Bell, presi•
dent; Thaddeus Stokes, di'

rector of public relations; and
Rufus Jones, vice-president.
Officers were instaded by L.
F. Palmer. jr.. editor of the
Tri-State Defender. (Photo by
Withers.)

Waitress Who Filed Paternity
Editor Says Memphis
Against Diggs Tells Story
Choked By Color Line
S
'Suit

(From Michigan Chronicle) 1953, Diggs asked if he could drive
See RELATED STORY, Page 3 me home.
"On the way, we slopped someDETROIT — "I didn't want to where and had something to
drink.
cause him any trouble. That's Yes, I was underage, but he did
why I waited so long to take not know it. We stopped
in the
the whole thing into open court." car and he started kissing me.
This was the reason offered "When it started becoming
Tuesday by Miss Jacquelyn Marion risky I stopped him, and told him
Gibbs, 24, of 1676 Pasadena, for,
waiting five years after the birth
of her daughter, Angela, to sue
Congressman Charles C. Diggs,
jr., (D., Mich.) for paternity.
Miss Gibbs gave this story:
"It all started back in 1953, when
I was working in the beer and
wine store owned by Daisy Elliott
up on nth at Pingree. Diggs
used to come in a lot and we'd
talk. Nothing serious, though.
"I'd do a lot of political work
with Miss Elliott, and one night
after an election, on November 12,

I was under 21. But things began
whirling around for me and we
were intimate in the car.
Memphis is "overwhelmingly pre-occupied with the
"I did not see him again after
color line which has apparently brought about fear and
MRS. LAURA TYUS
that. Not until I went to him and
defeatism in Negroes," the editor of the Tri-State Defend.
told him what had happened."
held Tuesday at First Baptist
It happened that Angela Cooper,
church, Chelsea, with the pastor, er said last week.
named "Cooper" for her grandRev. Van J. Malone, officiating.
L. F. Palmer, jr. made the statement in an address
mother's maiden name, Miss Gibbs
Mrs. Tyus died Friday night at before members of the Negro Jun-:
contends, had been born and her
Collins Chapel hospital from in- ior Chamber of Commerce dursupport was allegedly causing the
juries received Monday, Aug. 24, ing an installation program at Negraes here."
"What Is there to do here for
mother heavy concern.
when the automobile in which she Tony's Inn. His topic was, "A
Miss Gibbs, who attended Miller,
recreation?" he asked. "The fairwas riding was truck by a truck Newcomer Looks At Memphis."
Garfield, and Lincoln schools here,
grounds, the zoo, as well as the
at Chelsea and Brookins.
"Perhaps the people who have art gallery are practically out of
has never been married.
She received chest and head in- been close to this situation hrve the question. I will not lower my
She said she had been employed
juries. The driver of the truck, lost their perspective, but the self to visiting these places on
"off and on" at Graybar electric
Jeff Nelson, owner of the Nelson white man here feels superior, Mr. special days."
company when it was located on
Service station at 3187 Chelsea, Palmer said.
Mr. Palmer asked: "What can
Woodward, and at Carl's shrimp
was t^'-en to John Gaston hospit- "SOMETHING MISSING. . ." we do to make Memphis a better
hut on Hastings, right around the
al. His leg was broken in the Mr Palmer said it "is appar- place in which to iive and rear
corner from the Diggs funeral
collision.
ent that something is missing our children?" In answering the
block.
Mrs. Tyus was a graduate of among the Negroes in Memphis
Jackie Gibbs said her mother
Howe institute, attended the Hen- . . not the Negroes who crawl off See EDITOR, Page 2
asked her not to "start a fuss"
derson Business college and Gor- and on the buses which transport
by going to Diggs for help.
ine school of Cosmetology.
"But I had to," she told The
them to and from the cotton fields,
At the time of her death, Mrs. but I have reference to the more
Chronicle. "Even the time Angela
Tyus was serving as clerk and advanced Negro I am appalled by
was sick, and he sent me to see a
secretary of Gorine college.
his lack of enthusiasm, his apparDr. Henderson, who said he did
She was for many years active ent fear and defeatism."
not know anything about chilPTA work, church affairs "I am told that during the hey
dren. Diggs never denied being
t activities and many cultur- day of the late E. H. Crump this
he father of Angela," she added.
SPORTS COLUMNIST—Ira E. Spilgroups. Mrs. Tyus was consid- city was ruled by fear," Mr.
enroute to John Gaston lers Lester high school instructor This was disouted by Miss DaiC.
bulance
Percy
Rev.
for
rites
Final
ered by those who knew her as a Palmer added.
Thursday, Aug. 27. He and basketball coach, is the Tri- sy Elliott, of a799 Blaine, a long"bureau of information" on the Mr. Palmer said with the excep- Polk, pastor of Jones Grove Bap- hospital
time acquaintance of Diggs, who
and was 59 years. of age.
Tenn.,
Tipton,
at
church
tist
State Defender's newest columnist.
PTA.
tion of the insurance companies,
native of Macon, Tenn.. Rev. A well-known sports authority, Spill said she was the person who took
Aside from her husband Wil- Negro businesses seem to be in owner of Polk's Printery at 367 A
aft- Polk, whose residence was at 769 lers will report and analyze high Angela to Washington to see Diggs
liam C. Tyus, Sr., she is survived trouble. "Some businesses which Beale at., were held Tuesday
Bapt ist Bey St., came to Memphis at the school gridiron battles for Defend' "and for him to see her, when I
by a son, William C. Tyus, jr., would appear to be owned by Ne- ernoon at Mt. Nebo
went there for an NAACP meet.
church with the Revs. A. J. Camp- age of 15. He attended the T. 0. er football fans. His first column
and other relatives.
groes are not," he said.
Fuller School of Religion and Rog- appears this week on Page 18. See DIGGS, Page 2
B.
J.
and
Grafton
W.
T.
bell.
Interment was in Mt. Carmel "SUBDUED BY BIAS. . ."
er Williams college and began his
Wilson officiating.
cemetery.
Hollywood
Funeral Mr Palmer explained how Neministry at the age of 21.
home was in charge of arrange. groes are "subdued by the limit- Rev. Polk, whose printing office
CIVIC LEADER
for
meeting
place
favorite
a
was
ments.
ed public facilities available to
one time he operated t h e
Baptist ministers, died in an am- At
Polk and Williams Printing office
with Rev. A. R. Williams. He established Polk's Printery about
15 years ago.
The wife of a 49-year-old con- Mrs. Hall said Harris, whom she
Rev. Polk was an outstanding struction worker who was slain en had not known previously, came to
comMemphis
civic leader in the
route home from his job in Ar- her home on Tuesday night and
munity and his philosophy, which kansas after his car was side- said he wanted to see her hushe quoted often was Giving is swiped and forced to stop, told band about a business deal.
Living."
the Tri-State Defender that the When she asked him what kind
Durng his ministry, he also.slayer came to their home a few of business deal he meant, she
served as pastor of Old Noncon- hours earlier and tried to get her said he refused to explain it and
nah Baptist church in Memphis, to reveal her husband's where- said, "It's something between
St Luke Baptist in Covington and abouts.
men."
Snipes Grove Baptist church in
Mrs. Hall said Harris was upMrs. Inez Hall said that before
Stanton.
set, stayed a short time, and fiher husband, Carra Edward Hall,
IN NEW CHURCH
nally said he was looking for her
Because of illness, he had not of C85 Carpenter st., was shot to husband to tell him about a job
been to his church in Tipton since death, James W. Harris came to since he was out of work. She said
the dedicatory sermon was deliv- the house and pretended he had she then reptied, "Now I know
ered there on Sunday, June 21. work for Mr. Hall. Harris, who you are not telling the truth, beThe congregation had just moved lived at 563 Buntyn at., has been cause my husband already has a
booked for murder.
into a new brick bedding.
job."
Rev. Polk is survived by his According to police, Harris side- DROVE OFF
wife, Mrs. Mildred 0. Polk; two swiped the late model convertible Harris replied, "He is working.
sons, James K. ancl John W. Polk; which Mr. Hall was driving. With Well I will find him," and rushed
a brother, Rev. Jesse Polk; and the victim at the time of the in- out of the house, got in his car
three sisters, Mrs. 011ie Pruitt of cident were three other workers, and drove off.
Chicago. Ill.; Mrs. Ella Martin of Warren Thompson, M. D. Miller Mrs. Hall was at work the next
Youngstown, Ohio; and Mrs. Hen- and Robert Jones, all of Mem- day, she said, when someone call.
ritta Taylor of Campbell, Ohio. phis.
ed and told her that her husband
pallbearers
included After being forced to stop after had been slain.
Active
members of the Baptist Ministers the collision at Willett at. and A native of Middle City, Miss.,
held on Tuesday at Mt. Nebo
PRINTER DiF...9 — Final rites
P
nessee_ 1-he minister died in Alliance and Baptist Ministers! Glenview ave., the victim dig- Mr. Hall was a veteran of World
Baptist church. Rev. Polk, an
John
Conference.
Rev. Percy C. Polk, pasenroute
Interment was i n mounted to face the blazing pis- War II, served with the Army in
to
an ambulance
outstanding civic leader, is
of .1011.5 Grove Baptist
Gaston hospital last Thursday Rose Hill cemetery. N. It Owens tol of Harris. When the shooting New Guinea and was dischargshown here with Prank ('lemevening. He served in the Bap- and Sons Funeral home was in started, all three of the passen- ed with the rank of sergeant.
l -church and owner of Polk's
ent, former governor of Tencharge of arrangements
tist ministry for 28 years.
1 Trintery Gia Beale st., were
gers fled.
•. TII• couple had no children.

0

PORTSMOUTH, Va. —
Rock 'n
Roll singer Charles
"Chuck" Berry told Sunday how
he hid out in a barracks and was
ready to "run all the way to Alabama" when an angry crowd in
Meridian, Miss, accused him of
trying to date a white girl.
Berry, arrested and charged
with disorderly conduct after the
incident Thursday night, insisted
It was a "misunderstanding" but
indicated he would forfeit the $750
bond he posted before he w a s
escorted out of Meridian.
DENIES CHARGE
Ile denied asking the white girl
for a date. "I've been on the road
three years and you don't do that
M Mississippi, do you?"
He said the white teenagers apparently were upset because he
would not sing overtime, and made
the charge in anger.
Berry, 28, married and t h e
father of two children in St. Louis,
appeared here Friday night at a
CHUCK BERRY
rock 'n roll show.
Berry said be ran out of the OfI was thinking about trying to run
ficers Club at the Meridian Muall the way," he said. "Those
nicipal Airport after he was accats were real warm.
cused of asking the 20-year-old
"Then I figured if I ran away it
white girl for a date. He said he
would make me look guilty and I
hid for 45 minutes in empty milidecided to stay in the barracks."
tary barracks at the airport unBerry said the white teenagers
til police arrived.
begged him to play overtime at
TliouGMT ABOUT RUNNING
the dance. "Then theseyoung
"The border from Mississippi to
Alabama was about 20 miles and See MOB, Page 2

Memphis Bound

Hold Final Rites For
Beale Street Printer

Wife Says Slayer Came
To Home Seeking Victim

r

FASHIONS FOR COFFEE —
Gorgeous L'Tanya Griffin, Internationally famous designer
and model, will he featured in
the fabulous "Fashions For
Coffee" style show which t h e
JUGS and Maryland Club Coffee will present September 20

in Ellis auditorium. Eddie Hey.
wood and Dinah Washington
will headline the entertainment phase ot the show with
some of the nation's top mo4.
els displaying creations of the
world's most honored design.a
era.

Lynching - America's Disgrace

TR12,7,0Ir,r,9'

Victim Burned At Stake As 'Mob Gloats

I

quick. Sure the officers know
PROBE
he suffered one of the most bond-, but he looks like the one who at- grit the horrible thing they had LAUGH AT
who were there Everybody
supposedly
Routwhich
In
had
issue
In the same
done. The Negro
ble deaths imaginable. With the tacked me."
: down there knows everything
a
of
"barbecue
the
described
he
and
race,
h&c
mob.
their
against
the
for
sinned
Negro chained to a log, members That was enough
''e're all neighbors
Negro," another story was p u b- neighbors' neighbors."
of the mob placed a small pile The inhuman lynching of Ivy is' died a death of torture.
I
B
0
M
There'
headlined:
quiet.
news.'
was
It
tithed.
became
another
he
"Soon
of
words
the
in
told
Gasoline
feet.
his
around
of leaves
Pictures of the Ivy lynching
was then poured on the leaves, paper reporter, J. L. Roulhae, of was no doubt that he was dead.' MEMBER LAUGHED AT PROBE. which appeared M this newspaper
,
seoitu is 4.t..e,ot.0
and the carrying out of the death the Memphis News-Scimitar, whoi The flames jumped and leaped The article:
clearly identified scores of t h •
, sentence was under way.
witnessed the outrage. His re- above his head. An odour of burn-I "Gov. Whitfield won't have a lynchers. But when an "investiganostrils.'
my
reached
flesh
ing
lick of luck with any investiga- (ion" was made, the coroner's
port:
INCH BY INCH
"Inch by inch the Negro was - "I watched a Negro burned at] Through the leaping blaze I could' tion of the burning of .1 i m jury arrived at this verdict:
supand
sagging
Negro
the
see
Miss.,'
Ford,
Rocky
at
stake
few
the
Every
death.
Ivy." So declared William N.
to
fairly cooked
"Ivy died at the hands of a mob,
Bradshaw, of Union County,
minutes fresh leaves were toesed Sunday afternoon. I watched an' ported by the chains.
the members of which are unon the funeral pyre until the blase angry mob chain him to an Iron "... The mob walked away. In Mississippi, admittedly a mem- known."
had passed the Negro's waist ... stake. I watched them pile wood the vanguard of the mob I noticed ber of the mob that for 48 hours
(Ose of eke mast inhuman of
Even after the flesh had dropped around his helpless body. I watch- a woman. She seemed to be rath- sought the Negro accused of
detailed in the
from his legs and the flames were ed them pour gasoline on this er young, yet it is hard to tell criminally assaulting a white all lynchings is
installment. The torture
leaping toward his face, Lowry wood. And I watched three men about women of her type; strong girl near Rocky Ford, Miss., next
corkscrew.).
giant
and healthy, apparently a woman Friday morning in a statement Implement—a
retained consciousness. Not once get this wood on fire.
did he whimper or beg for mercy. "I stood in a crowd of 600 peo- of the country. She walked with a to the New•ScitnItar this morn'
Once or twice he attempted to ple as the flames gradually crept,firm, even stride. She was beau- lag. "And furthermore, he continued, "not an officer in Union
pick up the hot ashes in his hand nearer and nearer to the helpless tiful in a way...
and thrust them in his mouth in Negro. I watched the blaze climb' "I'm hungry," someone e o m• County or any of the neighborhim
encircling
higher
and
higher
death.
hasten
order to
plained. "Let's get something to Mg counties will point out any
member of the crowd. Why, if
"Each time the ashes were without mercy. I heard the cry ofi eat"
kicked out of his reech by a mem- agony as the flames reached him The record shows the utter dis- he did, the best thing for him
and set his clohting on fire.
ber of the mob ...
regard mob members had for the to do would he to jump into an
"Oh. God; Oh, God!" he law. They felt they were c 0 na• airplane headed for Germany—
"As the flames were eating
Have
sway his abdomen, a member of shouted. "I didn't do Ill
pletely immune to punishment for
.4
.1. 0...4.4.•
rf....7
,
,.... 40.1 MAO ....0 011
..,4.
"•"" ''.*".
,;;:tgot••.•
'
"
41,:x
%::
,
6
'
.
7:1••
....
.
'
the mob stepped forward and mercy!" The blaze leaped high their horrendous crime. And how
........":.,..' ''''''
saturated the body with gasoline. Cr, The Negro struggled. He right they were.
41.:
,
,
Ir'
:
:
:
::,...4.
,eiNNIIII 44
44,ra, 44s
It was then only a few minutes kicked the chain loose from his
req.. 04
tuns ..x..0.,
....„ ..7,.....,,.
,.. i;.'..."„. 4.,,,,
:
.
•44,,,'44tg......
until the Negro had been reduced ankles but it held his waist and
VS148
.
tt
"'"....."'"ez
.
nree
,
0.
V••
:.4;..,
,„44
,„
IT
.";
neck against the iron post that
to ashes .
.
44se.el......0
''ssetse.e.r.vettiaty,,,
was becoming red with the InANOTHER BRUTAL SCENE
P,
it,..•.
eetr-,`IIVE
case?
isolated
heat.
tease
An
4.01114.
•NA ,e4
Not at all. Five years later "Have mercy', I didn't do it!
J. P. Ivy, a Negro suffered a I didn't do it!" he shouted again.
Nowhere was there a sign
similar fate at Rock Ford, Mil- ".
4 pr. holt..
14,
',644
•
sissippi. An alleged white rape of mercy among the members of
t•
...I,
.04Z.*.
sure,
not
am
"I
nor did they seem to re
snob,
the
victim said of Ivy:
SA.;24.4.
One day later another Negro
wood was kindled In the town
'WESTERN CIVILIZATION'
encompasses 33
was found hanging In a passquare just as dawn broke.
Bishop Eugene Carey, pastor of tually, Inc., which
OR MOB RULE — The photodied, the
one
first
the
While
tare near Kirvin. The other
Temple, the states.
Memphis
West
a
graph above shows the inferno
ceremony will be
other two were forced to
two clippings shown tell of the
Christ Revelation Spiritual Tem- The wedding
at &Irvin, Tea., small Free.
(Continued From Page One)
Davis
watch his body consumed by
Negro, charged with the mar•
seven lettermen are in- pie, has announced his engage- handled by the Pope E. J.
Only
stone County town, where
place
the flames. The bodies burned
der of a turpentine camp fore.
was pretty, cluded among the GO hopefuls at ment to the lovely Miss Lovie B. of California. It will take
Angela
said
"Diggs
three Negroes were burned in
I)
Page
from
(Continued
veslast
the
when
until noon,
man near Hemphill. He had
in the newly built Sanctuary
admit he was her the Albany State college Hazard Barker, of Arkansas.
didn't
he
11122 for the alleged assault
but
burnwas
West lei
tige of human form
been tried twice on the charge.
Guard troops into the area as a father.
Drive Training camp, readyine for
Bishop Carey, who has never 18th and Jackson in
and murder of a 17.year-old
Those Inhuman acts on the
ed to ashes. The iron seat of
means of testing his "state police "When I asked him to come the Rams' encounter with Mlles been married, said he had mar- plus. There will be much spirit
school girl. The trio, Snap
re.
involved
mobs
the
free
of
Negroes
part
choieee,
the
your
the plow to which
powers."
Curry, Mane Jones and John
over to my home and meet Jackie, college in Birmingham. Sept. 26. ried many others and that he felt singing, food of
veal the unquestionable need
were chained can be seen in
that he has "no he came over. At first he said he Experienced Varsity "A" m e n it was time for him to tie the to all on September 13, beginning
answered
He
Cornish were burned to death
for federal anti-lynch legisla•
the photo. Lynching occurred
one at a time, after being
desire" to send troops there as
at 3 p.m.
didn't know her, had never seen are led by the tri-captains — sen. knot.
Bishop
In the shadow of A church.
mutilated. A huge fire of cordmeans of a test and that he is her before,
ion halfback Eddie Robinson, Ath- The Bishop, devoted to the After the honeymoon the
to settle down
reportdisintegration
of
a
weary
sent
as
just
The Memphis Press
"Then he admitted he had seen ens; junior end Milton Bostic. Ath- works of God since he was seven and his bride plan
putes as anyone else.
ens; and junior center Robert years of age, has just returned on her ranch home on her father's
er to cover the lynching bee and
her as well as she claimed.,
"But don't misunderstand me," Miss Gibbs said she accompan- Bowen, Columbus. Halfback and from the Na lion a I Convention plantation. As to their chores, the
his graphic account of what haphe added. "I won't shrink from
smiled and said, "We're
led Diggs from the Elliott home punt guard Tim Duhart, Orlando,' where he WAS crowned Arch Bish- Bishop
pened appeared in the Press on
chickens."
any personal responsibilities."
to "some quiet tavern, and he Fla.; quarterback Art Gamble op of Applied Christianity, Spin' going to raise
January 27, 1921. Here it is:
At the same conference, the started talking about making love Quitman; and guard Earl Sum-'
" . . More than 500 persons
Governor criticized both the Fed- to me. He wouldn't talk any- mertine Tampa, Fla., are other
stood by and looked on while the
eral Government and the NAACP
thing about support.
monogram wearers.
for "pushing" integration in ArNegro was slowly burned to a
"When we got into an argument,
Also in training with Coaches 0.
kansas.
were
women
scatfew
(INSTALLMENT VI)
crisp. A
he called a car from the funeral W. O'Neal, Ken Dunson, and Joe
Newsmen who covered registratered among the crowd of Arhome and sent me home."
Mitchell a r e several veteran
tion day at the Dollarway school
kansas planters, who directed the
BY L. F. PALMER, JR.
The slender, quiet-spoken wait- players. Charlie Fambro, Calvin
gruesome work of avenging the
last week found troublemakers alress said she had gone to several Hention, Joe Peterson and Willard
ready on the scene.
Tortuous murders leap out of the pages of the Ameri- death of 0. T. Craig and his
Walker, tackles; Brister Hightow
welfare agencies for help.
daughter. Mrs. C. P. Williamson.
gargoyles.
headed
two
like
ATTACK NEWSMAN
"I went to the ADC, and they er, guard; Mack Sewell, center:
can ledger on lynching
"Not once did the slayer beg
sound
A
cameraman set up, hia told me they couldn't do anything *id Jesse Ivory, Jesse James and
Throughout the entire history of this barbaric Southern for mercy despite the fact that
equipment and prepared to inter- because I hest another man listed William Wiggins, backs, are all
of
the
veener
of
themselves
tradition, men have stripped
view 10 boys about their feelings as father. I told them I had made competing with the 45 freshmen
have
on integration. Just before the up the name.
and transfers for berths on the 33
civilization and reverted to ritualistic savagery. They
questioning began, a white man a "Then Isaac Jones, a member man squad.
taxed their maggoty brains to,
half block away yelled, "Those of our church, directed me to
his
conceive newer and more excru- he killed his employer and
ale nigger lovers. Don't talk to Miss Hewlett at Recorder's Court.
daughter.
'dieting tortures with which to l
them."
She started drawing up papers to
He fled to Texas where he was
of
Some
carnivals.
lynch
The boys asked the newsmen if bring Diggs into court, but somehighlight
later arrested. When the Governor
(Continued from Page II
were
they
1
in"nigger
as
lovers,"
been
went thing happened and It didn't go
their efforts have
of Arkansas promised his protec(Continue From Page One)
question, he challenged members off about 100 yards and started through."
genius as they have been hideous. tion, Lowery was returned to his
rocks
hurling
at
them.
According
However, a mob
state.
new
native
of the JAYCEES to "add a
Recorder's Court records state folks came around for auto.
Take the case of Henry Lowry,:
wee tipped off as to the route
your agenda by taking a to the reporters and photograph- that Miss Gibbs did not return to granite."
a Negro of Nodena, Arkansas who over which Lowery would be re- phase to
"Some boy came across t h e
look at the Negro in Memphis to ers. none of the youngsters tried press the claims.
burned at the stake inch-by-inch. turned
to hit them.
and, he was seized. Word
Miss Gibbs told the Chronicle room and called me a 'smart nigThe year was 1920. It was the went out to other members of the see if you can simply the answer. Dollarway is a
-12-grades school, she "might have become a little ger.' lie later said something
Christmas season and Lowry, who lynch-bent mob who were waiting See if you can change the attitude and only new
students were re- disturbed because a lot of my about dating his sister whose autohad been working virtually as a at the plush Peabody Hotel in of Negroes here of capitulating
quired
to
register
during the one friends were telling me not to be graph I had signed," Berry said.
to fear."
slave for two years, went to his Memphis.
day the school was opened. The hurting Diggs in public, that I
Berry said the band, a group
white employer and asked for his INVITATIONS ?
INTRODUCED BY STOKES
three Negro students, who am e
from Meridian which played for
wages. Instead of the money due Newspapers were also alerted
Mr. Palmer was introduced by scheduled to enter the school this didn't know whether or not he was
dance, "got out in a hurry."
the
the father.
him, Lowery received a beating and they ran what amounted to Thaddeus T. Stokes, editor of the Fall did
not have to register.
"I got scared maybe, but I He said he was left alone with
and a gun shot wound. Infuriated, invitations to attend the lynching. Memphis World.
If trouble does arise at Dollar.
did go back later to see Miss the "kids acting up" and decided
The newly installed president of way next week, it will be the Hewlett, and she sent me to the to get outside. He dashed Into the
Uniiversal Life Insurance compa- fourth attempt to resist the Su- Friend of the Court. They told me empty barracks, and hid for 45
ny employee, who followed the ed- preme Court Decision of 1954, I would have to get him to admit minutes.
Berry said the police arrived
itor, said this administration "has which ruled that segregation of being the father."
been challenged from all sides. It students' solely on the basis of col- The mother said the news of with "sirens" blowing on three
is
or
unconstitutional.
and took him to the police
cars
accepts this challenge because we
her claims got around, and that
,EUGENE cAltElt
1181101
know those who challenge us will Trouble so far has been started Free Press reporters started try- station.
at
only
Bogle,
Central
high
NOT
school
UP
ROUGHED
year's
this
of
part
their
accept
in Little Rock and at the Van Bu- Ing to get her to give them a story
He said he was not roughed up
program."
about it.
ren high school.
Miss Gibbs would not say why during the questioning.
Bell added that the Jaycees "will
she finally filed the charges, al- "They talked real calm and I
wcrk for the community. We need ALL. GRADES
Classes in all grades are open though some observers said she told them the truth. It's hard to
a great deal of help."
whether you think people beto Negroes in the Arkansas cities was pressured into doing so by say
lieve you- but I had the feeling
Onzie Horne, outgoing president,
of Fayetteville, Bentonville, Char- political enemies of Diggs who re- these men did and really meant
to
reviewed the highlights of 1 a st
leston and liosie. At Fort Smith, sented his civil rights work and protect me," he said.
year's activities. While doing so,
the monied position of his father.
which
began
the
stairstep
inteBerry said the white girl's fahe displayed e scrapbook w I in
The Diggs funeral firm is the
ther was "around steamiug" mad,
1 stories of many of the activities. gration plan three years ego, the
first three grades are open to Ne-Ilargest of its kind in the state, but four policemen "stood in front
He said humbly. "I am proud to
and one of the largest Negro owned of me."
gro pupils.
have been vour president."
Resistance flared at lioxie when funeral concerns in the U. S.
After 14 hours of questioning, he
Other Offileers installed inMiss Gibbs admitted Miss El. said, he was loaded into another
there in
cluded: Thaddeus T Stokes. di- but
holt
,
tried to dissuade her from police car and was escorted to the
injunctions
were
issued
rector, public relations: Claiborne against
anti Inc filing the charges
airport.
Taylor, owner of two filling sta- issue quickly settled.
"She told me she knew the people POLICE ESCORT
tions, executive vice
president; Students at the white high who had put me up to it. While
"Man, these three police cars
Rufus Jones of Union Protective
school in Van Buren went en she was at the restaurant a Negro took me all the way to the wings
insurance company. vice preesi-' strike there
last year at the he. photographer rushed in and took a of the plane and you would have
dent; Dr. John Jordan. local den-. ginning or the term het
when one picture of us talking."
thotight I was Eisenhower," Berry
tint, vice pesident; Elmer Hen- white girl
Mrs. Juanita Diggs. estranged said. "Everybody's eyes were
disputed the Issue with
derson, advertising sales man,
segreeattonists. the tension dis-1 wife of the Congressman, told popping to see who it was getting
treasurer: William Toney, owner a
newsmen she had been aware for that kind of a police escort. And
rine a red.
of Toney's Inn, director of memA court order to bring about In- some time of the claim of Miss whoa hould step out of the car but
herahim Charles Fields. snleamen
old Chuck Berry."
tegration has been necessary only Gibbs.
at Bluff City Buick company. di- in Little
Does Berry expect to return to
Rock and at Dolierway. She said this would not deter
rector of awards; William Rank- A suit was filed at
tier
to
efforts
stay
married
the
to
Mississippi?
Van Buren.
Ins, saleeman at Paul's tailor hut was withdrawn when
popular
solon.
"Sure,
man, I've got nothing
school
shop, director of finence: and .T. hoard
officials presented a Plan Miss Gibbs, meanwhile, told the against Mississippi. Why, during
di-'
B. McCollougtes postal worker,
for Integration. About 20 Negro Chronicle she was sorry her at- intermission, Ross and his wife
rector of publicity.
students will attend gradea 7-12 torney had revealed the contents took me to a swanky house where
of the suit.
I was the guest of honor at a rethere this Fall.
"Nobody nsid me. sod I don't ception. I don't know why those
(YTRER SECTIONS
known anything about anybody kids wanted to frame me like
Aq schools prepared to open in paying him to
MISS LOVIE A. BARKER
talk," she said, "but that."
other sections of the country, Me lt wasn't
good."
servers are expected to see Ne• People In the street
continued
Junes enter previously all • white to Say they
believed the filing of
schools In a seventh North Caro- the suit WAS
sponsored by DiggsNEW YORK — (UPI) — Gang lina city. Miami. Fla , and
Nash. hating political interests.
violence that erupted on Manhat- villa
was preparing to desegregate They expressed
doubt about
tan's lower Fast Side Sunday the third
grade.
some of the mother's debit* Itoclaimed its second life Tuesday
A suit to bring about inteert- nese of her long-time welt Sc
night.
eon in the moimi•teeus South"-.et
Jules Rosario, 14. stabbed in the Virginia city of Gelex was filed, me the action.
back during a rumble between the last Saturday on behalf of eight
Negro "Sports- Negro students by NAACP Atty
predominantly
men" end the predominantly Puer- Reuben E Lawson of Roanoke
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Capt.
to Rican "Forsythe Street Boys" If last-minute legal maneuvers Eddie Rickenbacker, chairman of
died in Gouverneur Hospital.
fall, there will be 76 Negro stu- the board of Eastern Air Lines,
First victim was a 15-year old dents in desegregated classes In will relinquish the title of chief
Negro girl, Theresa Gee, who was Norfolk.
Arlington, Alexandria, executive officer on Oct. 1.
Rickenbacker said Malcolm A.
shot down shortly after the gang Front Royal and Charlottesville In
fight. John Cruz, leader of the Virginia this Fall, the state which MacIntyre, the company's newly
Forsythe gang, confessed to that attempted "massiee resistance" elected president, will become the
new chief negative officer.
this year,
killing, police said.
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Diggs

Albany College Bishop Carey Engaged
Holds Tryouts To _Miss Lovie Barker
For Grid Squad

',Tortuous Murders Leap
From Pages Of History

Editor

Mob

Radio 148, It's Great

STARTS
SATURDAY
SEPTEMBER 5th

KOK BREAKFAST PARTY
8:30 to 9:30 A.M.
Music Provided By The
Great Church Choirs
Of Memphis
WLOK'S GOLDEN GIRL,
Your Hostess

2nd Gang War
iVictim Dies

HOW MEMPHIS WORSHIPS

Scrubless, Seamless, Stainless

SANDRAN
Sold At Leading
Furniture Stores

To Stea Down

An Important Series on Memphis
CHURCH WORK
NEXT WEEK THE STORY OF
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Congressman Diggs Denies Charges Big
He's Child's Dad; Hearing Sept. 4

Enrdlmen t
Seen At LeMoyne

TRI-STATE DEFENDER

3

Sat., Sept. 5, 1959

By BILL LANE
DETROIT ^ Michigan's first
Negro Congressman will have to
appear in Circuit Court here on
BY the time you read this, most boy.
Anticipating an enrollment of science.
of the Labor Day travelers will RELIGIOUS ITEMS
Sept. 4, to answer a lawsuit filed
more than 500, LeMoyne college
Other new faces on the campus
be well on their way if they have
will begin registering students this year will include Dr. Edith
By the time you read this, home. against him by a comely unmarSlut already arrived. However, all coming for Martin Tabernacle,
waitress who named him the
Wednesday, Sept. 9. The final en• of Morningside college,
late summer travelers did not wait 'Penton, will be past, but those father of her five-year-old daughtrance examination is scheduled Sioux City, lows, who will serve
until Labor Day to travel. Summer that attend will still remember ter.
for Saturday. Feb. 5, and a faculty as professor of English, and Edis wasting away, yet there has the day and feel joy over having Charles C. Diggs, jr.,• 36, heft
staff conference will be held Tues- ward E. Flagg, with a master's
not been a single week that we attended.
day morning, Sept. 8.
apparent to the vast Diggs in.
degree from Purdue, who will be
have not had our share of visitors
Following freshman registra- assistant professor of chemistry.
interests, will have
Women's Day was observed at
in the Tri City area.
Wednesilio
,
tion
nethere
to
appear
will
be,
before Circuit Judge
Hullum's Temple in Rutherford,
Three LeMoyne professors, who
Now for this week we have Mr. Sunday last. Guest speakers were Frank FitzGerald.
a thiee-day orientation program have been on leave, are
returning
and Mrs. La Biserna (Bist) Penn Mrs. W. C. Rogers,
first
year
for
students.
Complainant
against
Diggs
will
this summer. They are Dr. Mou-ta
for t he
and son, Jimmy, from Chicago morning service and
Upperclassmen
be
will
be
registerMiss
Jacquelyn
Marion
Gibbs,
Cheng, professor of education; Dr.
Mrs. 011ie B.
visiting all over the area, first with Henderson for the
ed Sept. 11-12, and classes will be- Clifton H. Johnson, professor of
24, of 1617 Pasadena and who is
afternoon
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Leonard jces. Mrs.
gin
at
830
a.
m.,
Sept.
14.
employed
as
waitress
at
Carl
a
history, and Charles W. Phillips,
Henderson resides in
Saunders of the Thomas Grove Martin.
President and Mrs. Hollis F. assistant professor of physics.
Several visitors attended Shrimp hut on Woodward at Claircommunity. His mother, Prof. and the services
Price returned to t h e campus President Price announced that
and with Mrs. Mozel- mount.
Mrs. Nathaniel Penn, as well as la Harris as
early last week from a six-week five members of the LeMoyne's
m. c. of the program The court action resulted when
other relatives and friends in Dyer it was
tour of Europe.
Miss Gibbs, who said she has been
a beautiful ceremony.
faculty have been promoted to
and Trenton.
NEW DEAN
Among others on the planning begging Diggs to support the child
higher ranks. Lionel Arnold, col
Miss Cora l.awrece, formerly of committee
The
new
dean,
Dr.
Marvin L. lege pastor and in the departments
were Mrs. Farrah !vie since 1955, lodgeci full paternal
MISS JACQUELYN M. GIBBS
Trenton, now of Indianapolis, Ind., and Mrs.
TO SCHENLEY NAST — The apHead,
has
been
on
campus
since
charges
against
the young U. S.
M. Ellis. Fairview M. B.
of religion and philosophy, was pointment of Charles T. "Chuck"
stopped by Trenton for a few hours church
the first of August. He comes to
rejoiced in the fact that
elevated
full
professor.
to
Promott with her mother, M r s.
Williams a s assistant national
Le Moyne from Kentucky State
their pastor. Rev. D. E. Bridge. 11°N
i°an tned as the chlia of Diggs
associate professors were sales manager for Long John
.adie Penn. Miss Lawrence was man was back at his
college. He holds the A. B. degree ed to
post of duty by Miss Gibbs in the suit is the
i
-lames
of
the
Miller
English
deenroute home from Dallas, Tex., Sunday morning. The
from University of Southern CaliScotch has been announced by Euchoir, as- precocious brown-eyed tot, Angela,:
where she had attended a Workers sisted by the
fornia, the master's degree from partment, Reginald Morris of the gene Frank, president of Melrose
CME choir, sang who was once a Michigan Chronidepartment.
art
and
Howard
E.
Conference of t h e Disciples of in Dyersburg Sunday afternoon, de baby contest
Distillers co., a subsidiary of
Atlanta
university and the Ph. D.
entrant.
Christ, the church by which she
degree in psychology from New Sims of the social science depart- Schenley Industries, Inc. A nationRev. and Mrs. Bridgeman were Called "very smart" for her
ment. Miss Verne Edwards of the al Schenley
Is employed. She also stopped dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. Syl- age, Angela has
York university.
sales representative
been featured in
department
by Memphis before coming here. vester Burns and Mrs. Webb.
Dr. Walter W. Gibson, who has i physical education
since 1951. Mr. Williams has made
Sun- stories in a national magazine and
Mr. and Mrs. Cleopholus Fergu- day Rev. and Mrs. W. C. Rogers in the Chronicle.
served as acting dean, returns to I was promoted from Instructor to notable progress in the organizason (nee Mary Burnett) of De- were dinner guests of Miss Annie Diggs
his post as chairman of natural assistant professor.
tion, developing numerous sales
immediately labeled the
troit, Mich., are vacationing in sev- Howard. Revival is in process
at young waitress' charge as "ridicuand merchandising projects for
eral states, Miss. Ark. Tenn., Hullum's Temple with Rev. N. lous."
company brands.
and Ind. While here they were Mitchum of Jackson, as evange- "In a
blistering denial on hia
overnight guests of Mrs. Fergu- list. Rev, W. D. Meriwether of WJLB
radio broadcast Sunday
son's relatives, Mr. and Mrs. Car- Jack-;on, is conducting revival
at night, Diggs termed the suit as
mack Smith, and Mr. and Mrs. Mt. Zion
this week. Rev. H. Craw. "just another in a chain of sneaky,'
James Ramsey of Trenton, and ford of Union City
assisted Rev, resentful political repraisals.
Rev. and Mrs. M. H, Burnett of C. Ward in revival at one of his "It is more than
a coincidence.",
Humboldt.
churches last week.
Diggs contended, "that the suit
Mrs. Samella Luden has returnSixty years ago the founders of appears to swell the pride and
CLUBS:
should be filed against me after
from her extensive visit with her
our cempany was engaged in lay-I admiration of all Negroes who
Members of the Gibson County the child has reached five years
parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. Cozort
ing the foundation for the incotH pass by or enter the company's
Beauticians club that attended the of age. The timing of this slander.
of Harrisburg, Pa.. Mr. and Mrs. meeting
poration of the North Carolina Home Office quarters on West
in Jackson last week were ous action obviously identifies it i
Crovon Buchanan of Springfield,
Mutual and Provident Associa- Parrish and Orange Street s.
CONGRESSMAN CHARLES C. DIGGS
Mmes. Nancy Russell, Addie Gen- as another vicious step in a pro-'
1
Ill., are vacationing in Trenton tr and
•
tion. The first Annual Meeting of Those of us assembled here today
I.ucy Lee oHumboldt.
f
gram calculated to discredit me. , thing that
Mr. Buchaan's brother, Tom The
was
in
the
It was revealed that Miss Gibbs the policyholders was held on the represent more than 800,000
suit.
Neighborhood club met with Diggs at first contended in a;
TUSKEGEE INSTITUTE, Ala.
Buchanan and his sisters. Mrs. Jasephine
Barnett this week newspaper story from Washington "1 thought the suit was suppress- . attempted to start non-support ac- second Monday in January 1900 policyholders of the company in
es. Luella Dodd and Ruby Presents,
ed.
My
lawyer
told
me
not
tion
to
say
against Diggs in Recorder's to review the results of opera- nine states and the District of — Dr. A. P. Torrence, associate
prizes and more pros- that it was the first he had heard
Russell. Also visiting Mrs. Dodd ents were
the highlight of t he of the existence of the child "or anything, and then he went and Court last summer, but failed to tions for a period of nine months,' Columbia. To this great host of professor of agricultural education
Is her daughter, Miss Ruby Dodd meeting.
told the Free Press everything." go through with the action, for April 1, 1899 when the first policy' men, women and children, the of- at Tuskegee Institute, has been
After a delicious salad its mother."
from So. Bend, Ind. Bud Trotter plate that contained
After Bernstein was quoted in unknown reasons.
everything for
was Issued to December 31, 1899. ficers directors and employees granted a five • month leave of
In a special statement to the
of Cleveland. Ohio, is visiting his all the courses
the Free Press story as the in- She told the Chronicle, "Miss Today we are assembled in the express gratitude for
was served, games Chronicle, however,
the privilege
Diggs correct formant, the Chronicle reached
aunt, Mrs. Sallie Lewis. Mrs. Ruby were enjoyed
the Hewlett herself told me later Sixtieth Annual Meeting with the of participating in the operation absence to work with the Center for
by those present, ed the story,
saying, "I was in- attorney for a statement:
Burrow, her son, James Burrow, all except Mrs.
there was nothing she could do,• privilege of reviewing the records of this great cooperative enter- the Study of Liberal Education for
Bernice Bailey, formed
of Miss Gibbs' claims and "I am not saying
her daughter, Mrs. James Smith prizes were won
Adults in Chicago. He will help
anything," he and she sent me to the Friend of for 1958, also to participate in prise.
by Mrs. Carrie
allegations by friends several said
and son-in-law, Mr. Smith, and her, Seat and
coldly, "nor is my client talk- the Court, where nothing happen- another important event in
Mrs. Carrie Ball,
North Carolina Mutual reinsur- the Center plan expansion of adult
the
years ago."
grand - daughter, Yvonne, all of. Presents were equally
ing."
distributed."
.
I celebration of o u r company's ed the Philadelphia, Pennsylvania education centers in the South.
Detroit, are visiting Mr. and Mrs.! ed to your scribe and Mrs. Mar- lie said he refused the mother's "Why did you talke to the Free
Diggs is already embattled pi Sixtieth Anniversary.
business in force of Progressive The leave will become effective
Ivory Powell.
garet Burton, who had recent birth' request for funds because he was Press?" Bernstein was asked.
court on a divorce complaint he
The first formal statement of Life Insurance Company, home Sept. 1.
certain, he declared, that he was
Miss Julia Mae Herron of Ben- days. Mrs. La Pearl Burns 5t11
''That is of no concern to you," filed against his wife, Juanita who
operations of our company filed office, Red Bank, New Jersey For nearly two years, Dr. Torton Harbor, Mich.. is visiting her tended the first meeting of t h e! t the father of the child.
he replied flatly, and hung up the is contesting the case.
with the Insurance Department on February 10, 1958, consisting rence has consulted with the Cenparents, Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Her- season of the Jessie White Beau- Diggs said he knew of no phone.
I
of North Carolina for the period of a combined Weekly Premium ter on projects for adult educason. Mr. and Mrs. Edward Hall ticians club in Humboldt last Mon- paternity action that had been
tion in Southern Negro colleges. '
ending December 31, 1899 reveal- Debit of $3,080.12 and $467.05.
of St. Louis drove down to get their day.
threatened by Miss Gibbs in the
In requesting his services, A. A.
ed premium income of $393.95
daughter and to spend a few THIS AND THAT
past.
and Admitted Assets of $350.00. Nearly 120 different makes of Liveright, director of the Center,
days with her niece, Mrs. Virginia
If you are a member of the The Congressman was emphatic
The Annual Statement for the cars were introduced to the Amer- stated that Dr. Torrence's "intiBrown. Mr. and Mrs. A. D. CME church and A member of in his claims that he believed Miss
year ending Dec. 31, 1958 when lean public during 1914. slit" mate knowledge of the situatios
Doaks and family of So. Bend, the Brownsville District, please Gibbs was "put up" to filing the
spent a weekend with Mrs. Doaks' find your way to Dyer, Sat. Sept.
In the South" and his "backMrs. Ida Christmas, who for the completed will reveal premium
suit "by certain political inter- Rev. and Mrs. R. J. Christmas
parents. Rev. and Mrs. Herman 5, to attend the Orientation
had as their guests recently all past two weeks has been a pa- income of approximately thirteen The average Canadian family ground In adult education" made
Con- eats."
Johnson.
ference for Boards of Christian Rumors were rampant that op- five of his daughters, five of his tient at the Forrest Memorial hos- million dollar s, Insurance in spends $22.70 a week on food—or him "uniquely" qualified to help
Marvin Allen of Louisville, Ky., Education and Christian Y out h Posing political forces had offered grandchildren and three sons-in- pital, is now
the Center at this time.
at home on Davis Force in excess of $250 million $6.56 per person.
was here to spend the week end Fellowships. Spending the day
and Admitted Assets of approxiat money not long ago to some par- law.
avenue.
•
' his wife, Mrs. Mary A. Allen. Kentucky Lake and Cherokee Park
•
pants in the suit to bring the They were Mrs. Zelma Webb and ' The Ladies Relief Club held mately $60 million.
. Mozella McGee journeyed to last week were Mr. and Mrs. action against Diggs.
We have every reason to be
son, Horace, Mrs. Thelma Bishop, their monthly meeting at the home
sa, Okla., to attend the funer• James Williams, Mrs.
Beatrice The Chronicle learned exclu- all of Chicago and teachers in the of Mrs. M. C. Jeffers with the proud of the achievements of our
al of her step-father, D. Streeter, Ivie, Robert Williams, Do
na I d sively that Miss Gibbs was pre- school system there; Mr. and Mrs. president, Mrs. C. Smith, presid- company as a substantial unit of
who was 102 years of age. Accom• Fisher, Artie Clay
the life insurance industry in our
Wynne, Charles vailed upon as late as three weeks Butler Dantzler and son, -Billy ing.
panying her on the trip were Mme Thomas Lawrence, Benjamin
Wayne of Warren, Ark., Mrs. Plans were made for the club's nation. To the American Negro,
Fish- ago not to file the suit.
Lebertha Moore and Anna B. Bo- er, John Etta Jamison, Bobbie
Carolina Mutual is more
Sue "We
knew certain people were Dantzler being a school teacher late Summer teas which will be North
ford. Mr. and Mrs. Frank Lon& Anderson and Mr. and Mrs.
there; Mr. and Mrs. Tommie Ter- held at the home of Mrs. C. B. than a life insurance company. It
J. interested
in discrediting Diggs,"
visitors of Mr. and Mrs. Guy Rob. Jamison.
Is
a symbol of the advancement
said Miss Daisy Elliott well- ry of Memphis; Mr. and Mrs. Moody.
bison and Mrs. Emma Tyree. Mr. Rev.
B. F. Harris returned from
Preston Lane and their three The Busy Bee club of St. Luke of Negroes in spite of economic,
known local political worker.
and Mrs. Charlie Moore and chil- Cleveland,
Ohio, Saturday an d
social,
civic and political injustic•
AME
church presented "Moods in
children, Bernice, a 1959 graduate
dren of Milwaukee, are visiting re- spent the
week end with his daugh- "I went up to see her at the of Ohio Central; Richard Thomas Music" featuring Mrs. G. E. West; es. North Carolina Mutual is an
latives and friends in Trenton.. ter, Mra.
James Johnson and Mr. restaurant and asked her to recon- and Wanetta.
others appearing on the program inspiration to thousands of both
Mr. and Mrs. Elzadia Watn• Johnson.
Rev. Harris was guest sider. I told her that the Free This was a happy occasion for were Mrs. 0, P. Jackson, Miss young and old people who visit
wright' of Grand Rapids, Mich., speaker at
Press
had
five reporters working Rev. Christmas for he had been Charlene Warren, and the Clark our Home Office each
the First Baptist church
year. The
and Mr. Mack and Mr. and Mrs. in Trenton
trying to be the first to break the on the
Sunday morning.
location of the Home Office in
sick list for quite some Sisters.
Guy Robinson. Still traveling on an
Mrs. Queen Glenn has recetly bad news against Diggs."
time but is much improved now. After the recital, a lovely re- the center of the business area
extended vacation that carried retured from St.
Louis where she Miss Gibbs herself told the ' Mrs. E. D. Barnett recently ception was held in the home of of the World Famous
City of
them through Detroit, Mich., points spent several
days with her chit- Chronicle Tuesday that' Free had as her house guest Miss John- Mr. and Mrs. Herman Wyms.
Durham is rather unique; and
in Indiana. Ohio and Tennessee, dren there.
Mrs. Mattie Glenn of reporters had heard of her nye Tyson of Little Rock, Miss
Mr. and Mrs. Ted (L. B.) Phil- St. Louis was a
business visitor claims about the child, and had Tyson was a former teacher in
lips visited with ihs parents this in Retherforci last
week. Did you come to see her "more than a Forrest City school system. She
week, Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Phil- know
the Dyer Bombers were year ago. I wouldn't tell them now teaches in Little
Rock.
lips visited with this parents this playing
ball?
anything, and I was surprised
Mn, and Mrs. J. C. Clark had as
and Mrs. E. L. Wynn. They were
With this we say ADIOS AMI- when my lawyer (Sander Bern- their weekend
house guests Mrs.
dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. B. B GOS!
stein) told the Free Press every- Clark's sister, Mrs Curtis Lewis
Russell and Mrs. Lue Featherston
and children of Little Rock.
while here.
Also visiting with the Phillins
Dr. and Mrs. S. J. Banks had
Russeles were Mrs. Lucile
as their house guests their daughn and children of Gary, Ind.,
ter, Mrs. Callian, her husband,
Miss Dorothy D. Wynn also
William Callian and children of
of Gary. Mrs. Ila McGee had as
Chicago.
Mrs. Callian is the forBy L. F. PALMER. JR.
her guest this week her son, Mr.
mer Myrtle Banks of Forrest City.
Eugene Nolan of Gary. Mrs. Tish•
Mr. and Mrs. Roosevelt Dye of
Reached in my pocket for a
to Davidson and family spent sevAfter risking his neck, drawing Chicano are visiting her sister,
eral hours with her son and fami- match the other day and after upon him the wrath of a dozen Mrs. J. L. Williams. Mrs. Dye is
ly, Mr. and Mrs. John Williams lighting my stogie I just happened cab drivers and almost getting the former Margie Allison of this
this week. Mrs. Corinna Simpson to glance at the message on the thrown in the clink, he strutted city.
of Chicago spent a while with Mr. match book. "Stake a Claim on back to the sidewalk bug-eyed and
Miss Mary Elizabeth Jeffers, for
and Mrs. Erict Guiden, sr. She One of Our Staks," the ad read triumphant — until he examined the past two weeks visited her
is also visiting friends and re- and I was getting read yto count his precious find.
grandparents. Mr. and Mrs. Lacy
my quarters to see if I could "Of all the blasted luck," he
latives in Rutherford.
Harvey of Malvern, Ark. On reAirman First Class and Mrs. Syl- claim one of those steaks, when' chy."
turning, Mrs. Jeffers will spend
He tossed "Munchy" back to its the next two weeks with her famivester Hill and family and Mrs. I discovered the beef hunks were
Hi:l'a nephew and son, Mrs. Hill's at Maynard's Restaurant in John' ignoble resting place and proceed- ly before entering Tuskegee Instied on, his nose glued to the pave- tute, in Ala.
mother, Mrs. N. Robinson of Fort town, Pa.
Wayne, Ind., spent Saturday with
Now all things that Maynard had ment. To this day. I have never
Mrs. Joe Altheimer of Warren,
Lewis
Ellis
and to say about his steaks were real figured out what the heck a "Mu- Ark., is visiting her many friends
M-sgt. and Mrs.
Sheba, Airman Hill had been sta- nice and really made me want chy" is.
a n d relatives. Mrs. Altheimer
tioned in Alexandria, La., and to see what made his any better GLAMOROUS ONES
studied the past Summer at Atwas being transferred to Alaska. than anybody else";. But John. And then there's the other buddy
lanta University.
His family will live in Ft. Wayne. town. Pa., is a long hike just far of mine who collects match books.
Mrs. E. P. Shannon, who for
Catherine Gulden and son a heavy snack.
He only goes for the glamorous
ey, Mrs. Pauline Clinton, Mrs. So I got to wondering about the ones like The Sands in Las Vegas, the past 10 weeks has been studying at the University of Arkansas,
Joe Mc Clinton Jr. and chil- intelligence quotient of our highly The Waldorf in New York, or the
has returned. Mrs. Shannon teachdren of Indianapolis are visiting touted ad men. Somehow I had the Chez Paree in Chi town or Brooks
es home economics at the Lincoln
Mrs. Dora Madisongill.
It's no wonder PET Milk babies Ire known for
idea that only geniuses inhabited Brothers clothes.
High school.
Mrs. Farrah Isle has returned those mysterious ad offices. But Don't let anyone pull out a
their healthy growth and happy dispositions. As
Stewart
The
Memorial
Elemenhome alter having served as a when they ask me to use Klancey's cigarette. My friend leaps to his
tsry
PTA
held
their
regular
doctors can tell you, PET is a dependable milk,
meetdelegate to the Women's Connec- Kleaners in Kobblestone, Kentucky, feet digs into his pocket and comes
ing at the Stewart school with
tional Council in Cleveland last or Mike's Pawn Shop in Juneau,
always absolutely safe, always uniformly rich—
his
out
book
"quality"
with
matMrs. M. M. Crutches as president
week. Mrs. Seth Larue of Chicago Alaska, well . . . I just have to
ches and waves the cover in front presiding and Mrs. A. P. Suggs,
easy for babies to digest. And it's fortified with
'Attie Jenkins. Mrs. Alice Simp• wonder about those ad men.
eyes
smoker's
jug
and
of
the
principal.
son of Union City and children, QUEER THINGS
important vitamin D, the sunshine vitamin that
light
he
until
a
won't
him
give
And speaking of match books.
are apendne a few days with her
helps build strong, straight bones and sound teeth;
family. Mr. and Mrs. Walter they can make people do a lot gets the idea. You know, I vaca- beautifully done green and black
Turner,' and four sons of Louis- of queer things. I've got one friend tion at the Sands. , . I by my job. And it read "I use Carter's
Yes, when it comes to baby's bowls,
ville, are visiting their parents.' who collects match books. He clothes at Brooks Brothers. . . Little Liver Pills."
must have thousands of the things I tricked him one day. though.
there's no finer milk than PET Milk
Mr. snd Mrs. Mose Word.
and when he spies one discarded When he wasn't looking I slipped
Men and Women Needed 111-55
BIRTHS, ILLNESS
More than fifty million babies haw
White or Colored to Train Foe
Zone Young is at home from on the street, he'll go into all one of my match books in his
unsuspecting
smoker
been raised on this form of milk. lk
h
CIVIL SERVICE jOBS
the hospital for a rest. Mrs. Bessie kinds of acrobatics to get to it be- act, t e
O'Daniel IS able to sit on the porch fore someone else does. As if pocket. When he sprang into his No experience necaaaaay, grammar
sure wow precious baby gets all tht
didn't have any choice but to read school education usually sufficient
some Will Mullins is still confined someone else would.
wonderful benefits of a PET Evapo
in:
book
match
the
Permanent
the
of
jobs,
cover
no
layoffs,
short
to bed. Tom Moore is doing fair. I saw him tie up traffic in Times
hours. Nigh pay, advancement. Send
light.
Milk formula
and Mrs Richard May; are Square once when he darted out order to get his
The look of sympathy that camel name, address, phone number, and
proud parents of a fine baby among the swarming taxicabs to
time home. If rural give directions
my'
purzled
face
smoker's
the
book
ghost
match
over
of
the
a
rescure
26.
August
AMA,
'bon
Wednesday,
is6
girl born
-err —am it it sw. oft
Write john D Taylor, 1831 S. LaudMr and Mrs. Titus Green, jr., he saw helplessly sprawled in the friend until he glanced down at erdale, Memphis, T
the match book to see why. It was
are parents of a bouncing baby middle of the street.
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Who has the

HEALTHIEST,
HAPPIEST BABY?

You do...

with a safe, dependable
PET Milk formula!

NEW DAISY THEATRE
MID-SOUTH PREMIERE
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Spiritual
church,
or for this or that but the greatest turning back is suitable for the which will be presided over by Kansas City, Mo.; Christian Tabclamor one can have is that whichl kingdom." This goes on without Rev. Clarence H. Cobbs, of Chi* ernacle, New York, N. Y.; Pray.
would make them to want to be exception.
cago, president. Hosts to the group er Tabernacle And Alpha A n d
like Jesus Christ.
will be St. Paul Baptist church, Omega Spiritual Church, Detroit;
Jesus said to those about Him
Echoes of Eden Choir; Voices Of
Victory; Triangular Church Of Rethose men who have made con- On Sunday, Sept. 6, the Pastor's
ligious Science; Voices of Hope;
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Sky Pilot Choir; and Jesus Of Nacern themelves to that which church will sponsor a coke, burger
Is highest and holiest. Everything and coffee hour at the YWCA, 541
zareth Church choir.
The
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Vance, from 4 to 7 p.m. Mrs.
tragic thing about the whole cur- Druzey Anderson is the president
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the pastor of Progressive MB.
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Choirs In 13 States
Ready For Musicale

Trend To Up Education
Among Baptist Group

DEPEND ON QUALITY STAMPS

Gives Coke Party

CHOIR & PULPIT
GOWNS

411 Colors god Color
Comblnotiono
ogo for Ushers Roll
Of000lzotioos
ENRItEll FURNITURE DEPT.
C.'.,,. 7.54.,
POpin,
Lowe., Frio. Available
IRRITE FOR FREE WAIN

for your BACK TO SCHOOL NEEDS
Quality Stamps are the greatest for
those essential "extras"

Rights Group To
Go 'Shopping'
Come Oct. 17

Words of the Wise
A helping word to one in
trouble is often like a switch
on a railroad track—but one
inch between wreck and
smooth-rolling prosperity.
--(Beecher)

SPRINGER FASHION UNIFORMS

I wish to take this means of expressing my appreciation to all the many friends and well vvishers who
supported me in my candidacy for the Juvenile Court
judgeship. I shall always be grateful for the loyalty so
many thousands of Memphians have expressed both before and after the election.
REVEREND BEN L. HOOKS, Pastor
Greater Middle Baptist Church

BIG PAINT SALE
SAVE $2.00 ON

GALLON

Wallpaper Up to 50% Discount
INSIDE PAINT AND OUTSIDE PAINT

The American Council on Human RIghta will conduct its Third
Annual Workshop on October 17,
in Washington, D. C., Mrs. Aretha'
B. McKinley, director of ACHR
announced this week.
-The Council has discovered that
the wotkshop is an effective in- 1
struinent by which to develop interest, leadership and techniques
In attackin:!, civil rights problems,
on a national and local scale,"I
stated Mrs. McKinley. "Emphasis
this year will be focused on the
crucial civil rights areas of employment and investment opportunities, housing, registration and
voting," she continued.
Mrs. Dorothy Shaed Proctor and
Mrs. Marion H. Bluitt of Washineton, D. C • are co-chairmen
of the 1959 Economic and Social
Workshop. Speakers and consultants will be drawn from every
section of the United States and
from some foreign areas.
"Judging from the interest already shown in the Workshop, registration will begin early," declared Mrs. McKinley. For further information write or call ACHR,
1130 Sixth at.. N. W Washington,
D. C. COlumbia 5-7307.

Yes Madame,

REV. E. W. WILLIAMSON,
pastor of Olivet B a Mist
church, 270 E. Calhoun st.,
will deliver the noon day seemon at the Woman's Convention in San Francisco on Sept.
11. The convention is an auxil•
racy of the National Baptist
Convention, USA, and Miss
Nannie H. Burroughs is prey
ident of the organization. Thls
will make the second time
Rev. Williamson has gone to
California to speak, He ad.
dressed the National Sunday
School and Baptist Training
Union Congress there recently.

Jack Sprat enriched wheat
flour does make such wonderfully light tender cakes that
melt in your mouth as well as
luscious breads and pastries.
The glamorous, fluffy orange
cake will be the hit of your
dinner or party — swirl the
frosting high and sprinkle the
top with gold tinted shreds of
coconut.
2 e. Jack Sprat flour
/
21
2'2 tsp, baking powder
1-4 tsp. salt
2 tsp. grated lemon peel
1
1/
1 tablespoon grated orange
peel
3-4 c. shortening
c. sugar
3-4 c. milk

Sift together Jack Sprat
Boer, baking powder, and salt.
Add lemon and orange peels
to shortening; cream well.
Add sugar gradually and beat
until light and fluffy. Add eggs,
one at a time, beating well
after each addition; add flour
mixture alternately with lemon juice then milk gradually.
Beat smooth after each addition Bake in two paper lined
9 by 11
2 inch pans in 375 de/
gree F. oven for 30 minutes.
Cool.
Frost with Seven Minute
Frosting; Place 2 egg whites,
2 C. sugar, 11
/
11
2 tsp, light corn
/
syrup, one-third C cold water
and a dash of salt in top of
double boiler; mix thoroughly.
Cook, beating constantly with

rotary or electric beater 'till
mixture forms peak, about seven minutes. Remove from fire,
add vanilla flavoring. Beat until spreading consistency,
spread between layers, on sides
and top. Sprinkle with golden
coconut.
To color coconut: Half fill
small jar with coconut, dilute
yellow food coloring with a
few drops of water. Add colored water to jar; shake until
coconut is tinted. Spread on
paper toweling to dry. Serve
by itself or with ice cream.
The family will have fun helpina to make this glamorous
cake.
Bye for now.
Jana Poiter,

JANA PORTER

"now,

Free City Delivery — Orders Appreciated

NOW IN NEW LOCATION

H. A. Carroll & Co. Paints and Wallpaper
405 MONROE — Same Phone — JA 3-1626
Walter Streali
• Since 1871 •
Herbert Street,
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Men and Women Over 65
Can now qualify for hospital insurance, that pays for 365 days
or $3,650 Life and Burial Insurance to age 70.

No Medical Examination Is Required

THERE IS ALWAYS good listening when the Big Star Talent
Show climbs aboard the powerful WDIA airlanes each Saturday
morning at 11:70 for you are always assured of a top notch
before microphones of the Big Star talent show to show the

It costa you nothing to find out — call day or night including
Sunday. Phone JA. 6-5355 or mail a card with your name,
address and nearest phone number to:

vast Mid-South audience what they can do. Appearing on a
recent show was the above quartet. From left they are Henry
Burrough, Merdlst Cobb, Robert Honeysucker and Betty Patterson.

The Century Insurance Agency
734 Vance Avenue
Memphis, Tennessee
Bonded underwriters and brokers for the highest rating companies in America. W. A. Adkins, Life Insurance Counselor
with 21 years experience,
Part Tim* Agents Needed — Good

Pay.

GUEST SPEAKER -- Mr, Jo.
seph Martin of Rot Springs,
Ark.. was the guest speaker
,
at the recent opening 114
0011
St the 20th Annual Southeast.

ern Association of Colored
Women's Federation club a:
the Masonic Temple in Jack
son, hi.ss.
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Two Negro teachers were promoted to principalships and the
appointments approved at a meeting of the Board of Education
Friday.
William 11 Callian, a Hamilton
high school teacher was appoint
ed principal of Booker T. Wash•
ington high school evening school,
and William H. Sweet, teacherassistant at Melrose high school,
was made principal of Kansas elementary school.
Mr. Callian, a graduate of Tennessee A&I State university, has
been teaching in the Memphis
school system for seven years. Mr.
Sweet, alio has both the bachelor
and master of science degrees
from the same university, has
been teaching here nine years.
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Muhammad Asks
•For Segregation

PITTSBURGH, Pa. -- Elijah
Muhammad, the self-styled prophet and advocate of black supremacy who has been denounced by
SHINING STARS — Shown
the NAACP and outstanding Negro leaders, said Sunday that Ne- gathered here are some of the
800 or more delegates to the
groes should leave this country if
whites do not give them a place
"where we can live alone."
I The prophet, who was born Elijah Poole in Georgia all years ago,
said, "I am a segregationist. I
want the black man to have things
of his own — his own homes, his
own jobs, and his own farms. All
H G. Wells wrote "The InvisiI want is justice."
Attacking Christianity, he said, ble Man." . . . His modern-day
"It is the white man's religion of- counter-part is the American Nefered at the end of a long-handled gro.
spoon to keep thee black man sub- You can't see him in hisjugated."
tory texts. He doesn't exist. And
The advocate of black supre• that may prove to be a stumbling
'acy has received much publicity block in America's crash program
ince his movement was describ- to put scientific education in high
d a few weeks ago in Time mag- schools on a par with Russia, says
azine.
Ebony magazine in its September

77th Grand Communication
of the Excelsior Grand Chapter, Order of Eastern Star,

Tennessee and Jurisdiction,
staged at Tennessee Atkl State
university. Mrs. Rosa B. Whit'

Prices Kept Up With
Memphis While Abroad
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son, Memphis, Grand Worthy
Matron, is shown in the first
row, center, behind the let-

Dr. and Mrs. Hollis F. Price "During my trip to Salonika. I
have returned home after a two- got the impression that bad humonth trip to Europe which car- man relations is a problem which
ried them to nine European coon. plagues the world in many differtries, but all the time they were ent places. There is a tremendous
thinking about Memphis politics. exploitation of the workers In AfIn Paris they received a letter rica." he said.
telling them that Mayor Orgill had CONCERNED WITH AFRICA
Dr. Price said he was asked
decided to drop out the race for
reelection; in Athens they found vet./ few questions about integraout that pressure was being tion in the United States, and most
brought on the public works com- of the persons who attended the
mission capdidates to slim their meeting in Greece were more conranks to prevent a Negro from cerned about conditions in South
being elected; and at Spittal, Aus- Africa, Kenya, Rhodesia and Nyatria, they mailed in their absen- saland.
At the Salonika conference, Dr.
tee ballots.
Shortly after arriving in N e w Price said, it was suggested that
York City on August 21, the Western nations, with so much
morning after the election, a sky- matereial wealth, have a responsicap who had lived in Memphis, bility to share with under-developspotted Dr. Price and rushed over ed countries which have been deanti gave hint the election returns. nied so much.
The proposal that the West
WAS A DELEGATE
Back in Ids office on the Cam- should be satisfied with its prespus of LeMoyne college, President ent standard of living and assist
ters "LC" in the word "Wel- Price gave a report on his trip to the downtrodden in reaching a
come." Grand l'atron W. E. Salonika, Greece, and
Spittal, Aus- higher standard of living receivRoberts, Selmer, is to Mrs. tria.
ed very little support.
Whitson's immediate left.
In Salonika, Dr. Price was a OTHER CITIES
delegate to the World Council of At Spittal, Dr. Price attended a
(lurches' International Confer- preparatory meeting for the third
ence on Problems of Rapid Social world assembly of the World CounChance. He gave a report on Li- cil of Churches to be held in New
beria, West Africa, based on a Delhi, India, next year.
study he made during a tour of The Prices also visited London,
that country in late 1957 and ear- Amsterdam, Brussels, Geneva and
ly 1958 under the sponsorship of Munich. While in Rome they had
the Phelps - Stokes Foundation. a chance meeting with Mrs. G. W.
Other delegates, he said, gave re- Stsnley Ish, r., of Little Rock,
ports on such under-developed Ark., who was on tour of the Con.
countries Burma, Indonesia, Cey- tinent.
lon and other countries in Africa.

Pigs Go To Markets;
Still On
letso
of pork Scholarships
nt
Al kSnus ppi
Put Negroes In History Pork
signs point
Books, Ebony SuggestsEastern Star's Program
enOt yt
slA

months ahead. U. S. Department
of Agriculture outlook specialists
NASHVILLE — An announceissue.
report prospective hog marketing
ment of plans to continue the
In an editorial called "Not In And slaughter will provide more broad educational scholarship prothe coming
The Book," Ebony says that if the pork per person in
sponsored by the Excelsior
months than in any year since gram
Grand Chapter of Order of EastUnited States is to compete sci- 1950's.
ern Star, Tennessee Jurisdiction,
entifically with other countries, it
Because of increasing supplies was among highpoints of the
inlive
to
youth
must teach its
USDA has placed pork at the head chapter's 77th Grand Communicatelligently with people of other of its September Plentiful Foods tion here recently.
creeds and colors here at home. for Memphis and the Mid-South
Also of equal high interest was
area, according to Leo W. Smith
the reelection of Mrs. Rosa B.
BROTHERHOOD
of the Department's Food Distri- Whitson to a 10th ter mas Worthy
But first, youth must be per- bution Division. Other foods on
Grand Matron of the Chapter.
mitted to know them, for it is dif- the September list are: turkeys,
A leading civic, religious, social
ficult for even an adult to be- milk, pears, lemons, limes, late and educational figure of Mempeanut
and
vegetables,
summer
man
a
lieve in the brotherhood of
phis, Mrs. Whitson was hailed by
butter.
The National Funeral Directors dent; F. If. Purnell, Texas, tat
the communication as a "dynamic
who does not exist.
Hogs coming to market now are
and Morticians Association, Inc., vice president; Theodore R. HawEbony says that in most high from the spring pig crop, and food. Worthy Matron of unquestioned
ended their four day meet on es, Illinois, 2nd vice president; C.
school texts only a few short sen- shopper; will find virtually u of integrity." n recognition of her
Thursday night with the Presi- W. Lee, Ala., 3rd vice president;
the session joined t h e
tences are devoted to the Negro. their favorite pork cuts s— frosh
fresh , service
dent's Ball in the Grand Ball- Jenifer Renfro Ohio,4th vice presi•
Memphis delegation in special honHe is captured in Africa, enslavroom of the Hotel Sherman, at- ident; It H. Miller, Ill., general
NASHVILLE, Tenn. — Scien- Clara Smith of Smith Consulting ed in America, freed by Lincoln or cured, and sausage and becon ors and gifts to Mrs. Whitson.
attractivewell
and
as
plentiful
—
tended by hundreds.
secretary; Lacy Kennedy, Ark., astists from across the nation gath- Laboratory, Van Zandt Williams and raisss brief but merry hell
The Grand Matron's Memphis
MRS. ROSA B. WHITSON
All in all it seems as though sistant secretary; Mrs. E. L. Purered at Fisk university August of the Perkin-Elmer Corporation, during the era of reconstruction. ly priced.
address is 1330 Williams.
to
MORE
visitors
Windy
the
the
TURKEYS
had
City
vis, La., recording secretary; Han.
1949 for institutes in gas chro- Ray Sawyer of Perkin - Elmer, Two hundred pages and a half
The communication s a w more Chattanooga, named "Matron of
matography and infrared spec• Theron Johnson of Buckman In- century later, up pops scientists Turkeys have been plentiful than 800 Grand °roses,, delegates the Year:" and Mrs. Lillie P. fib in spite of their strennous bush dy B. Beckett, Pa., treasurer;
mod and members gather at Tennes; Matthews, named "Mrs. Excels- ness meetings, and judging by NIalverse H. Mack, N. Y., chairtroscopy. In attendance were top struments and James Stewart of George Washington Carver, friend most of the Summer, and -of a heretofore unmentioned Book- supplies are expected for Septem- see A&I State university to trans- ior" for gaining the most mean- the attendance this was the most man of board; William Beckett
researchers from the country's Beckman.
Pa., treasurer; Malverse etaoinin
successful convention yet.
biggest industries.
The first Institute which met Au- er T. 1Vashington and — if space ber menus. Milk production has , act business in the interest of OES hers in her chapter this year.
The Illinois Selected Morticians Ky., vice - chairman of board;
Under the direction of Dr. James gust 19-22, was designed to provide permits — forerunner of Nobel been running slightly below that chapters throughout the state.
and its Auxiliary were the most Perry J. Brown, N. C.,secretary
R. Lawson, Dr. Nelson Fuson, of training in fundamentals of instru- Peace Prize winner Ralph Bunche. of last Summer, but supplies con- The session took note of the
fact that the Grand Chapter has HAVELOCK, N. C. — School as host, along with A. W. Williams of board; J. R. Weatherly, Ala.,
Fisk and Dr. Ernest Jones of mentation and uses ceps chroof the Unity Insurance, etc., who chaplain; R. L. Flipping, N. J..
already made college educations
Vanderbilt university the institute matography.
principal Seth Henderson, describ- kept a hospitality suite open at
all sergeant - at - arms; W. If. Jefpossible for scores of worthy stuheard lectures and witnessed de- The Fisk Infrared Institute which
of
children
17
of
entrance
the
ing
times, and the Miller and Major ferson, Miss., financical chairman.
dents, then set in motion machinmonstrations from such experts ended August 29 was constructed
Negro Marines into two formerly Funeral Homes who also kept a
Mr. John Johnson of Baltimore,
ery to award scholarships to these
as Elkan Stout of the Polaroid to give training in the techniques
all-white elementary schools:
Md., was voted Live Member of
hospitality suite open.
students:
corporation, Norman Colthup of and applications of infrared spec"Everything was very quiet and
Twenty-five States were repre- the Board.
Sarah P. Jones, Nashville;
merican Cyanamid, Lamar Field troscopy. Classes and lab sessions
orderly."
sented together with Bermuda. On The Women's Auxiliary who also
Mary J. Kinnard, Columbia, Edst Vanderbilt university, Henry were held for both beginners and
the closing night the newly met with success elected Mrs.
die Phillips and Josephine Jones,
Morgan of Oak Ridge National those with experience in the highelected officers were installed as Preston Pughsley of Tampa, Fla.,
Memphis; Bettye L. Martin, BoliLaboratory, Phillip Stadtler of ly technical fields.
follows: R. H. Haile, S. C., weal- as their national president.
var; Margaret Porter, Alcoa; Mar-'
Stsdtler Research Laboratories
lene Bachelor, Denmark; and Garlene Long, Jackson.
In partial support of this program the communication heard
the grand chapter ways and means
committee report $1,068.85 for the
scholarship fund.
Also cited at the session were
Mrs. Alice Arledge, Nashville, "for
loyal and faithful service as
grand treasurer over a period
' The National Urban League will!AFL-CIO Civil Rights Committee
International
vice-president,
hold its annual conference at'and
of 27 years;" Mrs. Mattie Norris,
the Sheraton-Park hotel in Wash- Ladies Garment Workers Union;
Loupresident,
Stanley,
L.
Frank
801
ington, D. C., Sept. 8-10. Over
tinue plentiful.
persons, including delegates andl isville Defender; Al Hartnett, secFor sandwich and other uses,
visitors from 63 local Urban League:retary-treasurer of the Internahomemakers will find food stores
affiliates across the country, are;tional Union of Electrical. Radio
well-stocked with peanut butter.
,
AFRICAN VISITOR — Peter ' Miami, Fla. Mr. Kemcha is
and Machine Workers, AFL-CIO;
expected to attend.
The Bartlett pear crop in Calishown explaining native dress fornia, Oregon and Washington es, "Community Planning for Equil and Albert F. Walters, vice-presi- Mboya Kemcha, right, ministo Clinton Moon, public rela- timated at 21.5 million bushels, is
Opportunity" is the conference dent, General Foods Corporation. ter of Natural Resources and
tions of the resort spot, and
member of the House of Astheme. The metropolitan area ini The anual conference will be
17 per cent larger than last year.
institute
Mrs. Moon, Mr. Kemchach's Lemons and limes, and late sumthree-day
sembly, Beau South Came.
.
aingr
charge, strengthening family life preceded by a
tour was sponsored by the U. mer vegetables continue in good Nmeiiii WHY COuNCti
In our cities, and school Integra for Urban League staff and board roons, Nigeria, was a guest at
.
members.
that
topics
the
S. Department of State.
tion are among
the famed Sir John hotel in
supply.
ill be discussed at the meeting. The National Urban League is
he conference host is the Wash- an interracial organization devoted to improving economic opporIngtn Urban League.
Among the principal speakers tunities for Negroes in urban
are: Secretary Arthur S. Flem- areas and bettering race relationming of the Department of Health, ships. It was founded in 1910. The
Education and Welfare; Joseph D. League's president and executive
STATELY MISS SYLVIA F.
stitute, where she Is majorLohman, treasurer of the State director, respectively, are ThooWebb eyes the coming college
ing in commercial dietetics.
of Illinois; and Dr. Archibald J. dore W. Kheel and Lester B.
school session with solemn anHer hobbies are dancing and
Carey, jr , chairman, president's Granger,
ticipation and conviction. The
listening to the cool strains of
Committee on Government Em- Dr. R. Frank Jones, medical dipretty
Humboldt,
Tenn.,
lass
jazz music. Staff photo by Bib
ployment Policy. Dr. Carey is also rector of Freedman's hospital,
is
a
senior
at
Tuskegee
ly
InDuncan.
pastor of Quinn Chapel AME Washington, D. C.; and William
church, Chicago.
H. Baldwin, partner of the New
Others will include James E. Lash York public relations firm of Baldexecutive vice president, Action, win and Mermey, are co-chairmen
I wish to take this means of expressing my appreInc., Robert W. Dowling, president of the annual conference committo all the many friends and well wishers who
ciation
Whit- tee.
City Investing Company;
ney M. Young, jr., dean, Atlanta
supported in. in my candidacy for the Commissioner
University School of Social Work; There were 21,549 persons in
of Public Works. I shall always be grateful for the
Edwin C. Berry, executive di- Federal prisons at the end of
rector, Chicago Urban League; 1958, or 5.5 percent more than in
loyalty so many thousands of Memphians have exCharles S. Zimmerman, chairman, 1957.
pressed both before and after the election.
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TEEN SCHOLARS — Seven
members of the Teen Towil
Singers shared $1,000 in scholarship money recently a n d
are shown in the studio of
Radio Station IVOR proudly
holding checks. On front low,
from left, are Glenda Faye

Greer, who w111 stand Manses AM&N; Ann Kirk, who will
go to Tennessee A&I State eel'
versity; Mrs. Grant Tarham,
Sr., who accepted gift for her
son, Grant, Jr., who will attend
Los Anerles City college; ('la•
ramieee Smith, future stu.

dent at Arkansas AM & N, and
A. C. Williams, the station's
promotional consultant. Singers on rear row, same order,
and their intended schools, are
John Ray Bunton, I,eMoyne
college; James Branch, Owen
college; and Mary elle Thomas,

I e Moyne college. During 10
year history of Teen Town
Singers, the station has awarded more than $12,000 In scholarships. Selections are made
on the basis of length of time
with the organization, loyalty
and dependability, and scholastic attainment.
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Dear Mine. Chante: You have
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a
helped so many people through
your column find happiness — I young lady 18 years old, 5 feet
/
2 inches tall. 120 lbs. I would
hope you can help me. I am a di- 41
/
2 incises tail, like to correspond with young
vorcee, 45, 5 feet, 61
brown
men
between 19-25. I isave
ittweigh 160 lbs., medium
complexion, considered attractive, tle boy. Will consider marriage to
good education registered nurse. the right person When writing
I have a 10 year old son. I am please enclose photo. Miss Ruth
interested in meeting a lonely gen- Clayton, 526 W. 60th St., Chicago
tleman between 47-57, good char- 21,
•• •
acter, likes children. Will not 00jeet to his havint' children. '‘irs. Vear Mme. Chante: I am 30
Lee Ann Smith, 721 E. 223rd at,, years old, 6 feet, 2 inches tall,
185 lbs., light brown complexion,
WAS SuPAYLVD loC14
?
Bionx, N.
•••
single and free to marry. I am
VvoULD VOO t4A042 DOW' ME A PAvoR
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a sin- steadily employed and seeking a
gle man, 34 years old, 5 feet, 8 young lady between 25 and 30
inches tall, weigh 140 lbs., brows years old, She may have children.
complexion, brown eyes a n d I have my own place and all I
black hair. I am iooking for a man need is a wife. Albert Hall, 274
with a good background — who W. 43rd St., New York, N. Y.
• ••
likes to attend church. Would
like a man between 50 and 55 Dear Mme. Chante: I would like
years old. Mrs. Emma O'Kelly, you to publish my name in your
2711 Pine St., San Francisco 15, paper as I am seeking a husband.
I am 28, 5 feet, 6 inches tall, 127
Calif.
•••
lbs., fair complexion; an elemenDear Mme. Chante: You have tary school teacher. I am a memhelped so many others — maybe ber of the Church of God. Wilhel
you can help me. I am a lonely Simpson, 2 Oddman Lane, Kingwoman who would like to hear ston 8, Jamaica, BWI.
•• •
from gentlemen between 50 and
70. I sin dark brownskin, 4 feet Dear Mme. Chante: I am seektall, weigh 160 lbs. My friends say ing pen pals and enjoy writing to Relgier, General Delivery Mus- ly man of 47, 6 feet, 2 inches tall,
160 lbs. I would like to meet a
I am very nice looking; good people. Would very much appre• kegon, Mich.
•• •
good kind sweet woman. I am a
housekeeper and a good cook. I ciate your help in meeting others.
like clean sports. Will answer all Especially those in New England, Dear Mme. Chante:
am a kind and easy going man who just
letters. Please send photo in first but will answer all others. Rev, lonely woman seeking a compan- loves the joy and happiness that
letter; I will do likewise. Miss Gordon E. Watt, P. 0. Box 1103, ion who is a Christian and loves life offers two people who want
Isebella Johnson, 968 Spring St., Providence, R. I.
to attend church. Would prefer a to share them together. I love to
• ••
Muskegon, Mich.
gentleman between 49 and 50. I fish and hunt — love games and
• ••
Dear Mme. Chante: You have am !toping to correspond with a outdoor sports. I like to go to
Dear Mme, Chante: I am a sin- helped so many others, I wonder kindr-Nirted dependable am' tinder- church and shows. I am a shoe
gle man, 34-year-old, 5 feet, 8 if you can help me. I am a Chris- standing man. I am 43, 125 lbs., saleman — have my own apartinches tall, 158 lbs., brown coin- tian woman, 49, in good health 5 feet, 2 inches tall, brown com- ment. Will exchange pnotos and
plexion with brown eyes and black and interested in marriage. I am plexion. I have never been mar- answer all letters. Robert Striblhair. I am employed at The Visit- a good cook; good housekeeper. red. Will answer all mail. Please ing, 4953 South Parkway, Chicago
The inscription on an old Eng- squabbles.
greedy agents of absentee land- tunity to meet an important social ing Nurses Association in S a n Would like to hear from men
be- send photo. Race does not matter. 15, Ill.
lish tombstone reads:
Irish tenants a few centuries lords; in France, abuses by land- scaped areas.
Francisco. I am interested in tween 48 and 70. Someone who is Margaret Flakes, 204 N. 9th St.,
"No landlord can increase her
back were almost starved by the owners were so extreme they
Apartments varied in type, size young women between 22-35. Race kind and sweet, I like all clean Nashville, Tenn,
rent
need. It would invest some of the proved a major cause of t h e and layout and streets were ar- or color does not matter. Please sports
•••
— love church. Will answer
•Or turn ner Out for non-paypolicy owners' resources to build French Revolution,
ranged to insure maximum quiet send photo. Will answer all let- all letters. I am 5 feet tall, 162 Dear Mme. Chante: I read your
ment."
apartments.
LANDLORD COMPLAINTS
and safety. Shopping and transpor- ters. Thanking you for an early lbs. Please send photo in first let- column every week and I think it
This posthumous pot shot by an
Mindful that bad publicity could
Of course, landlords had a few tation facilities were close by.
reply. Fred Barth Owens, Sr., 2711 ter. I am free to travel anywhere is a wonderful way for lonely
18th century woman is just one harm the company's reputation, complaints, too. Early tenants of- Four years later, the work was Pine St., San Francisco 15, Calif.
with the right man. Miss Rallie people to meet. I am a very Ion,small part of history's longest con- its executives determined to avoid ten settled grievances with vio- complete; Fresh Meadows gleamtinuing "war" — the battle be- the traditional stigma of "villain" lence — burning crops and houses,
ed proudly in the Long Island sun
tween owners of property and attached to previous landlords. or slaughtering the landlord's cat- —an entire city, within a city, of
those who pay rent.
ESTABLISH DEPARTMENT
tle. And, lacking interest or tech- 11,000 people.
From the tenant's viewpoint, A Housing Department was es- ical knowledge, they often 1 e t Wise planning and beautiful
landlords in those days were tablished to make an intensive their lands and houses fall into buildings were only a partial solu"stony - hearted villains" whom survey of tenant desires. The idea rum.
BONN, Germany — (UPI) —A
tion. The company wanted its ten"no man loveth." The view was was to promote friendly relations
newspaper seller named EisenWith the rise of cities and apart- ants to be satisfied with Fresh
nut without justification. In Eng- from the beginning.
hauer tried unsuccessfully to sell
ment dwelline, disputes simmered Meadows' day-in and day-out apland, for example, all land at one
The company felt that F r esh down to a cold war — but hostilWell over half of the physicians relatively limited opportunities lots in Cook County in 1958 was a newspaper to another man with
proach to their living problems.
lime theoretically owned by the Meadows, as the proposed devel- ty continued.
being trained in medical schools available in Illinois for education high, 40 Illinois counties had no a smiliar name — who happens
King, with "common land" grant- opment was called, had to be Now, a new concept in landlord- EXPERIENCED STAFF
to be the President of the United
in Illinois leave the state to enter
ed to peasants for growing neces- more than another housing proj- tenant relations — by one of the An experienced management
of physicians after graduation full-time specialists, nineteen had States.
practice
elsewhere.
sities.
ect. It had to be a complete resi- nation's big landlords — promis- staff took over operations. And the
from medical school. The number no part-time specialists, and 14 The President was so carefully
old nomenclature changed. Ten- The trend is such that by 1975
had neither.
Yet a farmer had to donate the dential community. New York Life es a "cease fire."
guarded that the newspaper sellin
Illinois
of internships offered by hospitals
there
may
be
one
physithe
and
residents
bulk of his harvests to a manor chose a 188-acre tract of I-nd on It started shortly after World ants became
Dr. Potthoff says, "It is appar- er did not have a chance to apcian for each 822 neople compar- in this state increased by only 18.5
management.
"landlord"
became
loid. Farmers also could be im- Long Island and the work began. War IL The honsin^ short,ae was
ent
that
proach Eisenhower directly. He
in
order
to
assure
the
ed with one for 627 in 1942.
pressed into military serviec at Planning was bold and imagina- acute and the New York Life In- There was a direct communicapercent from 1947-48 to 1957-48 future supply of medical service in was sherpherded away by AmeriIn spite of tub, Illinois with its
and
residents
between
channel
tion
while the national figure increas- Illinois, the state should attempt can and German security agents.
any time to settle their lords' tive, with emphasis on open land- surance Company saw toe oppormanagement. Lack of such an ar- five medical schools is exceeded ed by 40.9 percent.
to Improve its capacity for at- Kurt Eisenhauer told newsmen
rangement had been a major by only two other stales
A similar situation applies to tracting and holding a larger later he just wanted to sell the
cause of misunderstanding in the number of medical students it specialty (r esident physician) share of the physicians being
distinguished guest a newspaper.
graduates.
past.
training in Illinois hospitals. Be- trained in U. S. medical colleges." Police said they had not been
Personal service also played a RELEASE SURVEY
tween 194,1-47 and 1958-59 the num- The statistics in the report do able to determine if Eisenhauer is
role. When a resident moved in, These are some of the facts ber of approved hospital residenche received printed announce- brought out in a survey released ies in the United States increased not relate to Illinois alone, but at related to the American Presimany points are concerned with dent.
ments with which he could inform by Dr. Edward F. Potthoff, direc- twice as rapidly as they did in
his friends of his new address. A tor of the Bureau of Institutional Illinois. In fact, from the point of the entire nation and other indiv- The newspaper seller's close
friends also call him "Ike."
map of the housing project and Research of the University of Il- view of meeting the state's own idual states for comparisons.
surrounding areas guaranteed he linois.
needs for specialists, tne number
wouldn't get lost.
The extensive 220-page report of specialty (resident) physicians
These personal services h a v e spells out in detail the physicianactually in training declined by 40
continued to play an important population ratio for Illinois. It ap- percent between 1950 and 1958.
role in maintainina cordial eels- pears that Illinois may lose its
Lions. Today, the new Fresh Mead- favored position in the national Interns serving in Illinois hospitals in recent years have included
ows resident receives the same physician - population ratio.
rather large numbers of citizens
customary welcome and assurAt present the state stands of other countries who return to
ance that his apartment has been slightly above the national averthoroughly inspected, with any de- age for the number of physicians their homelands to pursue their
torofession. Illinois also accounts JOLIET — Four more awards
fects rectified.
for each 100,000 people.
for some 29 percent of all the new have been won by a 44-year-old
Perhaps the best example Is the
foreign-trained physicians licens- portrait photographer here.
recent electrical modernization DRAWS STATISTICS
The photographer, Joseph D.
The report draws liberally on ed in the United States annually.
program — rewiring to meet the
Matthews, submitteed four porneeds of new appliances and pro- statistics publisned by the Ameri- DISTRIBUTE EFFORTS
traits which won national awards
viding residents with new kitchens. can Association of Medical colleg- The statistics show that even at the 68th annual Exposition of
es and the American Medical As- though all the medical school
With 2,400 kitchens to change in
Professional Photography which
sociation.
graduates in Illinois receive their
the 138 two and three-story buildIn this source book, Dr. Pott- training in Cook County, those was held at the Statler Hilton in
ings, problems were staggering.
Los Angeles.
The management decided that hoff points out that the decrease who remain in the state tend to
One of the four, a portrait of
the work could and must be done in the number of physicians in 11- distribute themselves quite evenly D
Denise Ann, daughter of Mr and
linois
are
due
not
to
a
lack
of
throughout the other counties.
without disrupting family routine.
Mrs. Le Roy H. Marquardt, of
Cautious planning and special undergraduate medical schools .,ut The report also shows that the Joliet, was accepted in the Trayconsideration paid off once more. an inability on the part of the physician • population ratio in can- elling Loan Collection. The loan
communities in the state to atWORK AREAtral
and southern Illinois is sub- collection is said to he the highest
tract physicians trained here or
A special work area for mother,
st. antially lower than in the Chi- honor a portrait can receive III
with cabinets and hot plates on elsewhere. For example, as of cago area. While the number of the United States and Canada.
1950 Illinois suffered a net loss of
AIRVIEW OF FRESH MEADfamilies in Queens, Long IsCompany's
188-acre apartwh.?els, was set up in the livingpractitioners,
general
part - time
Matthews also received five
4,922 physicians trained in 't
—
ows, New York Life Insurance
for 3,000 land, N. Y.
ment community
room while plumbers, electriciansspecialists
and full - time special- merits on his entries toward the
schools while California had gains—limn and carpenters worked undisturbcoveted master of photography
ad 8,204 more that it trained.
-- ed in the kitchen. Unpacking of
The population of New Y o r k degree.
Illinois
of
migration
This
-trained
' new equipment was done outside
when it was captured from the
During May, Matthews won six
the building and a clean-up medical school graduates to other Dutch by the British in 1664 was state awards at the Illinois Photog- AWARD - WINNING PORTRAIT
states
has
been
w
hen
the
greatest
each
apartment
visited
sinteam
only 1,000.
raphers' convention where t h e photographer Joseph D. Matthews
• • •
gle factor in the decline in the
work was done.
portrait of Denise Ann won first takes four more honors at Los
Angeles exposition. Matthews. of
For New York Life. the effort state's number of physicians, the
Alexander Praham Bell gave place.
report indicates,
Was worth It.
the first public demonstration of The photographer now has won Joliet, now has won 57 awards in
Residents agree that here, at LIMITED OPPORTUNITIES
his telephone at the Philadelphia 57 awards in regional, state and regional, state and national campetition.
national competition,
last, is a landlord with a heart. This is partly traceable to the world's fair in 1876.
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Fresh Meadows Portrays
'Landlord With A Heart'

Half Of Illinois Trained
Physicians Leave State
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Portrait Photog Wins
Four More Top Awards
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NAT D WILLIAMS

PEAcEIALK?

L. P. IMAM. JR., IOW and Genet.) Manager

WHY SCHOOL'S
idea may sound a bit old-fashioned
AMY I.4 J. POLK. Orculdien Montorrt
This is the tone of year when But if one boards the "train of
it's easy to conclude that every• notions" Mr. Springer set roiling,
thing has just about been said it'll be seen that there's nothing
Subscription Wet Ono year. $C els moattis. 113.110. 12-yeor sposial Subscription rote $10)
that can be said about returning at all old•fashioned about it. The
Th. Tri-Stete Defends. Does Net Tette Impossibility ter unsolielted Manuscripts et Phew
to school.
idea is as current as the last satelMost folk find most of the kids lite sent from the earth. In fact,
Defendet Publishing Csi Intend as &mend
Published Ivory Thursday by the
ready to accept, or at least en- It's good to remember that the
dure, the old cliches about the only way man sent up any satelClass Metter it Me Memphis Pest Office March 20, 952, Under Act et March 2, ISM
need for education. . .the benefits lite at all, was by somebody's
of learning . . . and the general having gone to school to learn
SERVING 1,000,000 NEGROES IN THE TRI-STATE AREA
outcomes of prompt and regular something.
school attendance.
Today, more than ever, kids need
II
During the first school assem- to have it drilled into them that
blies the kids act like they are schools exist to impart knowledge
really impressed with what the and training. Most folk have had
principals and teachers say about occasion to wonder why it is that
the benefits of school as they ex- so many youngsters seem to know
tend their opening days' greetings. so much less than it seems they
One might just as easily suspect should with all the money spent
that the youngsters are enjoying and noise kept about education toThe decision by the House of Represen- given preferential consideration in employ- a welcome change from the grow- day.
ing boredom of summer idleness.
Too many high school boys and
tatives to defer final action on civil rights ment and business opportunities, and are . . .called by some
"vacation".
girls can't spell. Too many can't
the remaining days of the 'first session far more welcome than we who were born HITS HOME
write one page of intelligible readof the eighty-sixth Congress, is a bold act here and whose blood and sweat have ming- But every now and then, some- ing matter. Too many have dif111
.
thing is said during opening as- ficulty with simple arithmetic
of legislative irresponsibility. In the face led with the soil to make America a great seinblies, welcoming the pupils, problems. Too many know too
prosperous
land.
prerogand
that falls right where the water much about everything, and virtuof daily invasions of constitutional
hits the wheel. Maybe it's the way ally nothing about anything in paratives, of unchecked infringements of our
We ask not for rights that are not it's
said, or the time, it's said, ticular.
most essential attributes of citizenship, of granted tr. other citizens, we plead not for or who says it. But gomehow it NOTHING NEW
denials of the ballot and equal protection, protection of the law not extended to oth- hits home . . . and let's loose And that's nothing new to say.
they call a "train of notions." Most oldsters have said it before.
it is indeed an unpardonable dereliction of ers, nor do we oetition for special privileges what
For instance, the other day over Only it can't he said too often nor
vital
so
of
duty to postpone the settlement
denied to others. All we ask for and insist at Booker T. Washington High too emphatically. There is a great
an issue.
upon is that we be given those rights which School Prof. J. I). Springer, need for new sense of mission
launching his
yougsters
attending
of among
There is not a single item on the Con- are guaranteed under the Constitution. the city's largestadministration
public school for school,
gressional calendar which transcends in Nothing less, nothing more. if that is too Negroes, had occasion to make a By "sense of mission" reference
importance the question of civil rights, a much of a demand, then the naked ques- "telling" remark to the Seniors. is made to the not too distant
He was in the process of directing days when Negro boys and girls
question upon whose solution depends that tion is: Are we American citizens, or are the registration of the class.
had such a great thirst for learnbroad unity so necessary to the national we not? The sooner that question is an- Evidently impressed by the ing . . . when their folk had such
well-being. Such problems as labor reform, swered, the better it will be for America as large and eager-eyed assemblaee a great faith in the s•alue of erlii
of Seniors, Mr. Springer, in- cation . . when there was such
housing, highways, and foreign-aid appro- a whole.
terspersed among his comments reenect for wide and exact know).
priations are earmarked for settlement beTo place civil rights on the bargaining this statement. "You must have edge. . .until no eyebrow wAs
more
a reason than the cons- raised when A kid went to school
fore adjournment. But our Representatives table for political manipulatin is as rep- puisoryofschool
laws and the mere in ragged clothes. , .or even atsee no urgency for expediting passage of rehensible an act as can be perpetrated desire to get a certificate for tended clean.. barefooted.
coming
to
school.
. ."
Girls didn't feel they had to be
a civil rights bill.
against the Negro people. Of course the is- His
point was to emphasize the fashion.plates to appear on a camIt is obvious that they have misread sue will be hotly debated in Congress next need for the pupils
to include pus, and a boy didn't think it
the mood of the Negro people. Negroes year. There'll be many impassioned speech- among their reasons for coming beneath hie dignity or endurance
have not shed their blood to save Ameri- es made for and against it on the floor of to school the desire to learn and to work before and after school,
know something worthwhile. Ile in order to attend school.
can democracy and then have it denied the House. But all that will be only a smoke- was driving home the idea that That "sense of mission" made
them at home. In times of national peril, screen behind which is hidden some hellish children should come to school a man like Booker T. Washington
primarily to learn the lessons pro- sc-rub a dusty room until it was
Negroes are summoned to the colors and machination.
vided by the institution.
spotlessly clean. It enabled
bidden to do their patriotic duty, to make
1960 is a presidential year. The Negro The implication was that other Madame Bethune to get pupae to
reasons
for
attending
their
school
are
of
attend her school when she had
sacrifices and give the full measure
vote, with its increasing strategic imporwhen measured against only an abandoned clothing box
devotion to the cause of American freedom tance, may be a determinative factor in a secondary,
the Alain objective . . . learnine for
desk. It made a man like
as U.S. citizens—not
Negro citizens presidential contest that promises to be as the subjects taught in the school. the late Dr, .1. E. Walker ride off
segregated and deprived of their legitimate close a race as has ever been run since Lin- . .gaining the skills, attitudes, In college on A mule-drawn wagon.
and knowledge provided in the Thal "sense of mission" made
rights.
coln defeated Douglas for the Presidency curriculum.
school iflake sense. It needs to he
The time has come when we cannot, in in 1861. The Negro voter must be prepar- OLD FASHIONED
recalled often, Now, whatchubet!
Now, to a lot of moderns that
good conscience exercise patience and for- ed to muster his strength

Our Opinion

A Grand Political Deception
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Bread Not Enough In Congo

Next to the Union of South Afri- built for the natives brought from wish to have a say in running the
ca, the most Industrialized region their tribal areas to the mines affairs of their land. Like the
on the continent le the Belgium and industrial districts.
New England coloniets in 1776
Congo. It is one of the largest In the native quarters of t h e who grew tired of British dom•
housing,
new
more
and richest colonial areas left in major cities
inance, so the Congolese recenkly
the world. Consisting of almost a bright movie houses, and good res- petitioned for reforms. But t h e
million square miles, it Is nearly tauranla are to he found than in Belgians then prohibited meetings,
eighty times the size of the Euro- any other part of colonial Africa, banned African paper. and politihelipean country that controla it, and and to keep away mosquitoes,
regular- cal parties, and put their leaders
it has a population more than a copters spray entire cities
in prison. In 1959 riots broke out
third greater than that of Belgium ly.
Belgium foremen and officials in Leopoldville, Matadi, and other
itielf.
on
against whicheven go to the trouble of learning cities. Police and soldiers fired
It has the tallest people in the
tribal languages, which few whites the natives and almost 200 were
bearance when Hungarian refugees, Lat- ever party or candidate that compromises
orld, the Watual; one of the longbother to do in other colonies. Af- reported killed, Many others were
vians, Poles, Italians and others fresh his status as a citizen. The execution of
rivers in the world, the Conricans themselves hold many of- impri li
mine
uranium
the
largest
go;
and
from the old world, with hardly any un- this solemn resolve represents the measure
fice jobs, act as custom officers, In all the Belgium Congo there
on earth, Shinkolobwe. The matertax collectors, and postal clerks, are only about 100,000 whites as
derstandable English vocabulary, yet are of our conviction and power.
ial to produce the first atom bomb
and work at skilled and semi- compared to 13,000,000 blacks.
came from this mine, and the
skilled labor. But there is strict The National Congo Movement,
United States is still Shinkolobwe's
under the leadership of native Af•
segregation of the races.
leading customer. Cobalt used in
In Leopoldville, capital of t Is e ricans who now have no part at
germanium
used
SHARING
jet
engines,
and
LOS ANGELES — A total of OTHERS
Congo, Europeans and Africans all in their own government, has
The Kremlin's dream of an economic become troublesome.
$48,500 was voted out to medical Others who will share in the In transistors, are also major Con- live in separate sections. Colored stated that it eventually alms "to
products.
go
mining
program
are:
Shrine
medical
Imperial
Council
charities by the
the fundamental freedoms
foothold in Africa may be coming to fulfillThe Emperor was hailed as the repre- of the Ancient Egyptian Arabic Los Angeles' College of Medical The Belgium Congo is the peoples must carry passes to obtain
walk about the city, and for them guaranteed by the U. N. Charter,
ment. Emperor Haile Selassie's two - week
G.
homer
Evangelists,
$8,000;
Mystic
world's
largest
source
of
industriNobles
of
The
sentative not only of Ethiopia, but of the Order of
there is a nine o'clock curfew aft- and to free the Congo from imvisit to the Soviet Union (June 29 to July
Shrine, at the conclusion of their Phillips Hospital, St. Louis, $5,000, al diamonds. Gold, tin, copper and er which they may not be seen perialist colonialism with a view
whole African Liberation movement. Selas- 58th annual convention in Los National Jewish Hospital, Denver, manganese also add to its enorm- in white districts. Nobody in the to obtaining through negotiation,
13) has opened new opportunities for RusColo., 85,000; Emory University. ous mineral wealth. Palm oil and
Angeles.
white or black, votes. and after a reasonable time, the
sia in the black man's ancestral homeland. sie accepted the identification, and remind- The amount, an increase over Emory, Ga., $5,000; Mississippi hardwoods are a part of its rich- Congo,
Whites occupy all the top posi- independence of the Cong."
Promises made on this occasion represent ed his Russian hearers that Ethiopia "by the $33,500 given to aid medical Medical care (facility to be de es. Exports mount to more than tions, and the governmental ad- The Congolese feel that It is unlater), $5,000; and three billion dollars a year. Bel- ministration centers are in f a r fortunate that their first requests
what has been pp to now Moscow's biggest striking a decisive blow against colonial as- research in Chicago last year, will cided upon
be distributed among nine inatitu- Meharry Medical college, Nash- gium is a great European power away Brussels.
for negotiations were met with arpirations toward the end of the last century, tions
bid for economic leadership of Africa.
because of what Belgium takes The Belgians thought that by rests, armoured police cars, and
which have qualified to re- ville, Tenn., $3,500.
from
the
Congo.
While the grants are approved
creating a fairly decent living the banning of public meetings.
The Ethiopian Monarch's visit resulted had shown to the peoples of Africa and all ceive the annual grants.
The sum also brings to a total and donated by the Imperial In recent years the Belgium. standard for a comparative few There is now A troubled peace bein a low-interest, long-term credit of 400,- other peoples desirous of independence that some
8200,000 the Prince Ilall Council of the Prince Hall Shrin- hoped to keep the African work- miners and industrial workers, the tween the Europeans and Africans
000,000 rubles which, at the present rate the myth about the invincibility of the Shriners have donated to medical era, recommendations for certify- ers in the mines and foundries people of the Congo would think in the Congo, all of whom await
European
armies was untrue."
charities since their Tuberculosis ing such aid is the responsibility happy by setting up a sort of in- all was well. But "man does not action from the central governof exchange, come to 8100,000,000 for the
ment
far away Brussels f o r
Foundation was of the group's TB and Cancer dustriellzed welfare state. In the live by bread alone."
One
of
the
reasons that undergirdle the and Can
development of industry and agriculture,
Board, headed by Dr. Henry Mil- cities modern housing, hospitals, Today native African. in t h steps toward a -solution of their
established in 1949.
and missionary schools have been Belgium Congo want to vote and problem.
in a trade and economic agreement, and on friendly relations between the two coun- Topmost among the recipients ton Ladrey of Alexandria, Va,
tries is that the Soviet Union never did of the sizeable grants is Howard Any person, hospital, college, or
further expansion of cultural contacts.
university, which has been voted medical institution can qualify for
The credit is the largest which has ever recognize the Italian seizure of the East $10,000, an increase of $3,000 over such a grant by proving they are
actively engaged in medical re
been granted to an African country south African empire. While the Western powers, last year's $7,000 award,
highest beneficiaries a r e search and by writing him at 320
of
i the Sahara. Ethiopia is likely to receive the main stay of the old League of Nations, St.Next
Mary's Infirmary, Galveston, N. Henry St., Alexandria, Va. All
achines, precision instruments, rolled accepted Mussolini's conquest of Ethiopia Texas, $7,000; and New York's requests for such aid will be consteel, petroleum products, tires, cameras, as a fait accompli (an accomplished fact). NYU Post Graduate Hospital sidered by the Board and submit'
for approval at the 1960 conRussia may be exploiting the frigid re- which will receive a like sum of ted
television equipment, a n d other Soviet
$7,000 for research in cancer by vention of the A.E.A.O.N.M.S. in
lations
between
Ethiopia
and
Egypt
over
Boston,
Mass.
exports items at fairly reasonable prices.
Dr. Jane C. Wright.
Selassie's attempts to reach a similar the Blue Nile. Addis Ababa will not re- ii11111111111111111111111111IIIIIIIIIIIIIiintillettlellenult11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
LAGOS, Nigeria — When my some of the more exotic aspects stations. If you ask for "gas":
agreement with Washington and London main silent, declared the official Ethiowife and daughter, seven-year-old of life in Nigeria. The biggest however, you will he in difficulty
problem in this is the traffic. Au- because the word here as In Engpian Tribune, or approve a Nile waterToni, flew in from London, 1 wonwere unavailing.
tos and trucks, called "mammy land is "petrol."
would
they
surprised
how
dered
distribution
agreement between Egypt and
Moscow has also promised help in variwagons" and lorries, crowd the
My family, like those of most
be to find Lagos almost as mod- city streets and make highway expatriates here, seem to spend
ous construction projects which will re- the Sudan which does not coincide with
some respects as our old travel around Lagos as hazardous half their time shopping in the big
ern
quire the participation of Soviet advisers "the interests of Ethiopia and preserves
home town Savannah, Ga. Visitors as the holiday traffic around Chi- department stores in Lagos, The _
its
rights
in
the
irrigation
projects
which
and technicians. The credit is to be paid
Kingsway, the largest, has everyfrom the States always approach CARO.
A favorite excursion is to go thing for sale except houses. They
off by Ethiopia through export to the So- are deemed necessary for her agricultural
Africa with temerity and even the
out in the country to buy fruit, used this line in a recent adverbravest come with lurking tutu.
viet Union of coffee, hides, oil, seeds, and program."
bananas, oranges, tisement too.
pineapple.,
Here as in many of the big cit- grapefruit. lemons and paw paw. We never have to tell anyone
other traditional Ethiopian products at
By building up Halle Selassie as the
ies Jf West Africa, you can live At the nearby town at Agege, where we come from because they
guaranteed minimum prices..
champion of the African liberation moveas luxuriously as your money will scores of fruit stands operated by know by our speech. The Nigerian
President Nasser of the United Arab ment the Soviets are hoping that such a
permit. The department stores the efficient women traders who classifies everyone by his speech
are bulging with air conditioners, count money like calculating ma- and the difference between EngRepublic indirectly has been given to un- move would check Nasser's expansionist
freezers, radios and all the gad- chines do a thriving business.
lish as the is spoken by Ameriderstand that the Kremlin has a stake in ambitions. Politically Russia and Ethiopia
gets of western culture. The istoans and the British is remarkeet addition is the television set. For one shilling, about fourteen able.
the development of the Nile power and may are poles apart, but they appear ready to
Beginning in September the West- cents, I bought two big ripe pine- Visitors from America are persupport Ethiopia's claims to the head- join hands to stop Nasser who is bidding
a
ern Region opens its broadcasting apples, and for a shilling and
laat Fri- haps most impressed by the ta;
waters of the ancient river should Cairo for
leadership of all Africa.
stations near Lagos and lbadan, half, a dozen grapefruit
bunch of b I g gerian dress, the bright and Ofthe largest cities In the coun- day afternoon. A
came to only fline blue, red and gold coloila
bananas
beautiful
try.
pence and we loaded the car wrep-around skirts of the women
six
The biggest single surprise to for a total of ten shillings. The and the equally colorful toga-style•
my family, however, has been the fast-talking woman trader from robes and loosetittIng pajante•-:
weather. They have had to sleep whom e bought the fruits "dash- like suits of the men. The giug..
to build awareness that behavior
under blankets every night and the ed" (the word for tip is dash) kerchiefs tied around the headslit
patterns cut across these storetemperature is ten to twenty de- Toni with a coconut.
the women are often made of
Dear Editor. We, the members
Dear Editor: The Chicago Board
grees below the summer weather In the town of Agege we did not same material AS the skirt.
' the HUMAN RELATIONS °type lines and depend more sig. of Health Is indeed grateful for
they left in Cllicego. This is, of see a single European, the name The loud babble of the vermos..
.VORKSHOP, Education 401, under nificanctly upon individual a n d
to your help in the publicity of the .
course, the Nigerian winter sea- for all whites, anti we were re- tar languages, the enor m0
the sponsorship of ROOSEVELT environmental conditions: and
blood testing Program' We"
son.
UNIVERSITY and the National
Predminded of some hamlets in Geor- crowde, and strong, alien odors.
know that Intergroup similarities ate your
program.
our
interest in
Conference of Christians a n d
The biggest disappointment thus gia along the Atlantic coast, In produce a mild shock at first, bar'
that publication of your
feel
than
We
significance
greater
are
of
Jews, would be very grateful for
far to Toni is the absence of any the middle of the town there Is a after a few days you don't seem
photo in the Chicago Daily Deyour assistance and cocperation in intergroup die-similarities."
elephants, lions and tigers. S b e big Gas Station which is as mod- to notice them. You can't forgete,',
su
I
y
29,
Wednesday,
J
that
what
of
feel
fender
Specificially,
we
was delighted to see a couple of ern as anything in America. It however, the friendliness sad a project to be used by teachers
testing
blood
our
aiding
teachers'
apION
is
most
in
lacking
is
monkeys chained to a post on the has the same style of building and smiling countenances of the peoin our metropolltan area.
immeasurably,
contact
with
inprogram
direct
is
preach
write
Our broad objective is "To
lkorodu
road not far from our sub- the major difference lies in the ple you meet. The eager-heaver
you also for
teachers' manual fir city wide terested persons of the communi- We want to thank
urban flat. She was also excited sign "cloakroom" for the "rest spirit and vitality of the masses
cooperation in the past,
are in sharp contrast with most
to ace bananas growing on a cou- room."
se in order to influe,ice teachers ty who would be willing to come your fine
enrich the and hope that you will let us
ple of trees in the hack lawn.
away from assumptions about chil- into the classroom to
Driving along the highway at of the stories one hears about the
which
any
way
in
of the chit- know if there is
dren based upon trad,tional stereo- learning experiences
"They Have Three Sets of Twins . . . You See He I have had to make auto trips night one is sometimes startled to so-called "backward people" of
we can be of service to you.
Africa.
tpyes of various rat al, national. dren.
into the country to show them see t se brightly lighted gasoline
Makes
Book Ends 'n It's Effected His Whole Life!"
D.
K.
B.
Muir,
M.
Lydia Sayre Lewis
religious and other & mial groups;
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°Haile Selassie And The Kreni_a

Donate ”8,590
To Medical Aid
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Iwo

of

dormitories and student union

at Philander Smith college
saNed the institution $205,000,

according to President M. Lalayette Harris. Al left is the

men's dormitory and at right
is the women's dorm. In the

walkways and beautiful patios. 1

Open 3 Buildings
.*
411

$
MO*
11.•
1•0 tit

$1
I ta

ALLTMINT PRESIDEN'T. Mrs.
r T. R. Becton, who heads the
( graduates of the Greater Littie Rock area, chats with Pres-

!dent and Mrs. Harris during
open
house at Philander
Smith's new buildings. The
structures will be dedicated

Sept. 25 at which time ground
will he broken for a new half.
million dollar Library-Fine
Arts building.

Pr'

73/11$1,111Frirrir"
9 19111MMinig

• MEN'S

DORMITORY

Is

In

DINING HAI,I, hi the new slur
dent union building will ac-

hme Wilson and Miss Annette
Taylor pose for lensman

rommodate 600 student,
Members of the CI1111:11t111111

lag Philander Smith
House last Sunday.

open

mill also be served In the
beautiful new facilit).

LIT-ILE ROCK, Ark. — A uni- modern, functional furnishings
que design of three new buildings dominates the student union. A
has brought Philander Smith col- dining hall with a capacity of 600
lege many steps closer to the end will provide meals not only to stuof a radically different develop- dents but to members of the comment program. By pressing , into munity who like to dine in an eduservice the ideas and views of cational atmosphere.
board, faculty, students and alumA snack bar, bookstore and post
ni, a decidedly new look and a office are also found in the new
new dimension has been added to student union which features conthe campus.
ference rooms for student activiColorfully modern dormitories— ties and meeting places for church
one for men and one for women— and community groups.
literally hold hands with a student LIBRARY NEXT GOAL
union building which separates
Next in line for Philander Smith
the two dorms. Glowing like a pro- is a half-million dollar Libraryfusion of multi-hued flowers and Fine Arts bullding. A fund camcapped by two lovely patios, the pagn is now In progress to meet
three new structures were built at the cost of this addition.
a cost of $1,000,000.
The three completed buildings
"They were designed to empha- will be dedicated Sept. 25. At the
site leadership toward service and same time, ground will be broken
responsibility in a democratic so- for the Library • Fine Arts buildciety," explained Dr..M. Lafayette Mg.
Harris, Philander Smith president I Now boasting a student body of '4
who presded over open house 1,000, Philander Smith is nearing
ceremonies Sunday, -+August 23. Its 100th birthday. Founded In
"Through counselling and guidIRK it begins its 92nd year Sept.
ance, the quality of education here
1. Dr. Harris said the three new
will be enriched .by our encourbuildings will permit the school to
agement of individunt study."
enroll up to 1500 in 1961.
GLASS AND HONOR
EXCELLENCE IS BYWORD
I
Dr. Harris pointed out the mssOperated under the auspices of
sive use of glass in the new build- the Methodist church, Philander
ings. This design, he said, is in Smith puts great emphasis
on the
keepng wth Philander Smith's individual student.
A controlled
widely used honor system in mat- program of guidance steers
stuters of conduct,
dents through their stay at Smith.
"When a student enters the stu- "Excellence" is the byword at
dent union," he said, "he will not Philander Smith. Students
are exbe policed except by his own fel- pected to emphasize quality
and
low students. If he gets out of line enrichment, Tutoring and
special
it will be for all to see, and he services are available to those who
will be dealt with by his class- require them. Superior students
mates."
are permitted to set their own
At first glance, it would appear pace and are steered into indethat the men's and women's dor- pendent study beyond regular
mitories are practically next door class assignments.
to each other. But when one steps
Philander Smith offers majors
off the distance between them, in biology, chemistry,
economics,
fully a city block separates the business administration. Ervlish,
two buildings. The three buildings history and government,
home
are tied together by a stroke of economcs, mathematics, modern
architectural genius and students languages, music, philosophy and
can move from one to the other religion, physical education,
payand still feel as though they are ehology, sociology, teacher educain the same structure.
tion as well as four divisional
areas.
ULTRA MODERN
Pre - professional training is ofThe dormitories will provide ultra modern accommodations for fered in health, education, cosmedeennttiastrryy,edthuecam
250 students. Each nerson will tgoilnoegeyr,inegiem
tfoinisterny:
have his own desk, bookshelf,
nursing,
pharmacy, religious edudressing mirror, closet, chest and
shoe locker and bed. Dorms are cation, secondary education, secequipped with study and relax- retarial science, personnel wont,
ation areas. Pastel colors give the social work, YMCA and YWCA
executive secretaries of Christian
rooms a quiet loveliness,
A large lounge appointed with ducation.

LIGHTS AND SHADOWS create a perfect symbol of Phi.
lender Smith's onward march
as Margie Smith and Richard

Rose walk band in hand tbru
the eloquently designed passageways between the three
new college buildings.

POSING FOR PHOTOGRAPHERS in the patio between the
student union and the women's
dormitory are, left to right.
Mrs. Ewing Wayland, wife of

the vice-chairman of Philand.
er Smith's board and chairman of the building committee; President and Mrs. Harris, Bishop Paul E. Martin, ,

Bishop of the Arkansas-Louts. 1
iana area of t h e Methodist 1
church; Mrs. Martin, an if
Mrs. Ed Galloway, wife of a 1
Philander Smith trustee.
A

SPACIOUS AND MODERN
lounge of the Student Union
is enjoyed by Miss Janie Mit-

chell and her brother. Lee. Student Union also contains dining hall, snack bar, book store,

post office, conference nal 1
meeting rooms for student,
and for community organizations.

TRYING OUT SNACK BAR In
Student Union during open
house, these young people are
obvious in their approval. Seat'

ed second from left Is Miss
Elizabeth Eckford who has won
national acclaim for her role
in integrating Little Rock's

Central
Igb school both IC:
1957 and gain this year. (Stan'
photos h George Hardin and '
Billy Do can).

JUGS • MARYLAND CLUB COFFEE press party at Tony's low
finds, left to right, Mn. Hattie
Swearengen, Mrs. Melba Briscoe
and Mrs. Mary Ethel Jones en.
joying the festivities and the re.
freshinents. Party was called te
acquaint press and social club
representatives with plans for the
Maryland Club's "Fashions For
Coffee" set for Sunday, Septent.
her 20, at 8:30 p. m, in Ellis
Auditorium. St. Jude Foundation
fund will benefit.

HAPPV ABOUT the whole thing
are, left to right, JUGS president
rarie Bradford, Mrs. Jewel
Speight and Miss Velma Lois
Jones. Eddie Heywood and his
trio and Dinah Washington will
be on hand to provide entertainment at the extravaganza.

request the honor of your presence at

(I

showing of creations by America's

gala

most famous designers. . .entertainment by the
fabulous Eddie Heywood and his trio and the Queen
ef Song Dinah Washington

Benefit St. Judo Foundation Fund
HOLDING FORTH on the
huge success anticipated for
Fashions For Coffee", Mrs.
Wilhe/mien Lockard, center,
captures the attention of Mrs.
Louise Walker, left, and The
Memphis Worl d's society
editor, Miss Jewel Gentry.
Patrons tickets for the event
will sell for 55.50. General admission will be $3.50.

General Subscription $3.56

Patron Subscription $5 50

Tea Included

Tax Includssi

MISS JONES and Mrs. Modean
Thompson sample Maryland Club
coffee during press party. Both
ire members of the J U G S. a
lemphis social and philanthropic
organization.

CHAIRMAN AND CO-CHAIR•
MAN of

fashion

the

show,

Miss Erma Laws and Mrs.
Josephine Bridges (Photo left)
discuss the numerous details
which must be covered before
the curtain goes up on the
sensational social e•e n t.
Some
models
by

of

the

nation's

will show

top

creations

America's most famous

designers. in photo at right.
Tr! State Defender staffers
huddle over

Maryland

Club

coffee. Lett t. right are City
Editor Burieigh Hines, Secretary

Bookkeeper Flvlaa Ford
and Photographer Go•rde
Hardin.

Photos by George Hardin and Billy Duncan
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OR Hoicir:
r7COLLEGE, CAREER
• THOSE WHO SEW ARE FASHION-RIGHT
her in competitiom with wee,
it also gave her • yearnedfor freedom of choice io how
she should look.
She found shir could look
clean and competent sad still
retain
bet
individuality,
fecatniniry and stylishness.
After that, dune wore ao
bounds to the "career girl
wardrobes" that were designed especielly for her.
,
Although they ass ideal
for the working girl, thee*
two
white-collet
dresses
pictured her. - like hundreds
of McCall's Pumas • are
equally
appealing to the
housewife, mother or matron.
The beige tweed tires'
(McCall's Printed Pattern No.
4912) has • large cepe-like
collar that can be made of
the same material as well as
the white pique. The collet
is included in the froat bodice
seams and is interfaced with.
organdy. The skirt has three
gores and • back pleat. Tho
pattern also carries piece.
for a four-gore flared skirt.,
Either skin may be lined. The
cap al
re cut in on.
with the back and side frost

Bvelyn Conaiegliam

A Guide To

EATING
Ey
GRACE WILLIAMS

Belgian Royalty Fetes
Negro Women's Council

WASHINGTON, D. C. — The 116 shed German citizens and memdelegates of the council of Negro bers of the National Council of
September, mothers, la a good Women who are meeting their German Women.
time to take a critical look at counterparts oil a 31-day tour of The Council delegates were gl,
iii
your child. If you expect him to Europe were entertained recently en another official Ntreption
be a good student you must first by Her Royal Highness, Queen Bonn, Germany in one of the most
beautiful hotels on the Rhine.
be sure he is In good health. Good Mother Elizabeth of Belgium.
Wherever the delegates stopped
health and good grades to hand in The Queen Mother held for the
Council women a reception which they asked, and were asked, nuhand.
Going to school brings new prob- the travelers called "most grac- merous questions ranging f r 0 rn
lems. The meal schedule must be ious." The women were entertain- the school situation to divorce
spaced in relation to the school ed afterwards at a party held in rates and juvenile delinquency.
routine, rather than to the child's the Queen's garden.
Of particular interest to them
desires. However, the excitement As the party neared its end, the Was the fact that in Belgium,
of school and new contacts should Council women demonstrated their women today are represented in
not be permitted to interfere with gratitude and affection, singing
a Parliement to which only men
eating habits and regular meals. to the Queen Mother, "Lte Me
were elected prior to 1948.
There should be sufficient time for Call You Sweetheart."
enthusiatic reeating meals, including an ade- When the tour party stopped In Referring to the
quate breakfast. Calm, unhurried Germany, the delegatea were, giv, ceptions tendered the delegates,
meals contribute to good diges- en a reception by the Lord Mayor Mils Dorothy I. Height, national
Negro
tion and appetite.
of Heidelberg in the city's histor- president of the Council of
Women, said:
There are many ways of deter- ic and exquisite museum.
mining whether a child is well- Beautifully decorated tables lad- "They all ended too soon. Aenourished. Some of them are high- en with German delicacies were qualotanees among Negro groups
ly teehnical and only doctors and lined throughout UN museum gal- are often too limited, superimtrained technicians can use them. leries.
posed by artificial barriers which
But nutrition experts have listed
On hand to greet the Council of must be surmounted if there is
some signs of a well nourished
Negro Women were all of the ever to be a genuine
child that every mother who is Town Councillors, many distingulbetween peoples. understaIg
trying to give her family well
balanced meals can use to judge AEI
' svi
vrelltt
the results.

S.

Last week's social events were Thompson, Miss Delores Lewis
but a harbinger of Interesting and and Mrs. Helen Cooke.
varied events which promise to That the party was an over
dot the Fall calendar. 'Twas a whelming success could be atbusy week...what with the mighty tested by the reluctance of the
teaching force of the Memphis scores of representatives of t h e
Board of Education converging on press and social and civic organiEllis Auditorium to start off the zations to break up the delightweek's in service workahops and ful affair. A bar provided the
later pupil registration.
"what'll you have" in the way of
To be sure, there was lots 'n lots cocktails. . a never ending paindicating
rade of trays of delicious canapes
of greetings and "hi's"
the pleasure of seeing again so and hors d'oeuvres. . .plenty of
many faces that were sorely!steaming hot coffee (Maryland
missed during the Summer inter- club) and the genial JUGS dispensing their special blend of hosim.
Here is a rapid check list of
We were gratified with the elo- pitality.
b°dAic e.actical
pr
dress fee right
the general characteristics of a
quent and significant address of Besides the floral decorations of
now, is may be mode is •
well fed child, typical of those deDr. Hilliard Bowen, area superin- the establishment, large red cut
printed silk or cotton, shanvlsad by leading child nutritionists:
tendent of Atlanta, Ga., which out fetters spelling out the name
tung, linen, crepe, polished
Body — Well developed; straight
certainly was a challenge for each of the organization were featured
cotton, 3Uf
or synthetic
arms and legs
to fulfill the duties of the profes- on a folding screen aside the bar.
mixtures. The color or fabric
Posture — Erect; stomach in:
sion to the end that our young Present were Mrs. II. T. (Wilof the collar laity be left to
head and chest up; shoulder
people will be aware and fitted to helmien) Lockard of La Ch e r i
the sewer's own imagination. blades fiat
meet the demands of a rapidly Amies club and LeMoyne college;
The black line° dress has
Fat — Moderate amount; curves
changing world.
FAR-FLUNG COLLAR, oak&
Mrs. Mayme W. Miller of the We
s large, away-from-the-oeck,i
rather than angles
into the bodice seams, forms a
JAYCEES INSTALL
Moderns club: R. S. Lewis, jr., of
notched
collar (McCall'a
Muscles — Firm; well-developed
wide neckline. With cap sleeves,
ly C4OlkorrA artwAar
. It was our pleasure to attend Top Hat and Tails Club; Mrs. Osthe deems is conditioned for
Printed Patters No. 4919), It
Eyes — Clear and bright; no
the installation of officers Dinner car (Mildred Crawford of the SKC
,1
Corel,..,
. ,,ir garden of beauty, peace, security.
Musing:
summer, a sophisticated way
is fitted and tia• a from
dark hallows or blue circles unof the Negro Junior Chamber of and Nonchalant clubs; Mrs. Vece
to take the heat. Mode either all
troubles" Many people think and plenty. Use your mind in the
derneath
buttoned bodice and • slim,1
Commerce at Tony's Inn, Tues- Ball Stevenson of the Flamingo
of one fabric or with a contheir worries are beyond ironing right way to find a solution to all
Hair — Glossy
trasting collar, it could easily NOTCHF,D, NATURALLY, this three-gore skirt. A flared
day, August 25, at eight p.m. . . Bridge club Mrs. Hattie Swearenout. Those who do are to be pitied.
be sewn in silk, linen, cotton or miller takes on new width and four-gore skirt may also be ,
Teeth — Well formed; sound
pm ble ma.
where the energetic and person- gen of VIP Bridge; Mrs. L. F.
For their hearts are filled with
synthetics. McCall's Patters new flair. The buttoned bodice made. The cap
Gums — Firm; light pink
sleeves
are
able members of the group blend- (Melba) Briscoe of Memphis
44912 in Wanes' sines 10-1g. joins either an easily ,gored or
doubt. Everyone of us has heartSkin
—
Smooth;
firm;
good
color
ed their talents in an interesting Chapter of Jack and Jill of Amer65e.
slirly fitted skirt. An •'easy to made in one with the bodice.!
Blood — Red. good supply (out- aches. Some are great and others
sew' pattern, the dress may The collar is cut in one with
and relaxed program. . .with Sam ce. Inc.; Mrs. Juanita Harris
ward sign is pinkish color of lin- small, but how we look upon them
Having
advanced
from
boast • contrasting collar or be the bodice fronts and may be
Qualls giving the invocation.
Lewis of Zeta Phi Beta sorority;
is what counts the most of all.
ings in mouth and eyelids)
white-collars to careers, the created in clue material. Suitable faced with self
the purpose given by Dick Cole. Charles H. Tarpley of Alpha Phi
or contrasting
misfortune
great
when
So
in linen, cottons, synthetics or
Appetite
working
going
who's
and
r
girl
Digestion
•
Good
group's
proup
pointed
the
who
fabric, and is interfaced.i
Alpha Fraternity; Mrs. Evelyn T.
plagues you and your life is far
lightweight
Elimination — Regular; so conplaces
is now confident Patters 54e19 wools. McCall's .A teal classic, this
gram of entertainment for young- Robertson of Double Ring Social
in Missee* sines
dress
look on those who
from sweet
stipation
enough to have fun with her 10-1g.
6.5a.
sters. . .their feeding and cloth- Club; C'harles If. Fields of the
knows no season. The choice
are more troubled .. . and you'll
Sleep — Sound; refreshing
white collar.
ing of the needy... and many un- Loafers'club: Miss Carolyn F..
of fabric, whether wool or
Disposition — Good natured; full never know defeat.
No longer is she practically she had only to worry about cotton, makes it
publicized projects that would re- Rhodes of YADS club, Mrs. CloDear Carlotta:
adaptable,
of pep
pledged to !wear a simple washing and starching the for all climates.
ceive more news coverage.
eal Shackelford of The Little
I am considered very Intelligent.
Expression — Alert; cheerful
black dress, day in and day collars nightly. But how dull
A warm welcome was extended club: Mrs. Gwen Featherstone of
Fashion — Sewing Weekly
General Health — Vigorous; low But every time I try to do someour,.trimmed only with a and frustrating it must have Tip: When pinning tissue to
genial Rufus Jones. . and retir- Entre Noun club. Mrs. Louise
that is different, I am rething
"absentee" record at school
little stiff and unimaginative been.
ing president Onzie Horne enum- Walker of Southern Belles club;
fabric, put the pins in along
No discussion on child feeding buffed on every hand. It appears
erated their scores of programs Miss Robe Robinson of , Afo Ofa
white collar. True, her ward- • just as her ' new'status the lengthwise grain wt. the
would be complete without men- to me that people should be glad
—including the "Blues for Glory" Bridge club; Miss Grace Y. Colto find a young person with some
robe problems _were _ail _and eniaricipald
aiber and placed rastetial. around' the pasterntioning
the School I,unch Prolins
of the Sequins Bridge club;
„ , .and Christmas Party which
.% gram. 'This program WAS started Initiative . . . at least that is
Mrs.
chairman
Sam
Ethel
C.
was directed by
Bell of Lilts club:
In Europe in the early 1900's, what I thought when I was in
Qualls. . .their Transportation of Theodore B. Walker of Duke and CME, while in Cleveland. On her
and has since spread throughout school. I thought the world would
return to Memphis, she stopped
the Blind project with Elmo Berk- Duchess club; Mrs. W. 0. (Jewel)
the world. In the United States, welcome me. I am wondering just
in Chicago and visited Mr. and
eley the chairman.., their Under- Speight, the commentator of the
the Federal Government felt that what shall I do' Where shall I
Mrs. Fred Dublin, her niece and
privileged Children project which show; Mrs. Mary Ethel Jones of
the School Lunch Program was so go and to whom shall I turn."
husband.
•
was chaired by Major Haywood. ,. Los Fahuloses Club; Mrs. Rubye
important
AROUND
that it passed the Na- Disappointed.
THE
TOWN
and their Outstanding Jaycee — H. Gadison, Pittsburgh Courier
tional School Lunch Act which put Dear Disappointed: No, the world
Visiting
Mrs.
Rivers
Xing
are
columnist; Miss Jewel Gentry and
Samuel Peace.
the lunch program on a perms out here is cold! Someone forgot
Elmer Henderson, who was nut Thaddeus T. Stokes of the Mem- Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Morris of In. Miss Vernice P. Jones,
to tell you that living in reality
daugh- Seventh Day Adventist church, re- sent basis.
Ind. Mrs. Morris lal
of town at the time of the meet- phis World.
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Walter L cently
The menu pattern for the School Is a series of disappointments, recompleted a Master Guide
ing served on the Mayor's '
,Com- Also Rufus Thomas, jr., A. C. employed in the United States Li- Jones, left St, Louis, Mo.,
aboard course at Lincoln, and was among Lunch Program was sat up by buffs, successes, opportunities. etc. Millions of women wouldn't
mittee on the Handy Memorial. Wiliam% and Martha Jean Stein- nance center and Mr. Morris by a Boieeng tlein7Oraj,7tontet
d 30 persons invested into the or- nutrition experts and each school In fact every gift is an opportuni. dream of using horn e•styliii
Cited too, was their athletic pro- berg of radio station WDIA; Billy the post office department. While a Boeing 707 jet liner, to
attend ganization which promotes Chris. on this program must serve meals ty and an obligation. Intelligence, slouches! They know .that,
gram, including golfing — headed Duncan, Burleigh Hines, jr.; Mrs. here the couple spent a few days a meeting of dieticians
as you say you have, is given for
in Los An- tian standards and lofty
idols recording to this pattern. Some ▪ purpose. There is joy, or should "Lysollis so much surer!,
by Sam Qualls; tennis by Dr. Vivian Ford, George E. Hardin with Mr. and Mrs. Henderson Per- geles from Aug. 24-31,
objectives of the program are to
among young people.
John Jordan; and billiards by and "yours truly" of the Tri- ry, he a prominent undertaker, ini Miss Jones is
be
in its use. Through exercise
the director of While in
State Defender; Mrs. Emma Tom Pine Bluff, Ark.
Los Angeles for a provide!
Dick Cole.
•
the mind grows strong. We are Because "Lysol" kills gers on
dietetics at Homer G. Phillips
1.
Nutritious
Mn,
and
food
Mrs.
in
T.
sufficient.
J.
Johnson
and
month,
!Johnson
Miss
Jones
of
will
visit two
Four Suitors Bridge
One highlight of Mr. Hornet recontact —the_very germs that,
able to overcome obstacles.
hospital in St. LOW&
quantities
family
have
as
their
guest,
Miss
club;
sisters,
Mrs.
Mrs.
Elizabeth
Carolyn
Norma
F. Griffin of
port was the presentation of a
Through disuse, the mind grows cause odor!
A graduate of Myrtle Hall
Adams and Miss Dorothy Mae 2. Time to enjoy the lunch
scrap book, filled with news and The Debonair Set. . .and many Lorraine Gossin of New York City, school
weak. So don't give up. The law
in Clarksdale, Miss Jones
Jones, who is a graduate of the S. A pleasant eating place
pictorial accounts of the good already named who represented Mr. Johnson's niece. Miss Gossin
later studied at Greenwood high
Certainly, a packed lunch may of life is struggle sod growth. In Because "I2y1O1". keeps you
School of Nursing of the College
works of this worthwhile group. .. Alpha Kappa Alpha Delta Sigma has been the recipient of many
school, graduated from Oakwood
be adequate nutritionally, list food proportion to your girsts, you have sure of yourself —sure you're
of Medical Evangelists in Los Anincluding Mr. Henderson's work in Theta and Sigma Gamma R h o social courtesies while here includcollege at Huntsville. Ala.. and reper as does not change nutritive a moral obligation to be intelli• sweet and nice
inside!
the Handy Park Improvement Pro- sororities, as well as Omega Psi log a breakfast on Saturday morngeles.
ceived
values.
a
But hot food is an aid to gent. To use "Jur mind constantly
bachelor
of
ing
science
given
deby
Mrs.
Thelma
Brown
ject. Thaddeus Stokes. managing Phi. Kappa Alpha Psi and Phi
During her visit, she will be a
gree from Union college, Lincoln,
acceptability and can be served for the improvement of the daily Try "Lysol" brand disinfeetanf.
and
her
sister
Mrs.
Hazel
Lewis,
Beta
Sigma
fraternities,
editor of the Memphis World inguest at the Jack Bailey "Queen more
life. When you (eel dorm-trodden,
attractively.
Then too, there was Mrs. Max- old friends of the family. Guests Nebr.
troduced the guest speaker, LutFor A Day" television show.
think of the world as a potential ,It's mild. _Won't hurt you!,
TAUGHT SCHOOL
The
attending
school
lunch
were
is
Mesdames
ine
convenient,
A
n
n
Smith.
Delta's
retie F. Palmer. editor and genprexy: W. W.
After serving as teacher in a
economical, and nutritious. Its
eral manager of the Tri-State DcDe- Walker. Dr. W. 0. Speight, jr.; Reba Twigg' Willadean Jackson private
Free bookfit ori
school in St. Louise for
benefits are both direct and indiNab States Rights
fender, whose talk, "A Newcomer photographer Ernest C. Wither; and Sallie Bartholomew.
douching. Write to
four
years,
Also
she
attended Fount
visiting the Johnson's are
rect. Children receive food which
Words
of
the
Wise
Looks at Memphis," was a Mrs. Lorraine Winlock of Los An"Lysol," Bloomfield,
Bone, Inc., with St. Louis univer- Prexy Drinking In
improves their nutritional status
Beauty is God's handwritthought — provoking account of geles. Calif.: Miss Dorothy Patton another niece, Miss Albertine Zr'.
New Jersey, Dept.
sity for three years and was gradw
T
and general health, contributing
ing, a wayside sacrament.
Negro Night Club
the racial aspects of the city of of Nashville, Tenn.: Boy O. in. and a nephew, Master Albert
D2S9.
—(milton)
Vaughn, Jr.. Sales representative "rwin, -J r., of Chicago, Ill. While uated with the master's degree.
LITTLE ROCK. Ark. — Robert to better performance in school
Memphis.
She was a dietetic interne at J. Norwood, husky president of the and latter as adults at work or in
He later installed the following of the American Tobacco COM- here Miss Irwin will visit her aunt,
Mrs. Artimese Garrett in Vicks- Brooklyn hospital and Belleview States' Right Council, said he was the home,
new officers: Willard Bell, presi- pany; Mrs. Frantic
Good Eating Habits." Send a post
Finnie
and was employed at Jewish Me- framed following his arrest f o r For more information on feeding
dent: Clayborn Taylor, Dr. John Una-Vocal Club and Mr. and Mrs. burg' Miss'
card to the Memphis Dairy Counmorial hospital for one year be- drunkenness in a Negro night club your child send for our booklet
&RAND DISINFECTANT
The
members
of
A.
F.
Beta
Tau
ChapMason.
cil, 135 N. Pauline, Memphis,
E. Jordan, Rufus Jones. Thadde-'
,4 Lek., C 5-,à Predurf
"How to Help Your Children Form Tenn,
last week.
have, ter 0 Alpha Kappa Alpha soror- fore returning home.
us Stokes, Elmer Henderson, Wil- , So much fun did some have
Miss Jones, a member of the The man's arrest came after a
ham T. Ragan, William Tony, that several of us went over to itY are presenting their annual
Negro pnliceman called headquarCharles Fields and J. B. McCul- Mrs. Speight's home to get in a "Back to College Ball" at CurPsi
Phi; Willie Lindsey of Alpha ters and reported a white man
,bit of practice on "The Madison."' rie'• Club Tropicana, Friday night,
lough.
Phi
Thomas
Alpha;
also
Doggett
was sitting at a bar drinking beer
Enjoying the convivial affair' of which her son Billy is an September 4, from 10 to 2. Tickets can be purchased from AKA's of Alpha; Onzie Horne of Alpha with several Negroes.
which included cocktails and a de- , adept teacher.
Alpha,
Phi
Mrs.
Onzie
(Mildred)
Norwood, who forfeited $15.30 on
for
in
advance,
$125
$1.35 at door.
licious steak dinner were Mrs SUMMER ENDS
Horne of Zeta Phi Beta: Mrs. a public drunkenness charge, said
Major Haywood, Mrs. Sam Qualls! Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Sucing Miss Janice Day is the chairman
Bertha Ray of Zeta; othere Zetas he went to the night club after
and sister, Miss Queen Washing- • spent an enioyahle vacation in of publicity.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Jackson of were Mrs. Bernice Calloway, the an unidentified caller promised to
of Nashville; Mrs. Samuel. Los Angeles, Bakersfield and 0th.
o
toastmistress.
show him the minutes of an NAAPeace. Mrs. Orme Horne, Mrs el" po n s n the Weset after at Detroit, Mich., are spending two
Delta Sigma Theta was repre- CP meeting which contained plans
Willard Bell, and
Mrs. Leon teding summer school at UCLA weeks with Mr. Jackson's moth- sented by Mrs.
Maxine
Smith,
for the Dollarway integration.
where they are working an ad_ er, Mrs. Mary F. Jackson of 105
Jones.
president; Mrs. Rubye Gadison, Although he said he "smelled a
Samuel Peace was the master vanced degrees in economies and South Parkway 7,aqt During their
Miss
Gerri
Pope,
Mrs.
trap," he went to the meeting
Marjorie
'
stay
in the Bluff City, several sos respec ive y.
of ceremonies, and he did a
then, Velma Lois Jones, M r s. place and was promptly arrested
tient and relaxed job of entertain- Former Memphis families that cial events have been given in
Frances Johnson and Mrs. Callie by police.
ing and presenting the various entertained the couple while in LA their honor Before retur fling
were Mr. and Mrs. Wesley D. Mc home, the Jacksona will visit her Stevens of AKA, the latter the ba- Norwood was nabbed in connedsegments of the program.
adieus; Cecil Goodlow of Phi Beta tun with a segregationist demonCranes, and Mr. and Mrs. Thom- mother in Lonisiana.
PRESS PARTY
PAN HELLENIC FELLOWSHIP Sigma fraternity. A discussion in- stration outside Central high
Again at Tony's Inn on Wednes- as J. Brown and mother. Mr. and
cluded
the Purposes of Graduate school on Aug. 12.
The Memphla Pan Hellenic
day night, members of the Mrs. Sueing were honored at a
Council held a Fellowship Dinner Chapters and "Graduate UnderJUGS, Inc . and Maryland club Party elven by the Southern
graduate
at
Relations."
Tony's
Inn last Friday night at
There are about 2,321,000 daiCoffee were hosts at a posh press California chapter of Arkansas
A Greek Calender was released, ry cows in England and Wales
. .An intimate and lively
AMAN Alumni association: and 7 p
and announcement party
high- were
which
dinner
will
party
be
published
of
in
members
our
this
of the
year, a drop of five ;week!
guests at a patio dinner givlighting the mammoth fashion
next edition.
since 1958
show slated for Sept 20 at which en in their honor by relatives, representative organizations, including
Mrs.
Rev.
Charlie
and
Mrs.
Roland
Robert
of
R. Williams.
Dinah Washington and Eddie Heywood will appear as guest artists. At Bakersfield, they visited Mr. Sigma Gamma Rho: Mrs John
aye)
Parker
of
Mrs.
Alpha
and
Mack
George
Kappa
and
along
The show, jointly sponsored by
Maryland Club Coffee, will feature with sharing the warm fellowship Alpha; John Parker of Omega
Look For The
a spectacular assortment of some of many friends of their hosts
60 high fashion originals by some they were guests at a delightful
of the most famous designers in dinner at the lovely home of Ezra
the industry. While the show has R. Williams.
•• •
ben planned as a showcase f r
the exciting creations of the Mrs. J. D. limoir entertained
charming Oates sisters at her
world's most famous designers, the
home
on Gill last Wednesday
WORDS POR Ivtavosta
the entertainment artistry f the
two artists will be liberally includ- evening with a barbecue lunchMAD? RY A DOCTOR TO HELP YOUR PIET S WAYS:
MI 'Wet
'
Leopilwileas
eon.
Mrs. Juanita Oates Smith. a
ed on the hill.
• EASE ACHE
• RELAX FA l'IUUE
long time resident of Loe AnMIN IA 04141
Heywood, famous for his compo- .geles
• QUIET NERVES
• TONE SKIN
came in by plane to join her
APPLE
CIDER
sition of "Soft Summer Hrecie"
.l.p11111•111.1111111
111111111111.1
• SOOTHE THE STING Cr BURN
sister, Mrs. Margaret Oates Welle,
and "Canadian Sunset," will pro- who has had
a lengthy stay with
NOW
nntie between
scenes music, her family here since
coming
ON SALE $1
"
while "Queen" Dinah Washington from Los
Angeles. Their parents
CAN YOU USE
DRUG AND BEAUTY COUNTERS OR
AT
will appear as the closing attrac- are Mr. and
reatelett
Mrs. C. C. Oates of
moo
ea
lion
OR MAIL TO
slimilieeleiSMISIS14011
SO Olympic, and sisters M r s
NNW
row
Proceeds from the affair will be Charlyene hicGraw and Mrs. I
PRODUCTS,
VIGINE
BOX 5737 Chile. IL lit.
used to benefit Danny Thomas' St. lie Mi Mitchell were also ores,.
00 Wen 30, ter neallingl.
wel•••41
$I
Is
Judge hospital Co-chairman of the
Mrs. Annie M Able is ha( k.
still the same GOOD OLE' OUALFTY
Plass* seed Visalia hie Tonic to —
show are Miss Erma Laws and home after another visit to CleveMrs Josephine Bridges. Other land, Ohio, where she visited her
N•1•44
GOMM 810011
members of the JUGS are MIMI aunt and tannin (The Youngs) f,
A4141..iss
STEIRICK BUILDING
Marie Bradford, president, Miss merly of Memphis, and Mrs. Pies
w,ffsI/WKS 1151 nOl/
City
NOW ONLY
Zane
Stott
Y`w hey. Yeur
Velma LOIS Jones, Ws. Gwen ale Tender, a childhood friend.
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lititilRlifttAl
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Nash, Mrs Genii Little, Mrs Sa ?tics. Ahle elan attended the Woinor
e.eibes•eaese
d °14.4 vin":gallsoplkher
.
siavicf"
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BySEN. JOHN F. KENNEDY
stair called for more economic aid
fessional people lb relatively far
The distribution of the world's' to Africa for the "good of the
\ ,greater than our own.
health resources is inversely pro- West."
3 Issistanee in achieving higher
portional to the need Two thirds In 12 years of Congressional
produelivity, through promulga•
of the trained aealth poersonnel service, Sen. Kennedy has suplion of better inethoda of farmare concentrated among onethird ported each civil rights bill that
ing and animal husbandry,and exof the world's people, and that has come before either House
pttnding the productio t; and use
one third is the group least in of Congress
of the proper foods for good
He is the first member of eithneed of medical assistance. In
health. The United States has dc•
perhaps no other field is there a er House of Cogress from any
veloped an excellent agricultural
greater opportunity for the United New England state to appoint a
extension would be useful in other
Rounding up the week's activiState-s to demonstrate its leader Negro to his staff.
in,dh,xls would be usi•,111 in other
The Mass, senator cites his
ties undo our attention divided
ship and to be so closely identic ountrics.
fied in the experience of the people proposed U. S. policy for AfriI. Substantive health nrograms. In many directions.
EW HOMES — One of the
handsome home at left are
ca in the foregoing article.
include a modern shopping
with their basic aspirations.
The
attack on disease through re- First, we express our sympathy
most popular sites in the city
Chaplain and Mrs. Lee Thigcenter, two churches and eleIn the United States a child born Sum progress has been made.
assistance tri I witting iip to the family of Mrs. Betty Rodgsearch,
for prospective young homepen, jr., and their family. The
mentary school and a country
today can expect to live 79 years. Both the independent and colonial
health,
supplying
funds for mech. ers, who pask:„ as, .-i - • at
owners is the Lakeview Garsubdivision is expected to be
club. Geeter High school is In Northern Rhodesia a child born countries of Africa, the Interne.
eines, and providing personnel her home on Spring at., after sufdens subdDision on Horn Lake
completed in two years, and
located only one block from the today can expect to die at 28. tional Cooperation Administration,
should lte continued and extended fering a stroke a tew days prior.
rd. between
Hewett and
614 homes will then be loThat is, if he is not the one out the United Nations and other insubdivision. (Staff photo by
5. Public Education. Funds. Then there's Mrs. Arch Bradford,
Holmes rds. Occupying t h e
-ix months
cated in the area which will
of tour children in Africa who die b‘rnational groups have done a
George Hardin.)
mental to any comprehensive at- a widow of fis,, or
SENATOR
KENNEDY
at birth.
great deal. Yellow fey!' is no longlack on health probivies is pub:i- with several children who was takEDITOR'S NOTE: Sen. Ken- er ail prevalent. Smallpox is de- of the last century. as "a plank education. Improvements in sani• en :d and is now wii0 a arotner
nedy (Dem.-Mass), chairman of clining, Leprosy which affects 011P lined morgue with a corrugated ',Pion and hyein ff.faffsline, on a at Halls while the children are
with relatives in Firmensville.
the Senate Foreign Relations half of the people, is being treat- iron roof, containing
a dead Gov- community wide basis are a ne
Seems that hers Is a serious conSubcommittee on African Af. ed. Although malaria is still a ma- ernor once a year."
But more cessity. The United States enn
,i •
fairs, recently outlined a new ;jor spectre significant progress
play only an advisory and suppleneeds to he done.
Summer reunions, here a n d
U. S. policy towards Africa, be. has been made in its prevention EI
rnentary role to the local govern PROBLEM AREAS
Wednesday, Sept. .2
there are still going strong. Mr.
fore the second annual confer. and control so that it is no longer
6:30 COLONEL FLACK. "Col. ence of the American Society of possible to describe government There are five problem areas ment hut our experince in teehni- and Mis Ed Reed, his nephews,
Flack's Big Deal:" the colonel and African culture, at Waldorf headquarters at a Mace such as in which our help should be ex. cal assistance programs and the Milton and Alvin Allen 'nf-nf two
provision and training of personnel weeks here visiting friends and
pandel and improved
Garvey help a r.:.clear physic stu- Asteria hotel, New York Cit.
Lago as Sir Richard Burton, Govdent through school with some
1. The supply of trained per- demonstrates how important our relatives. The left for home last
During the speech, the Sen. ernor of Nigeria, did at the turn
atom-powered high jinks.
sonnet. While the United States help can be.
wee C.
underestimating the
7:20 TRACKDOWN. Texas Ranghas ens, doctor for every
Driving in early last Sunday
800 I am not
WEDDING BELLS
trimmed with yellow accessories er Hoby Gilman tries to unravel
people Africa has only one doe- difficulty or the complexity of a morning were the daughters of
Wedding bells rang once again and wore a corsage of yellow
rea'ly
program
effective
of
United
tor tor every 9,000. 'fhere is need
car- puzzling circumstances surroundMrs Laura Sutherland, her son
at the some of Mr. and Mrs. Cleve- nations.
ing death of man whose family
for doctors, psychiatrists, nurses, States leadership in this area. But in law and grand daughter, all
land Glenn on August 16, at 4 p. m. RECEPTION HEI.D
now
what
doing
we
are
in
isolatand friends refuse to acknowledge
and tor men and women who can
from Detroit
when their daughter, Miss Ann Immediately following
and on a limited scale
Miss Ellena Gooch is vacationing
train less specialzed medicine
lb. wed- possibility of crime.
:
rsci s(il
c lsgeesstive of what can be done. in Indiana-rois. Ind. miss N„rma
Marie Glenn, became the bride ding, a reception was
9:00
ARMSTRONG
BY
REheid in
aides, technicians, teachers of
of Clyde Currie, son of Mrs. Jose- the home. The bride's table
Such a program would meet the
QUEST.
White
"The
Collar
BanGoorn,
just hack from Indianapooverpreventive medicine and hygiene. African
peoples on the grounds of lis
phine Wilson, and the late Robert laid with a white linen table
is resting tip tor 0,- me. now
cen- dit:" true-life drama based on the
development
al
2.
The
oh
10(
train
concern
their
with
own
developCurrie of Brownsville, Tenn.
tered with a three tiered wedding files of New York Better Businot, only ment, not doctrine, would asso- at home.
,'sources. in the
An air of beauty and simplicity cake flanked by gold candelsticks ness Bureau showing how bureau
Miss Eddie Sue Ilailiburton of
development
local
training
of
re- ciate us with the achievement of
as felt as the yellow and white holding white
operates
to protect consumers
tapers.
sources can supply the eoormous their aspirations, and would help Cleveland is here. It wouldn't be
Wblor scheme predominted the ocagainst
swindlers
and
gyp
artists.
Assisting with the hospitalities
neouirernents of the underdevelop. provide the means and the knowl much of a Summer without her
casion.
smiling face.
were Miss Dorothy Hamlett, Thursday, Sept. 3
en countries for tr-tind
, edge through which many of the
6:30 BORDER PATROL. "The
The couple exchanged their sac- Mrs. 0. W.
Mrs. Anna Faye Moore was
Hewitt and Mrs. John
personnel. In proportion to popu- present barriers which block the
Blackmail Case:" an alien being
red vows under an arch of green- Meeks, jr.
lation. the United States t:ir.1 now way to African advancement — Women n,- observance at Miles
deported from America escapes
ery with yellow and white gladiChapel
CME church Sunday beImmediately following the receptrain 11 times as many doctors as o ar sprosperitya
se g
from Border Patrol just as he is EXAM TIME
oli encrusted among greenery tion
hams, who will be in our city
fore ..:..t. i't the austmo! 01 our
the bride and groom left for
Africa,
32
times
as
many
nurses.
eminent
towards
no
less
than
betbeing
put on board boat.
Growing tapers burning in arched Brownsville,
Nothing on the FCT campus is for two more weeks.
Yet Africa's need for schools to ter health and freedom from di- pastor. she stood well in his place
where the groom is
7:30
YANCY
He is a guest in the home of hi
candelabras stood to either side employed at Carver
DERRINGER. swingittg but the leaves on the
and in her usual manner gave
train professional and semi-pro- sease — can be 0% erthrown.
High school. When Pawnee Indian
movcousin,
Melba Winston, and I am
of the arch. The Rev. C. F. Odem
nation frees, and they wouldn't be
subject, "For the Sake of Ten."
Both the bride and the groom
threatens
to
mix
up
the
war
I
breeze,
voice
the
sure
sentiments
the
paint,
officiated in the double ring cere- attended Lane college
of the
ing if i: weren't for
Mrs. James Ella Watkins, Miss
where each Pahoo, Derringer's side-kick,
takes for the first six-week exam start- entire female enrollment of FCT
nirmy.
Eva Dell Conley, Mrs Anna Rose
graduated with "Who's Who in their grievances
before Congress ins on Thursday, Aug. 27. The when I say I hope his stay here
U
p
Wmkirt- and son w-- visi:ors.
Miss Freddie Clark presided as smerican
Colleges and Universi- of the United Slates,
or, iist and Bobby Miller was so- ties"
The Lauderdale High Chapter
six-week exam always eliminates will be one that he will always
honors.
8:00 ZANE GREY THEATRE, fun for a short while.
remember, and I say this sincereloist.
of the N H A took off for the new
The bride is a member of Sig- "A Handful of Ashes:"
Thomas During the past weeks, a few ly.
school year in high pitch last
BRIDAL PARTY
ma Gamma Rho sorority. The Mitchell and June Lockhart
star of the hep cats and kittens have
The latest campus slangs are
week in an assembly program.
The bride, given in marriage :room is affiliated with Alpha Phi in drama about a
has-been who met up with Cupid, and this is how "L•7" and "Don't need you." The
The program, a conhimation of
by her father, was radiant in her Alpha fraternity.
lives on whiskey and streams of they are paired at present. Betty translation of L-7 is ''You are a
N H A script and Rock and Roll
bridal gown of peau do sole fash- OUT-OF-TOWN GUESTS
past glory.
Ann Morrow and John Williams; square," and don't need you means A new subdivision is going up in be rooms set aside for teenager'. was the formal opening of the
ioned with chantilly lave with a
Guests included Mrs. Josephine
8:30 PLAYHOUSE DO. 'Dark as Maxine Taylor and Charles Bow- "We are through."
the Memphis area, known as I.ake- 'HOME OF HAPPINESS'
annual membership drive. allot
sweetheart neckline and an out- Wilson, Brownsville, mother of the the Night:" drama concerning
era; Lola Jefferson and James The latest campus fads are view Gardena, and homes are be- The club will sponsor both Girl Nancy Pirson, a 100 per cent
ward flowing skirt with a satin bow groom; Miss Thelma Wilson, sis- English lawyer whose wile
threat- Watkins; Bettie llobson and Char• black gym shoes with white soles ing purchased in the 4800 block of and Boy Scout troops for young
NHA'er gave the address to proat the front center hemline. Her ter, Masters T. 0. Wilson, and ens to leave him at peak of his
lie Price; Ruth Jones and Leroy with red and white shoe laces with Horn Lake rd faster than con- people living in the area.
spective members.
finger-tip veil of illusion fell from Henry Wilson brothers; Diana campaign for election to Par.
tractors can put them together.
One of the prettiest homes in the
Rhodes: Juanita Whitmore and Lee black sunglasses.
an orange blossom crown. She car- Currie, niece; Mrs. Louise Wit. Bement.
The new dance steps that vaca- The two young men behind this area now being built on a 24Williams; Leona Morrow and
ried a white bridal Bible created' hams, Mrs. N. B. leigh; cousins Friday, Sept. 4
tioning kids brought back home popular building boom are Bill hour a day, is the $14,000 WD1A
Douglas Walton.
with a baby white orchid.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Currie, HumBolare
the mamba, cha-cha, and the Wolfe and Carl Webb, who visual- "Home of Happiness," which will
Willie
Also Willie Wilson and
Mrs. Robert French, sister of boldt; brother and sister-in-law of
ized 814 spacious landscaped be furnished with wall-to-wall carand their husbands and wives at den; Rosie Howell and Charles strand.
bride screed as matron of hon- the groom; Mr. James Thomas;1
lap: Timmie Bryant and Moses CHEERING SQUAD
homep: on 240 beautiful acres of peting, air conditioning, a dishor. She wore a yellow dress with Mrs. Charlotte Mae Rutherford,' a late summer social in their love- Jefferson; Agnes Cleaves and
Members of last year's cheering tree-studed land.
washer, a disposal, a built-in Tap1101,IN SPRINCS Miss. —
ly home on South Cumberland
foe' ckict. Two het,
.satM
Rnbart Currie. Decatar, Ill.; brothLafayette Howell; Pauline Keath squad are practicing with some
When the subdivision is complet- pin range and 20 piece China set., Rust college will begin the
eriss - crossed in front and er of the broom; William Shipp, street Saturday evening. M r s. and John Howell; Charlean Weav• of the girls who want to join them ed in about
Purchasers of the more expen• 1959-60 school term Sept. 7, with
two years; it will in.
mad( a large bow in the back of Decatur, Ill., brother-in-law of the White, president of the associa- er and Harry Coleman; Melba Win. this year. Election of officers elude a modern shopping
center, sive homes during the current
a two-day faculty and staff
lion, greeted guests with her althe dress.
groom; Mrs. Alma Lamb, Decatston and Carl McKinney and An- will come on Friday, Sept..4.
two churches, the Lakeview Gar. promotional campaign are being
workshop, according to Dr. ErThe neckline of the dress was ur. Ill.; Mr. and Mrs. Chester ways pleasant smile as they pas- dra Dye and John Springfield.
Last year the group of young dens elementary school, which is given keys, and the one whose
nest A. Smith, president.
acconed with narrixv sho-Id?t• Spencer, Nashville, aunt and un- sed through the line and were WELCOME VISITOR
ladies generated a good deal of almost completed, and the Lake- key fits the lock of the Home of
Re,dstration will he held
bands. Her large hat was trim- nie of the brdc: "Irs. Mary Snen-1 served from tht dining table. Each I Visiting here in Somerville is a school spirit, and they say they view country club.
Happiness will be given the option I Sept. 7, for the first Fall sesmed with yellow satin and two cer, Nashville, Tenn.. great aunt guest received a souvenir of his, fellow from Detroit, Gene Wit- will do an even better job this CLUB MEMBERSHIPS
of
moving
into
it
and
having the sion for in • service teachers.
choice.
large yellow rose were to either of the bride and Mr. and Mrs.
year.
Families buying homes in the, money paid on the home they oc- Orientation
registration
and
side of the large brim, with yeyl- Robert French, Covinaton. Tenn., Honored guests were the retired Saturday, Sept. 5
The squad's advisor is Mrs. Har• $10,000 and above class are cur- cupy at the time transferred to for new students will begin
low steamers graduating in the sister and brother-in-law of t h e teachers of the city. Mrs. V. F.
rently receiving free one-yearl the price of the "happy home."
12:15 GAME OF WEEK. Mil- net Gregory,
Sept. 9.
bark. She carried a bouyuct of bride were among the out-of-town Walker, who is in her fourth year waukee Braves play the Reds M
memberships at the Lakeview If the luck family decides to re. Retiirning students will regist•
yellow and white gladioli with yal- evests present for the beautiful of retirement, hart just returned Cincinnati.
Country club, which will soon be main where they are, the gifts Cr Sept. 11 • 12. The regular
from her second trip to European
ceremony.
6:00 ANNIE OAKLEY. Annie
low and white streamers.
tops in the Memphis area for re- will then be transferred to their
classroom work will begin Sept.
soil,
home.
discovers
little - known
creation,
secret
Ilascal Wbitelaw, friend of thel J,4rKS0N TEACI,ERs
14.
Out-of-town guests included Mr.
groom served as hest man.
about popular Diablo city judge
Behind tl-t country club, located 21 FLOOR PLANS
In other news the T. R. Whites and Mrs.
J. T. Locke and daughBur
goum, or sane.
Mrs. Glenn, mother of the bride.'entertained the Jackson City
on thorn Lake rd., will be sections
Homes in the area are being
'Cr. Miss Laverne Locke, all teach- who has contact with ex-convicts.
Mr. and Mrs Hayward Miles of
I'M
LATE
TO
A
Was attired in a blue lace sheath Teachers Association members
HAVE GUN, WILL 'fRAVfor badminton, croquet, picnic-king, constructed with 21 different floor
8:30
Honyw
srs from Zebulon, N. C. The Locke
ond Memphis, Tenn.,
UtEPAl
EL. Paladin goes to town of Blue
, miniature golf, a swimming Po0L plans and include ranch style,, 1167
were guests of your scribe and
and
Mr.
Malone's
Bell and finds he has been put on
and a horseshoe-shaped lake for provincial, split level and contem•
grandmothe,.
Mrs. C. C. Beek. Mrs. Locke is
Mrs. Maria Fulehuni.
of Wynne
spot by crooked sheriff and four
: fishing. Paddle boats will he avail=
t`ns sister of J. A. Cooke and Mrs
brothers. He has to rely on his
able to those who want to rent The subdivision will be divided visited other friends in West
Beek.
Memphis. They were Mr. a n d
derringer and a pretty girl to esthem.
into four distinctive neighborhoods
GUESTS FETED
cape.
Insloor club facilities include a to assume that each homeowner Mrs. Jack Lofton, of 205 S. 9th;
Mr. and Mrs. John Westley Trot• 9:00 GUNSMOKE. Marshal
Mr.
and Mrs. Jesse Fitzgerald,
Matt
game room, activity room, a din- lives next to home in the same
ter and their lovely little daugh- Dillon steps in to prevent
of 309 N 8th: Mr. and Mrs. Tomblooding room and bar. and in another price range as the one he octer :one rear were euests in the shed when grout) of
my Parker, of 208 W. 14th: and
gypsies camp
section of the clubhouse, there will
home of Rev. and Mrs. W. M. on land
owned by unfrierdly trigMonroe over the week end.
ger-happy rancher in premiere epi-,
Mrs. moiler, onima-tmoa Is
sode of fifth season.
honvr with a dinner narty on Sat- 9:30 SILENT
SERVICE. The U.'
urday afternoon in her snaeious S. S. Gato has depth charge rollhome on Halt at. Enioying the de- ing on its deck and is prevented
licious renast of chicken, rice, tos• from goina deeper while it tries
sed salad and home made peach to evade attacking convoy escort
ice cream were Mr. and Mrs. guarding ships in Japanese wa ,
John wearthing, Miss Erma Jean ters.
Robinson. Mr. and Mrs. Deberrv.
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Locke of N.
Carolina and the .1. A.(-mikes.
Guests in the Bronaugh home
last week was Mr. Bronaueh's
The funeral of the late Mrs. sister, Mrs. Anna Henry, of Los
daughter, Janice, who now resides
Ida Glasper, of 40.5 S. 17th at., Angeles. Calif. On Sunday, Aug.
in New York. Included in a gatherwas held Sunday, Aug. 23, at 23, the Greens had as their guests
ing at their home Saterdar ni^ht
the Old St. Paul MB church. Mrs. Mrs. Bessie Buie, Mr. Ella Mae
in honor of Miss Bronaugh were
Glasper leaves to mourn her McClinton and Mr. Martha Reed,
Mr. and Mrs. at. L. Morrison,,
death, her sister, Mrs. Nan James sister of Mrs. Greer. All are from
Uncle Pnd atinf `-nni Drersber",
of Alabama: 30 nieces, 33 neph- West Memphis and they attendTenn.,- Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Locke,
ews, other relatives and friends. ed the Women's Day program at
Miss I.averne Locke. Mrs. C. C.
Interment was in Paradise Gar- the New Salem MB church of 4th
Beck, Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Hughes,
den, Southern funeral home was at. in Memphis, Rev. G. B. Brown,
your scribe and husband, J. A.
in charge.
pastor.
Cooke.
Mn. and Mrs. Walter Greer of Mr. and Mrs. David Malone,
Mr. Robert Lacy, real estate
577 Williams ave., Memphis have from 2118 Atklin at., Flint, Mich.,
dealer of Chicago, was a recent
visitor in Jarteann and Madison
, as their house guest Mrs Green's were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Levi
county with relatives and friends.
V•h I•;rn
ter, Mrs. Eunice Harris and his
three grandsons. Mr. Lacy is a
former Jacksonian.
6:30 RAWHIDr. "The incident
of Curious Street!" while on a
cattle-drive. Gil Favor and Rowdy Yates find women and teenage daeotter being held prisoners
in abandoned town.
8:30 LUX PLAYHOUSE. "This
Will Do Nicely:" a beautiful and
bewitching wife slays her elderly
hus/and out of sheer boredom afAnderson,
AUDREY
viMiss
curvaceous
Anderson will ter he relates to her famous case
MISS
Here's a piquant new taste, just in time to tempt hot-weather
appear on a card featuring in which a woman was acquitted
vacious model, dancer and
appetites—creamy Forest Hill Cottage Cheese, accented by
Dinah Washington and Eddie of similar crime.
dramatist, is scheduled to opREADY TO PLAY. This new
by carry handle OT in purse
the lively flavor of blended olive and pimento. Makes a re—
Heywood. Proceeds from the
ar In the J-U-G-S, Inc., fashRoyal
all-transistor
500
E
pockLINEUP.
"The
or
Trap
pocket.
Inverted cone speak9:00 THE
freshing salad—tastes wonderful by itself as a dip, snack or
show will benefit St. Jude Door Spider Case:" a pistol leads et portable, Introduced by
ion show come Sept. 20, at
er assures rich, full toile. Case
side dish that's different ... distinctive ... delicious.
hosnital. Tickets are $3.50 and
Ellis auditorium. A former
the law to nest of bandits after two Zenith, is the world's m oat
powerful radio of its sine.
You'll like
Miss Beaux Art winner and
$5.50.
Zenith, is the world's m n at
hoodlums assault and rob real esRoman Gold color trim and
Miss Pre.4 Photographer, the
Travels easy, travels Witt -tate operator.
Mar handle.
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Asia's Firebrand Rulers Cling To Power

Music and 0
Musicians .I
i
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Miss Laura R. Reams is on the nieces and nephews and other relattend a meeting of undertakers. on Hannah St. Rev. David Mat- Fred was recently hospitalized in fied. He writes poetry and his gree at the University of Colora- Morris Sylvestooth; Alberta a n d
atives and friends. We extend our
work has been translated into do. The other additions will be Barbara J. Smith are visiting sick list.
Entertainment give at the pub- thew offciated. Smith and Dillon Memphis where he underwent surDr. E. H. Miller in foreign lan- from Detroit. Visiting from St. Mr. E. D. Brown, the long serv- sympathy to the bereaved family
lic school last Thursday evening Funeral home in charge Burial gery. We pray for him a speedy French and Greek.
He was recently a guest at the guages, a graduate of the Univer- Louis. Mo.. are Mrs. Sue J. Jones; ing principal of Central high and in their sorrow.
sponsored by Mrs. Willie M. Ford was in the Little Rock cemetery. recovery.
Men's Day was held at St.
All-City Outdoor Art Festival sity of Dejon, France: Dr. G. C. Mr. and Mrs. John Bobber Sim- his wife are moving to Gary. Ind.
was very enjoyable. The Boyd
Mrs. Same Conner is visiting 7th
Funeral services for Mr Edgar
Dupree and Mr. James AME church last Sunday
brothers. Wright and Richmond, Palmer will be held Sunday at hit children in Grand Rapids, sponsored by the Los Angeles Mu- Wang in business, a graduate of mons; Shirley J Hoggard, Doro- Mies Emma
nicipal Art Department.
Columbia university; Dr. Carrie thy Wilkin Mabrey, McKinley Rog- Walter L. Cole, both juniors at Principle speaker was Prof. T.
two p.m., at in. big Morning Star Mich.
furnished the music.
P. Biggers in English, a graduate ers, Carl Riley and Mr. Jordon. Central were crowned king and Brunson; Rev. R. L. Lithe, heel
Mrs Sallie Mae Brock is on the
If you plan to attend Rust or MB church at Woodburn after a
pastor.
Almost half of Hawaii's popula. of the University of New York; Alfreda Atkins is visiting In 6 m queen for the year 1859-60.
MI colleges this fall write Dr. E. long illness. Mr. Palmer departed sick list
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Hello everybody everywhere!!!
By MARX, IsRIME
Stormy weather prevails throughINSTITUTE, W Va. - Funeral
NEW YORK — (UP!) — Chinese proverb say: For out the Pikes Peak Re gion.
rites for Joseph W. Lovette. 53,
Though
the
weather
is
bit,
happy marriage, keep mouth shut and let husband be boss.
were held at Preston Mortuary
stormy at the present time thel
wits James Kelly. Jr., personnel
Originator of that "proverb" is not Confucius but a, whole town is going to the dugs;
dean of West Virginia State colbeautiful Eurasian woman, Han Suyin, author of two best as the Pikes Peak Kennel club
lege, officiating
races are going strong.
Lovett.: of lipaitute, retired
sellers, "Love Is A Many-Splendored Thing" and "The
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Mangum
leacher of West Virginia State colMountain Is Voun""
!about the country. She designs her recently returned from an extendlege. deli last week in a CharlesAt night, Han Suyin real Chi- own evening gowns, usually Eur-, ed visit with relatives and friends
ton hospital after a long illness.
style.
,hytio‘e in Mississippi.
nese name: Chow Krang-hu is a iinean
Ile
was former head of the dewriter. "Instead of chewing my Chinese gowns. She lives with
Mr. and Mrs. Gothic Smith have
partment of I wick its sonry and tarnails, I write."
her 'itisband in .1 lesm;ali is with as their guest Mr. Smith's fan mental concrete He taught at
By day, she practices medicine three Siamese cats and a dog. ther, Mr. Gothie Smith, Sr., of
the eollege for 42 years.
under her English name, Dr Elis- "I'm a very bad housekeeper," Bowling Green, Ky.
Ile WAS graduated from Tuske•
abeth Comber. A general practi- she said, sniffing. "I can't cook Sgt. and Airs. John Thomas'
gee Institute. Tilekegee. Ala.. in
tioner, she describes herself as a or sew, but I can drive a car and guests are Sgt. Thomas' mother I
1897 and beean teaching at West
..ly answer the telephone, do yoga ex- and step father, Mn, and Mrs. '
"family doctor: ,i•rgiie.
Virs.inia State in 1903,
ercises
swim."
and
James Ewng and two sisters, Mrs
with Chinese, Indian and Malay
Surviving are two daughters,
ifs, does she stay so young Shirley Berry and
Miss Li n d a
patients in a poor section of SingsMrs Eloise Lovelte Matthews,
looking?
Thomas and Mrs. Thomas' sister, I
par-'. "I'm mit a • s• . ,tl,
teacher at Virginia D & B institor, you know." She also does a "I'm just kind of busy and I Miss Louvenia Blaine all of Hoptute, Hampton, Va and Miss Besany
love
probhaven't
my
work.
I
kinsville,
Ky.
counseling.
marriage
of
sie
lot
Stedora Lovette, switchboard
lems - soy husband is happy and
Mrs.
Erna
McDonald
Mae
and,
operator
at State College: and a
Her formula for a happy mar- my daughter is happy. I worry
children
are
currently
vacationing
brother.
Albert of Detroit.
your
riage is: "Patience, keeping
shoot rev natients
•••• \vrtIT with relatives and friends in Cali-'
mouth shut when you want to flare
ING. BUT I wony about things fornia.
up, and a sense of humor.
one at a time -- in a tusi.:
Sir. and Mrs. Charlie Morgan
IGNORANCE IS BLISS
way - and I try to solve my prob- recently returned from a lengthy
"Never rub it into a man that lems."
visit with relatives and friends
he may not be as competent as
in the lone star state - Texas that
you. Keep an air of ignorance.
SOUTH BEND
is.
There are large areas I keep deEvangelist, Dr. Sladeline Childs
Among the many newcomers to INSPECTING COMFORTABLE
of North Little Rock find all
liberately out of so my linshand
the Pikes l'eak Region: Sp.4 and
rooms in men's dormitory at
the comiorts at home. Ultra Is back in the city after visiting
can get a very superior feeling,"
her mother, Mrs. Gaynell SulliMrs. James Lewis of Detroit. Philander Smith moliege which
modern quarters are found in
she said in an imerview.
van in Detroit. Dr. Childs set up
Mich.. and son Orlando. Miss Lil- are remarkably similar to
all three of school's new buildShe spent a week in New York ADAMSVILLE
a
Universal Kingdom of God and
lie Mae Brown and Mrs. Mamie
those in women's dorm, Mr.
ings which include a student is doing
meeting publishers and making
wonderful work with fallL. Green of Austin, Texas.
CLIFF SUMMERVILLE
By
and
Mrs.
Crawford
J.
Minis
union building.
arrangements for her second book
en humanity in divine healing.
Mr- Mahalia Weston passed
to be made into a movie.
Ite% Dr. tliilds is internatonally
Lewis hospital.
I 'FOR HAPPY MARRIAGE,"
Young," she writes at niaht
Ilan Suyin speaks with a British Sway at Austin &
known for her work in deliverwas held for
I keep mouth shut and let husand practices medicine by accent, knows French, Chinese, Funeral service
ance. Also s isiting Sirs. llaynell
Hudson at Mt. Ilebran Bapand be boss." Originator of
day. A general practi:..ou,c, Malay and English fluently, has Frank
Sullivan was her sister Mrs. Mary
church, Blossberg, Ala.
at "proverb" is not(
-onto.
she works mainly with Chi- short black hair, European fea• tist
Parks of Omaha, Nebr,
Mr. and Mrs. Zenar Gaywine
•
cius but Eurasian writer Han
nese, Indian and Malay pa- tunes, and a sliehtiv Oriental tilt
KEOKUK
I Suyin, who is shown with one
tients in a poor section of to her eyes. At 42, she could and family were guests of Mr and
By M. CULPEPPER
Mrs. Summerville.
I of her three Siamese cats.
Singapore. She also does a lot
hr it
Ed South is not feeling too well
Pritchard
in
AugErma
is
Mrs.
"
•
'"stpas'
• Author of two best sellers,
of marriage counselling. UPI er. She is slim, with long, shape
at this writing.
lin and Lewis hospital.
t "Love is a Many Splendored
Telephoto.
ly legs that show to advantage in
Mr. and Mrs. Jackson, Mrs
Mrs. Josephine Hines and Bubble
Thing" and The Mountain Is
• colorful Chinese gowns slit to mid- Reynolds
Brown and Miss NicGoodwine all
are still on the sick list.
thigh.
of Leavenworth, Kane.. spent a
We all hope for them a speedy
Considered a controversial figfew days with the R. Taylors.
recovery.
ure in Singapore, the author isa
Bethel AME school had its pieMr. and Mrs. Frank Palo and
fascinating mixture of charm, wit,
Mr. and Mrs. Amos McDaniel and nic in Grand Park Aug. 36.
simplicity, warmth and compassAils. Mae Ashby is doing fine
- daughter are vacationing in Cleve.
ion, an outspoken, crusading spirat her home.
Ohio.
land
'
it for the downtrodden.end underRev. W. M. Utilities and congre• ••
FREEPORT .
gation of Pilgrim Rest Baptist
field, Ky., is guest of her daugh- developed nations.
BREWTON
KILLED
HUSBAND
FIRST
DENVER - (UPI) - T h
church will be in charge of the
l By LLOYD BRUMFIELD, JR. ter, Mrs. Helen Hatchett.
By ALEX AUTREY
head of the International ConvenRobert Bruce Webb has return- Born in Peiping, China, of a Boykin Baptist church held ape- services on Aug. 30 at Bethel
' Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Pearson
tion of Christian Churches (DisAME church. Rev. M. Culpepper
are visiting Mr. Pearson's par- ed home from Chicago where he Chinese engineer father and a cial meetings last week.
ciples of Christ) called on minisBelgian mother, she spent her, Mr. and Mrs. Joe Jackson are is pastor.
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Warren Pear- vacationed with his mother.
ters last Friday night to be in
sonar. Mr. Pearson is on leave . Mrs. Nora Kirby and Lawson childhood in China and considers guests of Mrs. Jackson's mother
the forefront of efforts to solve
from the Armed Forces in Texas. Howard motored to Paris, Tenn., herself thoroughly Asian. She stud- in Linden, Ala.
segregation problems.
LULA BROOKS gives a prepaste/ In color and modern in
Mr. and Mrs. John Brumfield, last week to bring Mrs. Rugger led medicine in Yenching uni- Sam Cunningham's daughter
Dr. John Paul Pack of Seattle
view of what many a l'hilanappointment. The new building
jr., and sons visited relatives and Williams, Mr. Howard's mother versity in Peiping and •I'LISSelS from Michigan is here.
opened a six-day convention, atder Smith coed will be doing
university, but her education was Mr. and Mrs. Ella Mae Minens
for coeds is one of three new
friends over the weekend. They back home.
tended
by 6,000 delegates from the
Members of Mt. Olive Baptist interrupted by the war in China of Detroit are guests of Mr. ahd
when school opens. The rooms
are residents of Gary, Ind.
buildings which will be dediUnited States and Canada, with an
hi the new dormitory are
' Mrs. Troy Bland and daughters church along with their pastor, in 1938.
cated on Sept. 25.
I Mrs. James Mayes.
ELMIRA
address
centering on segresation.
a Rock Island, Ill., were re- Rev. Raymond Davis attended the That year she married her first I Mrs. John Harris is home from
By G. MARIE GREENE
Mt. Olive Baptist Association at husband, General Tang Paohu-; the hospital.
visitors here.
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Sowell and
e Pearson family had a fam- Mt. Vernon, Ill., Mt. Pilgrim Bap- ang, who later became military
Mrs Harris' daughter f r om son Kenneth have returned to Alily reunion last Saturday at Tay- tist church. Rev. D. W. Jackson, attache in London for the Nation- Ohio WAS called to the bedside of bany after visiting Mrs. Arthur
pastor;
Gen-i
Rev.
government.
1545,
Raymond
In
Da
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alist
lor Park.
her ill mother.
Keith of 417 Madison ave.
eral Tang returned to China and
Ben Givens is
Mrs. K. K. King has been repatient in a executive secretary.
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local hospital.
was killed in battle in 1946. After leased from the hospital.
Second st.; was a recent patient
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at St. Joseph's hospital.
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there,
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terms as a member of the Board
and William Washington of St. the Metropolitan
another, Mrs. Nina Coperning. of Mt. Zion Baptist church, at- In 1952, Han Suyin married an sick list.
Opera Company program as he appeared on "Artof Directors. He is a member
Donna June is the daughter of tended the Zion District Associa- Englishman, Leonard B. Comber, Mrs. Smith, a long time resi- Albans, Long Island.
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of the Music Educators National
The Rev, George A. Fitch of
Edyth and Alvin Vaughn former- tion held at the Mt. Gilead Bap- who is an adult education officer dent of Brewton passed away and
Annual convention of the National Kiel auditorium where the conConference, and a member of Antist church in Murphysboro, In., for the government in Singapore, was buried here last Friday.
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III., spent the weekend with her, Milton Vaughn, II, has gone to a
piano by Jonathan Brice present- by Mr. E. R.
Mrs. M. Burns Is
Beeker of Detroit,
of the Douglas Memorial A M E
Gary, Ind., seeking employment ret societies.
cousin, Mrs. Viola McNeal.
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songs as airs ranging from Constance Berksteiner of New
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Faure, Ravel, York City, Theodore Charlee
Hans Suyin loves to travel, visits daughter and son-in-law of Michi- ministry in Oakland, Calif.. in
is visiting his parents, Mr. and
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to songs by John Jacob Niles, Stone of Chicago, members
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and
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Spirituals
arranged by Board whose terms had not exfamily, and hopes to write a book city.
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Mrs. Ruby Stewart of Little well as at the Washington conven- Fogowing the brief installation
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day, August 23rd. The Masonic I
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conducted by Mary
Miss Barbara Ann Christie and Rock is visiting her son-in-law and greatly impressed with
enjoyed an elaborate lawn party Mr. and Mrs. Leposey Oats are Lodges of Mound and Mound City, Hayden Music Studio was held at
the contin- Cardwell Dawson of Washington,
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attend the fourth quarterly confer Carrie Winston and Mr. and Mrs. SANDUSKY
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on the first night delegates were
spending a very pleasant va- The bride is the daughter of tion with her uncle and aunt, Mr.
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Spanish
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Maywood, III. Visiting ter daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Wel' ley Strattpn, presiding elder.
where they visited their son, troit and
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gates of NANM elected Kenneth musicians when
the Host Branch
Mrs. Smith and her husband is ton Curtiss of 505 Madison Ave. Maurice Hickman is home from
I Mrs. Brady Schofield of May. Mrs. Naomi Davis reported a Forrest and family.
B. Billups of St. Louis, Mo., as Concert
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Dr. Roscoe R. Polin, the retir- on Monday
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The bride was accompanied by Miss Ruth Manning's mother, sicians eight years. Many changes was ths year presented on Sunday
in order to present the W. C. Ha.
Mrs. Lillian Manning is visiting
house guests of their daughter and her foster father.
and advances were made during dy
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tion.
as: Executive Secretary, Orrin C. drew
Mrs. Louise Johnson put on a
on a wide circle of friends
Mrs. Malenda Galston of Cincin- Mrs. Suzie Ilumphrey of NashSuthern,
Ill;
Recording
Secreand music lovers, with Wirt D.
nati was a recent house guest of ville joined her daughter, Mrs. Ol- children's play, "The Secret of
tary,
Ruth
Calimese;
Assistant
Walton (Board Member) as proher cousin Mrs. Minnie M. Ray lie Mae Kirkland and family here Worn Shoes" at Maxfield school
Secretary, Isabel Coleman; Vice gram
chairman, Leon E. Doom,
An all day mooting will be held last week.
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President and Director of Central I Branch
Mr.
Cozine
and
city
Mrs. Charles
Will Johnson is back in the
presided. Immediately afat St. James AME church on the
Region, Harriet Hines; Vice Pres- ter
the singing of J. Rosamond
after spending a very enjoyable first Sunday in September. Rev. won a boat trailer and motor from
ident and Mid-West Region Direc- Johnson's
"Lift Every Voice and
vacation with his nieces, Mrs. On- Ross will deliver the message. the National Tea Company at the
tor, Grazia
Barnes; V i ce Sing, led by Eva Bator Fisher,
nie Howton, Mrs. Luch Russell Members of Oakgrove church will opening of their new store. The
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Director
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Eastern Rev. Joseph W. Nicholson, All
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Minn.
Miss Barbara Royal, daughter of pastor.
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were Dr. J. Roy Terry,
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Royal is
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Board
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back in the city after enjoying a visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. honor attendent. Mrs. Doris Boone,
(Guilmont's Grand Choterm, Eugene Hancock, Warren rus
in D Major, Opus 18): Milstater of the groom and Miss Liz
wonderful vacation in New York, Arthur Greenlee.
Sweeney; Board members for one dred T. Bailey,
Canada, Detroit and Ohio.
organist (FletchMrs. Mattie L. Hudson visited Greene were bridesmaids.
year term, Wirt Walton, I,illian
er's Fountain Reverie); Louise
Richard Tolbert who recently un- out of town last weekend.
The flower girl was Candice
Dixon,.
Dunn, Chauncey Northern.
Meyerg
derwent surgery at Lloyd Noland
George Daley is home from Jones, niece of the bride. Lennie Kenneth
Billups Is a teacher in mann's Sonato
in G Minor, 1st
is back home and doing fine.
State Teachers college, Montgom- Krieger carried the rings.
the public schools of St. Louis, a
Movement) and Vivian Wilkerson,
William W. Fowlkes was a week ery. He is an instructor at Shelby Gayle Newman was hest man
well known choral director and
pianist (Debussy's Images-Reflect
end guest of his sister. Mrs. Flor- Cwunty Training school.
for his brother. Ushers were Mr. served
as the 1959 Convention
.age a Romeau, and
ence Akens at Lipscomb.
Miss Jewel Wallace of Vincent Christie and Richard Wallace.
chairman. His groups, including d'
Helicopter
take
off
Marine
•
a
BOONDOCKING-Two
•
•
Reserv•
held
Field
this
being
?raising,
ad
emaiur m
i n. tm
)
01,
About 100 persons attended a the
Is also an instructor at Shelby
Legend Singers have appeard
phases
final
Rise,
during
the
Corn•
one
of
Corps
Marine
Second
Chicago's
year
at
COLUMBIANA
vocal
soloists were heard
Four
County
Training school.
sts of
reception at the home of Mr. and on many
radio and television proof Operation "Handyman".
Twentynine Palms. in Cali
unication Support Battalion
in operatic arias prior to the finBy E. R. TYCE
Mr. and Mrs. G. Hobson of Mrs. Curtiss in Elmira followed grams.
Their
many
engagements al choral selection given by the
T h e Chicago Marines a r e
fornia's Mojave Desert. (Oftake a breather from their raMr. and Mrs. William Kirkland Pennsylvania recently visited their by a bidal party at the home of have
brought them into public no- combined
paiticipating in the problem
ficial ICSMC Photo by Acting
Youth Choirs of St. Loadii. watch at the assault
and their six children motored daughter and son-in-law, Mr. and the groom's mother in Enfield tice.
during their two week Annual
is' churches.
MSgt. Ralp J. Austin, USMC). here from California to visit their Mrs. Jim R
,. force's command post to watch
R. Johnson.
Center.

Indiana

Alabama

Iowa

Urges Pastors
To Fight For
Integration

Illinois

New York

ik

W

Report On NANM Music
Meet Held In St. Louis

Minnesota
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By 01118 DOCKERY
The principal, faculty and student; of Hamilton high school
face a new year with anticipation
and eagerness for the most sue'
cessiel year they have ever had.
The anticipated enrollment for
the high school is as follows:
Seniors, 131: Juniors. 191;
Sophomores, 299: and Freshmen
292 for a total of 913.
FOOTBALL
Hamilton's football team is look.
ing forward to a championship
team this year with coaches Earl
Wynne. Jesse Joseph and Clarence Brownley. Coach Brosvnley
is new to our faculty and hails
from Tennessee State university.
He comes to us from Franklin
Trainine school where his team
placed second last year.
The captains and co-capteins of
the team this year are Robert
Flyna, captain "Pete" Freeman,
acting co-captain: Frvin Malone.
heal trainer: and Sydney Griffin,
assistant trainer.
BAND
W. T. Doggett has started his
band of this season with 73 members. The hand Wirers are as fol.
lows: Wrensey Gill. president:
Robert Carpenter. vice president,
Pearivn Banks, secretary: Vera
Edwards. treaserer: Bettye Fwine. reporter: Robhve Bank s.
drum
majorette: Claudette
Greene. tail back: and Richard
Jo"ecin. student director,
Cr stets
T b e Devertidos Socialites, a

PHILA1
derful
us Wi
erful fut
To wide
of the
echoes,
The 'Sa
up with
who lived
him after
to the p

Born at John Gaston hospital
Mrs. Earl Collins of 30 W. Fields. A daughter, Antoinette, to Mr.
Aug. 22, 1959
A son, David Wayne, to Mr. and Mrs. Hickey McNeil of 1240
A daughter, Karen Denise to Mr. and Mrs. Luke K. Cowan of 1294 Gummtngs.
and Mrs. Kahl) Kimmons of 923 Coker.
A daughter, Drenda Monique, to
A son, J. D. Jr., to Mr. and Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Otha D. Boone of
Thomas (R).
A son, Aaron III, to Mr. and J. D. Lewis of 2057 Nedra.
123 W. Edson.
Mrs. Aaron Shannon of 275 Her- A daughter, Phyllis Michelle, to A son, Wilbur Lee, to Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. James F. Noel of Mrs. Floyd Noel of 273 W. Fields.
nando.
newly organized club in the Yid.
A daughter to Mr. and Mrs. Ed- 234 Lucy.
A son, Tyrone Reginald, to Mr.
nity of Hamilton gave their dance
A daughter, Bernice Antoinette, and Mrs. Clarence Porter of 1110
die Motley of 20 W. Burdock.
on August 26, at 1633 Wabash,
A daughter, Ann Faye, to .Mr. to Mr. and Mrs. Ben Stinson of Kerr.
estimated over 100 attended. The
and Mrs. Henry Teal of 755 David, 742 Woods.
A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
officers are Odis Dockery, tares.
A son, Randle Eugene, to Mr. A son, David Lee, to Mr. and Willie Washington of 264 S. Fourth.
and Mrs. James Crutcher of 905 Sirs. Percy Galloway of 2332 Hunt- A daughter to Mr. and Mrs. Wildent, Matthew Siremins, v i C e;
er.
Polk.
lie Washington of 364 S. Fourth.
and Dorsey Sanders, business
ship for his son, Earl, Jr., eelsior life memberships in the orA son, James Michael, to Mr. A sun, Charles Gregory, to Mr. A son. ,,arry Dsenell. to
manager.
Arthur Earl Herne, sr., left,
ter, and making the sale and
ganization for youngsters un•
and Mrs. Charles Allen of 493 and Mrs. Charles Smith of 2589 and Sirs. Robert Taliaferro of 1641
On the guest list for the dance
of Memphis purchased a N. A.
presenting the certificate is
der 12 cost $100. Senior life
Midland.
Mosby.
Davis.
A. C. P. junior life member.
the following names among others
NAACP's national office. Jun.
memberships cost $500.
A daughter, Grace, to Mr. and Twin sons to Mr. and Mrs. Ear- A daughter, Linda Sue to Mr.
were present.
Mrs. Edward E. Hurd of 500 nest L. Parker of sa; Mississippi. and Mrs. Earnest Sherrod of 75,5 A son, Andre Anthony, to Mr.
refreshments
Floice McKnight, Arthur Mil,
and Mrs. Robert McAtee of 1022
A son, Joe Willie, jr., to Mr. Concord.
Vance.
STIGALL VICTORIOUS AGAIN
Kenneth Cox, Gloria Shilkens,
Richert.
A daughter, Atitia Ann, to Mr. and Mrs. Joe W. Coppage of 2129 Aug. 27
Friday night, Aug. 21, Stigall
Rutbie Williams, Joe Shegog. 'sas
and Mrs. Annals Carter of 944 N. Frisco.
A son, Lee, to Mr. and Mrs. Born at E. IL Crump Memorial
Hornets played their second game
ae Newton, Lois Davis. 'ein
August 14, 1959
A son. Benton, to Mr. and Mrs. 011ie Watts of 133 Veal.
Second.
on their field. They played a very
Hampton, Rayford Dandridge,
A son. Kenneth Eiiw,ed. to Mr. A daughter, Toni Victoria, to
A daughter, Heidi Slarethan, to John Body of 710 Farris.
hard game and defeated Milan
Richard Foster, Robbie A n is
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Rosser of A son, Carl Edward, to Mr. and a n d Mrs. Jessie J. Sanders of Mr. and Mrs. Otis Patton of 6.34
153. Charles Campbell and Willie
Banks, Shirley MeCutcher and
King.
Mrs. Alfred Bins of 345 N. Second. 1463 Dunn.
1603 Webb.
Fitzgerald made TDs and Earl
A son, Sandy, jr., to Mr. and A daughter, Faille Joyce, to Mr. Aug. IS
Clara Smith.
Aug. 23
Newhouse ran an extra point.
and sisters. Mrs. Hanna will be I
A son, Chris Edward, to Mr. Mrs. Sandy Hayes of 2372 Hunter.'and Mrs. Ira Anderson of 275 S. A daughter. Jacqueline Denise.
Henry Nance and Finn Ross, remembered in Humboldt as Miss
to Mr. and Mrs. James Jones of
and Mrs. Calvin Lawson of 585 A daughter, Hattie Mae, to Mr. Third.
praying defensive end were re- Annie Bell Porter, daughter of Eland Mrs. Willie A. Dunn of 161 A son, Earl Dean,
Mississippi.
sponsible for the touch back. At mer Porter.
jr., to Mr. 1151 Hammel.
Greenlaw.
A daughter, Billie Jean, to Mr.
and Mrs. Earl D. Shaw of 737 A daughter, Cheryl Yvette to
half time the Band and Majorettes
Mesdames Addie B. Roe and
Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Kendrick of Revivals are still in progress in under
and Mrs. Billy G. Anderson of A son, Michael, to Mr. and Da‘id.
the direction ef Band In- Beatrice Barnett were delegates
Humboldt.
successful
A
very
Re1.559
Mrs.
S.
Wilbert
Capitol.
Lauderdale.
1247
/lilt of 172 W. Per- A daughter, Linda Jo, to Mr.
structor
U.
from
M.
Garrett
Lane Chapel CME church to
thrilled
all
A son, Russell Louis, to Mr. and son.
and Sirs. Will Sykes of 2175 Cas- A daughter, Theresa Lee, to Mr. vival closed at St. James Baptist present with their brilliant per- the "Know Your Church"
Council
and Sirs. Ceville Nichols of 75 W. church last Friday night. Eleven formance.
Sirs. Rueben Washington of 480 A son, Damon . Andre, to 111r.' tcx.
that convened at Lane Metropolipersons were added. The Church
and ails James Williams of 859i A son, Charles Dwayne, to
Tillman.
The Cheering Squad kept the tan church in Cleveland, Ohio.
Sir.
Rveival is in progress at MornA daughter, Darlene, to Mr. and Lavon.
and Mrs. Clarence Hull of 1205 Aug. 18
spirit high throughout the game. This me,aing was held at the same
Mrs. Willie E. Johnson of 708 A daughter, Patricia Ann, to Keating.
Shen II
A daughter, Juanita Elaine, to ing Star Baptist church. The re- Mrs. L. B. Croom is in charge of time the Women's
Connectional
Mr. and Mrs. George Sanders of Aug. za
Wright.
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie A. Wilson sults will be given next week.
against t
the Cheering Squad.
Council met.
The
Board
of
Directors
the
of
234
Ivory.
A son, Reginald, to Mr. and
A daughter. (7'5 nthia Marie, to of 940 N. Sixth.
versity L
Rev. and Mrs. W. S. Vance have
Gillespie Kindergarten met for the HOME WEDDING
Sirs. Robert Reeves of 2960 Shan- A daughter, Sharon Denise, to l Mr. and Mrs. Nolan D. Jackson Aug. 17
8 s.m.,
first meeting of the 1959-60 school Saturday evening, August 22, as their guest Dr. and Mrs. J. P.
Colored mint wafers make decoMr. and Mrs. Robert H. Garland of 568 Life.
non.
1959 in
at 8 p. m., in the home of Mr. Broadnax and chilaren, Seena,
A son, Anthony Tyrone, to Mr.' Year. Plans were
rative candl• holders for ca•e.
made for the
A son, M. C., to Mr. and Mrs. of 858
A son, Fleming, to Mr. and Mrs. and Mrs. Paul
Stadium,
Just melt a little of the was and
Holmes of 1524 school year. The new officers and and Mrs. Henry Croom, Mr. El. Louise, and Junius, from Chicago,
Joseph Hampton of 579 Pontotoc. A son, Michael Anthony, to Mr. Fleming Jefferson of 272
Gulley, a
stick candle upri9ht on th• mint.
Adolphus. Dottie.
chairmen of the committees will mer Porter and Mrs. Parthenia Dr. Broadnax is the older son of
A son, Jack Maurice, to Mr. and Mrs. Willie T. Simpson of 659 A son. Perry Lewis. to Me. and
defense I
A daughter, Rosemary, to Mr. be named next week also. William Patrick were joined in Holy Matri• the Vances.
and Mrs. John L. Davis of 440 Mosby.
Mrs. Nathaniel Smith of 40 W.
form
for
niony
—
by their pastor, Rev. W A
and Mrs. Melvin Robinson of 281 Baskervill, manager of RawlsAug. 26
Vance.
Fay.
In the 1
Owens, pastor of Morning Star
E.
Shelby
Baskervill
Drive.
Funeral
home
is
general
A
son, Rickey, to Mr. and Mrs. A son, Ray Anthony,
A daughter, Barbara Ann, to
ditional
Baptist church. A reception follow-1
to Mr. Aug. 18
director.
Mr. and Mrs. William Logan of, Tommie Williams of 696 Vance. and Mrs. G. H.
Texas, (3,
ed the wedding. Mr. Porter is
Wallace of !Gail A
The
school
will
Sept.
open
7.
All
daughter.
585 Jessamine.
Charlotte Ann, to
A son. Jerome, to Mr. and Mensarrat.
edly defe
parents are asked to bring their the father of Mrs. Croom. lie has
Mr. and Mrs. Winston Guyton
(Enal;sh Lady)
A son to Mr. and Mrs. Larry Mrs. James Taylor of .543 N. 4th. A
of children
Ills totil
daughter, Janice Denise, to 364 Linden.
for registration Friday, three other tnughters and one
NOT
G. Little of 1320 Emmason.
IS
KNOW
SHE
YOU
A son, Robert Harris, to Mr. Mr. and Mrs. Willie
son.
yards to
A son, Elton Angelo, to Mr. and and Mrs. Robert Harris of 1852 of 271 E. Virginia. G. Williams A daughter, Sheila Regina, to Sept. 4, from 2-4 p.m.
This is tier new office at the Mississippi
and thre
the prerevival sermon at Salem VISITORS
Mr. and Mrs. Jeff Nelson of
Sire, Earnest L. Hall of 1135 Edmondson.
a
after
back
Is
BELI
D111
M
Line
A
State
Tigers
Mrs.
Attila Fielder spent a lovet
2429 Baptist church last Sunday, when
Twin sons, Melvin and
Morris Gentry.
Pearce.
La ngst on
long time of being sway and at last she I.
A daughter, Brenda Delores, to Dewayne, to Mr. and
St. James was invited to service. ly vacation out in New Mexico,
Mrs. Joe A daughter,
A son, Jerry, to Mr. and Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Isiah
home
I
new
her
the
In
guest
stay
Last
to
back
of
Mr.
and
Sirs. Julius
Wanda Faye, to Mr. His message on "Power" will long
Boone of 2560 Taylor of 598 Beale.
L. C. Causey of 285 Pontotoc.
and Mrs. Dalton Nickleberry
(Doll, Victory. While there, her
seholasti
Are you Dissatiefied with martlage? Ha,.
Perry. A son, Timothy Arnett, to A
of be remembered by all for its
son, Johnny Earl, to Mr.
Aug. 24
ed bun
and 1537 Brookins.
and
son
Mr. and Sirs. Arnell Scott of 5301 Mrs.
wife,
Mr.
and
A GYPSY
Mrs. Rozell
depth and spiritual admonition.
Young Windless of 914 N.
Fielder of Flint, Mich., were visitThis yea
Norms.
A daughter, Jacquelyn
Bellevue.
husband, wife or sweetheart! Are Yoe
Denise The St. James choir under the di- ing here with
your
faith
lost
In
you
back ear
Mr. Fielder. Also
to Mr. and Mrs. Curtis
Shields of rection of Mrs. Louise Cooper from
In bad health? Ar• you discouraged? If any of these are you.
Flint with the Fielders was
the rugg
was at its best. Rev. Alston, the
Carl
that will
Reddick, a nephew of the
problems, crime let MADAM BELL advise You at once- She
pastor spoke words of high praise
senior Mr. Fielder,
tember 1
will read lite to you lust as she would read an open book
for the service.
Alex
Mr. Chester Northeross of ChiCLUBS MEET
Tell you why your job or business is not a success If you hay,
The Book Lovers club held its cago, Ill., is visiting his father,
once.
BELL
at
MADAM
haled In he rest come see
and
,
ASIA
he
regular meeting with Mrs. Esther Alonzo Northeross and sister Lila.
PENNSY
Located on Highway Si South, just over Mississippi Stat.
the fullb
Mrs. Annie Bell Hanna of Chi,
Johnson, Trenton, Tenn., Friday
game. "
TENNESSEE
Line on the way to Hernando. Iler home is 2 blocks below
night. Members present enjoyed a cago, Ill., is visiting her parents
JERSEY
mentor c
NEVI
delicious menu and spent an eveCAROLINA
where she uses., to stay right aside the DeSoto Motel. Be sure
VIRGINIA
SANAA
man for
ning of fun and enjoyment.
SORT II CAROLINA
Al A
Monday, September 7th
Catch bellow bus marked Whitehaven State Line and get
thing ea
The High Society Girls club met
GEORGI A
TO
off at Sta,e Line and walk 2 blocks and see MADAM BELL'S
SOU
ber 19.
Wednesday night with Ernestine
WASHINGTON D C
LABOR DAY
MARYLAND
HAND Slain.,
Newton
Wilson in the home of her parwill be
sensation
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Chester BryCOME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
and Joh
son on Coxville rd. The president,
BANK HOLIDAY
homore I
to look for the RED BRICK HOUSE and you'll find her there
Myrtle Bryson. presided over the,
Banks, members of this ascrowd G
business. Final plans were made ,
at all times. ;She never had an office in West Memphis 1
for the picnic Saturday. Mrs, N. sociation, will not be open
CHARGE
NO
GUARANTEED
SATISFACTION
OR
QUITE
F. Williams, advisor, gave the for the transaction of busSAN
girls a short "pep" talk on the iness this date.
Hours Sam In 9 p m.
Willie M
purpose of the club and what is
Readings Daily Open on Sunday,
MEMPHIS
ants firs
expected of club girls.
CLEARING HOUSE
first ma
Games were led by Carolyn
I don't maki any home calls or answer any letters. Be sure
he
ever
ASSOCIATION
Brown and Genie Mullin. Assort- 1
to look for the right sign and the right name.
ed sandwiches, potato chips, mints
HARD
and peanuts, cookies and punch
CINCI
were enjoyed by all.
The Hawaiian Art and Social
Myers,
club met in the home of Mrs. Kastop, set
tie Reed on Craddock st., Thursrecord
day afternoon. The members were
eat clout)
happy to see the president. Mrs
only ti
Lucy Collier who has missed the
3930.
last two meetings because of illness.
After the business the ladies
enjoyed games and were served

Gull
TSU

MA')M BELL

11 j

keauksts. NfIER
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NORTH CAROLINA MUTUAL'S

THRIFTMASTER

FLEXIBLE
POLICY
BREAKS COST BARRIER ON PREMIUM RATES!

SHE'S GOT HIS
NUMBER.

236 N. Manassas-1.
A son, Jerald Brevard, to Mr
and Mrs. Jimmie Shinault of 1155
Belvedere.
Aug. 19
A son, Addison O'Kelley, tn Mr.
and Mrs. Addison Winfrey of 1891
Blair Hunt Drive.
Aug. 20
A son, to Mr, and Mrs. Charliee
Joe Burse of 12C., Lucy.
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Allen of 1179 Marble.
A daughter, Shirley
to Mr and Mrs. Lewis G. Green
of 2126 Bennett.
A son to Mr. and Mrs
Shannon of 1278 Smith.

William V Harper ill. bead of Are Department at Cleric College. Atlanta. Georgia. is •fashion designer Dad winner of the coveted Schaeffer Award for -Best Apporel DIMIEEPY.- The presentatio•
wen mode this year at Hie meeting of Pb. National Association of Fashion Designees held at Pb.
Waliterf.Astorio le New York. Designer Harper finds the ThIltIFTMASTElt -suits hi.,, Hue•easternfitted garwiesit.PUP. by 1•YI CI..... III

LOANS
SIGNATURES
AUTO-FURNITURE
For Any Worthwhile
Purpose
"We Ilke to way yea to Alf
Ws requests"

NORTH CAROLINA MUTUAL
Life Insurance Company

The THRIFTMASTER policy is the '
while you enjoy TODAY.

OF BARLEY AT ITS BEST
A lot of people take to the taste of '92 ... the taste that
comes from LIGHT BREWING of the HEART OF THE
GRAIN—the part of the grain that's beetNo husky overtones. Just a light taste of barley at its
bent. Enjoy a bottle of Oertels '92 right off the ice.
Chances are you'll find this light, bright barley goodness easy to like a lot. Ask for '92.
410_•

is A POLICY DESIGNED FOR YOU, no matter whet your position In
life may be, because It costs just pennies a day for titla preferred protection. For example at elle 20, 510,000 costs only 44 cents a day At
age 45, only 94 cents a day.

COLD 9 92...a LIGHT TASTE

4,
4 •

Beam Owned Rome Opereted
2 Locations
132 Madison
JA 54611
—
181 So Main
—
JA .5 1351
Examined ant' Supervised
by State nmiartment
at Insurarce and Rankle,

4

Take home a pair of six packs and taste
A merica s fine boor...from Kentucky.
Ot OUT. CONTINUOUSLY 0AAAAAA0 OINEWERY IN KENTUCKY • SINCE 1E92
IINEWEINV COMPANY. INC. LOUISVILLE. KENTUCKY
0
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Me Mays High On Big League Future OfAnother Willie--McCovey
By RUSS GREEN
PHILADELPHIA — (UPI) —
, Illornderful Willie Mays says wonous Willie McCovey has a wonerful future in baseball.
To which manager Bill RIgney,
.
of the San Francisco Giants,
echoes, "swonderful."
The 'Say Hey kid, who came
up with a flourish in 1951, and
who lived up to all they said about
him after a staggering start, holds
ti the principle that McCovey,

I

DEFENDER S
Sat., Sept. 5, 1959

.
dance
abash.
prem.

San Francisco's new firsi.b a se month ago, and like the man who
phenom, has the tools.
came for dinner, simply stayed,
"He has a good eye and a good with a .400 bat his mark of disMcCoy''
awing," Maya said while
tinction.
ey stroked at batting cage pitchRigney will admit to the differes. "More than that, he has youth,, ence in the start of the two Wiland he ran learn and improve." lies
Mays himoelf was almost 20 "Mays didn't break in with the
when he came to the Giants, and number of hits that McCovey prothe new Willie is 21. The differ• duced, but all the time you knew
mass. He was
ence is, Mays. came up acclaimed. he was Willie
himself and no mistaking it," RigMcCovey sneaked into the (aim
move
desperation
a
ney said.
lineup in a

That terrible start 0 for 22
or thereabouts — had May:: brok
en up, but even then you knew
that he had it. It was a case of
waiting until he clicked, lie came
through as you knew he would.
With MeCovey — well he just
started hitting."
Rigney told of McCovey's first
game with the liants.
"He got off the plane and just
made it to the hall park. Robin
Roberts was the Phillips pitcher.

F
orecast Tight Race
For CIAA Grid Crown

dance
others
HbII.
g, 'sea
'eta
.r.dge.
AntI
r and

WlEBERFORCE, Ohio — Central State college head Football
Coach James J. Walker, and his
asaietants, Albert Baker, !dickey
Carter, and William C. Lu c a s,
have been holding regular meet•
Digs in preparation for football
practice which begins on Sept. 1,
1959.
The squad will receive physicals
and pictures wilt be taken on August 31.
Walker will introduce to his
squad the Wing-T offense, and
this will mark the, initial use oh
Wing 'l' at Central State college.
Walker stated that -timing will
be our biggest problem, as well
as working on blocking assignments."
The Marauders will he spending
most of their time in mastering
the new offense, since Coach Walker believes the team will be
strong on defense. Walker plans
to have two teams of equal
strength, so that he can substitute
a team at a time.

By JOHN A. HOLLEY
les clash on the turf in the annual
Carolina Classic in Greensboro.
DURHAM, N. C. — AS the 1959
Eddie Ilurt's Bears, operating
football season approaches, the
year's
Athlet minus the loss of last
Intercollegiate
Cegtral
passing sensation. Jack Dennis,
ic Association's grid rave felt
problems,
academic
who ran Into
championship laurels promises to
RILL GULLET
may have thear troubles, but If
a real tight affair right down to
spot is filled, they are going
this
the final day of battle on Thanksto be hard to handle with the regiving day.
turn of 26 lettermen to the fold.
SAM JONES is anything but sad
No one team in the 18-member
Morgans big battle will be their
CIAA stands out so strongly that keen rivalry encounter with Mary- as he does tricks with the ball
it can be offered the conference land State on October 10 at Balti- after he shut out the 1.os Angeles
grid diademon a silver platter more, following their season open- Dodgers, 5.0, to give the San Franbefore the first official kick-off is er on Oct. 3 at NCC, Their home- cisco Giants a three game lead,in
sounded.
coming tilt with ART on Oct. 31 the National league pennant race.
hen the TSI." Tigers square off
It was Sam's 17th win of the year.
With the complex Dickinson is also a big game for them.
against the pesky Langston Uni- Rating
deciding
System
the
M cC a in's
"Skip"
Vernon
versity Lions of Langston, Olds., league's champion, no teem can Maryland State Hawks appear PARI-MUTUEL INVENTOR
8 a.m., Saturday, September 19, be declared or even predicted to ready to make their bid again aft- PARIS, France — (UPI) —
Pi1959 in Galveston Public School take all the marbles until the fi- er suffering their worst season in erre Oiler, a Paris chemist, origiStadium, Tiger fullback, William nal outcome is tabulated after the '58 since McCain became top man nated the pari-mutuel form of
Gulley, a demon on offense and "Turkey Day" encounters around
race track betting in 1885.
titere 11 years ago.
defense Is expected to be in rare
The Ilawks clotted out the seathe conference.
form for this tilt.
However, A&T, last year's win- son strong last year, winning their
In the last meeting of these trahalt three games by trouncing
ditional rivals, 1957, Fort Worth. ner of the loop crown on the fi- scores. Earlier
in the seazion with
Texas, Gulley almost singlehand• nal day as a result of a 20-18 an
Inexperienced squad they had
cdly defeated the Oklahoma team. squeeker over North Carolina col- their
troubles losing three of their
his total yardage for the day, 205 este. is rated a slight favorite to first
fOur games, two of them by
yards for an 8.04 yds. per carry repeat, with North Carolina col- narrow margins. But
with t h e
and three touchdowns enabled the lege, Morgan State, and Mary. presence of Dan Miller
and Billy
Tigers to defeat the stubborn land State cast in the role of del- Gray
around
to
lug
that pigskin
• VIM
Mite challengers.
Dwight 11. Fisher, Athletic Di- Saturday, Oct. 24.
Langston Team 39-19.
this season, the Ilawks seem set rector at Bishop college, announcCoach Fisher and his assistants,
List year, Gulley ran Into In every football race there
for their '59 challenge. . .They ed a nine-game schedule for his Willie Lewis and
Mac Charles
scholastic difficulties which forc- must be a "darkhorse" or two In must
meet Morgan, NCC, and Bishop college Tigers, 1958 cham- Byrom, are
expecting 50 Freshed 11:M to withdraw from school. this category are Hampton Insti•
A&T In that order, and if they pions of the Gulf Coast Athletic man hopefuls to he on
hand Sept.
This year his senior season, he is lute and Johnson C. Smith, both can
come through this, they will Conference, for the 1958 season. 1 to try for the team along
with
hack early to get in condition for on the come-back trial as CIAA
surely be in a bargaining spot for The ambitious Tigers sal open the 25 veterans'from
last year's chamthe rugged two-a-day fall practice grid powers. With a schedule acquisition
of their third CIAA ti- season Saturday, Sept. 19 against pionship
squad.
that will begin for the Tigers Sep- loaded with loop opponents and a
tle.
the nationally rated Grambling TiThe full schedule includes:
few crazy bounces from the pigtember 1, 1959.
The "darkhorses," Hampton's gers at Dal-Ili Stadium in Dallas.
Grambling — Sept. 19—Dallas:
- Alex Durley, TSU Coach has skin, and both of these clubs will
Pirates and Smiths Golden Bulls, Their first Marshall tilt will be a Willey, Sept. 26 — Dallas;
Dillard
he will start Gulley, who can be in the thick of the race.
could step into contention easily conference tilt against the formid- Oct. 3 — Marshall.;
Philanderand punt when called on, at Bert Piggott's Aggles used the with a few
breaks from the phony able Dillard university Blue De- Smith, Oct. 10 — Little Rock.;
the fullback post in the Galveston' breaks of the tricky football to bounce
of the pigskin. Shaw uni• vils of New Orleans on Saturday, Paul Quinn, Oct. 17 —
Waco; Touggame. "Right now," the genial cop last year's loop honors in the versity,
Virginia State, Bluefield Ock 3.
aloo, Oct. 24 — Marshall. (Homementor commented, "Gulley is the finale of the season against North State, St.
Augustine's, Delaware
The
play
Tigers
will
three of coming); Rust, Oct. 31 — Dallas.;
man for the job. However, any- Carolina college's Eagles. T h el State
and Howard university are 1 their games in Dallas this year, 'Jarvis, Nov. 7 — Marshall;
Misthing can happen before Septem- Agates scored twice early In the apt to be
just as good, maybe al all at Dal-l-li or Cobb Stadium. Be- sissippi Vocational, Nov.
14—Longber 19. 1950," he opined.
tiff as a result of Eagle errors to little better for the
'59 gridiron' aides the Grambling game, the Ti- view; Leland, Nov. 21 —
Baker,
Newton Bowers 220' freshman go on and win the title. However, campaign,
but not enough to chat- gers will also play Rust college La,
sensation from Wharton, Texas, hack from this club are a nucleus
lenge for the top rung in the CIAA. Beareals on Oct. 31 in their final
and Johnny Youngblood 180' sop- of veteran lettermen, 23 in numElizabeth City, Lincoln univer- conference tilt. In addition, Wiley EVER FORE'WARD
homore letterman, are expected to ber, spotlighted by such sparkling
sity, Winston - Salem, Fayette- college will host the Tigers in DalNEW YORK — (UPI) — The
crowd Gulley for the bullback slot. stalwarts as Paul swarm, oft-in. ville,
Virginia Union, and St. las on Saturday, Sept. 201.
National Golf Foundation reports
jured quarterback last season;
Paul's are in for unpredictable
Tougaloo
Southern
Christian col- that at the present rate of inQUITE AN INTRODUCTION
Johnny
Wardlow, lanky pass seasons,
but at the most, they are lege will provide the opposition for crease, the United States Will have
SAN FRANCISCO — (UPI) — snat ching end with 15 receptions
not expected to climb beyond the the Tiger Homecoming ga me more theta G.000 golf
cdurses by
Willie McCovey, San Francisco Gi- in '58; and power-driving fit II.
second division,
which will be played in Marshall next year, an all-time high.
ants first baseman, played in the back, Lloyd Oakley
first major league baseball game North Carolina college suffered
he ever saw. Got four hits, too. its only CIAA loss on the final day
•
of the season to the Aggies. Much
HARD TO DOUBLE UP
of this same outfit is back in the
CINCINNATI — (UPI) — Billy fold this coming season, with only
/dyers, former Cincinnati short- a loss of outstanding backs to r•-'
stop, set the all-time major league
record for grounding into the fewAs in previous years, if both of
est double plays when he hit into these teams live up to pre-season
only three in 151 games during dope, the title may not be decid1939.
ed until the Aggies and the EagBATON ROUGE, La. — (UPI)—' of theater,. For this purpose a the usuat clause for a
return
Lightweight champ Joe Brown ex- new company has been formed in match in 90 days, Solomons
addperimented for five rounds, laid which Truman Gibson of Chicago ed.
it on in the sixth, then kayoed San- Will be an associate.
Brown's manager, Lou Viseussi,
tiago Ramirez of Cuba in the sev- Solomons said that
Charnley will confirmed he was negotiating a
enth of a non-title Charity bout. get the "usual" challenger's per- title fight against the Briti sh
There was never any question centage of 20 percent of every- champion.
about whose fight it was. Brown thing. Charnley has also signed
But Viscussi said he would prehad his opponent down three
fer the title defense be held at
Houston, Tex., and stressed that
The prospects look bright at James Crawftud, Everett Hobson, times, the last time for the knockarrangements were not complete.
West Virginia State college for a Robert and Raymond Terry, Rich' out 39 seconds into the seventh
rotund.
"We're not particularly crazy to
good football season as head ard Rors, and Vernon Hawkins.
match Joe against a southpaw,"
Ramirez tried to get off the canCoach Chester A. "Art" Burris tacks; Luther Br yso n, Jack
Viseussi said, "and I really would
and his staff plan for the opening Craig, Lorenzo Elmore, Wilber vas but toppled again. Brown
prefer the fight to be at Houston,
of pre-season practice et Institute, Goff, Ronald O'Neal, Joe Soriano, dropped him with two blinding
since
his last title fight was In
George Williams, and Robert lefts to the body and a smashing
August 31.
Washington."
right to the head.
Burris and assistants Roderick Wright.
ViSCUSSi
said Truman Gibson of
The young Cuban took mandi
Promising new men are: Sans
L. Price and Grant S. Gray atChicago has been negotiating with
tended a national football clinic at Fugate, transfer student from tory eight counts on the earlier
Solomons.
Northwestern university, August Marshall college where he was an knockdowns. which came in the
"Everyone seems to want Joe
outstanding end. Among the fresh- first and third rounds. He showed
12-14,
:Ton are: Backs: Lewis J. Boston up a little in the second and fifth, KANSAS CITY, Mo. — (UPI)— to fight this challenger, and we'll
gone
has
out,
call
ancordThe
from Albany, N. Y.; Albert Mar- opening a smell cut over the 33- pair of former Kansas greats give Charnley his chance," Viato Burris, for all candidates
come face to face Oct. 11 at Mn- cussl said.
vin and Charles Blake, both from year-A Brown's left eye.
eport Sunday. Auguat 30 for
The champion, whose speed nicipal Auditorium when the St. "Joe has a charity fight in Col•
Dupont. Robert Ford tackle, from
ysical examinations, room as.
Charleston, S. C., and Guards', stood out over the slower young- Louis Hawks and Philadelphia umbus, Ohio, Sept. 9 anti we won't
signmenta, and uniforms. Two
Warriors, two of the top teams in be ready to talk about the title
Herman Snell and Arthie McClain ster, found his left-right combipractice sessions par day are from
nations most telling. This was his the National Basketball associa- defense until after then.
Dunbar.
scheduled, 9 a.m., and 2 p.m.,
The schedule opens with West knockout offensive. But he also tion, play a pre-season game.
frosts August 31 until school opens Virginia Tech at Montgomery, showed the crowd a variety of
Making his debut as an NBA collegiate history.
September 9.
player will be Wilt (the Stilts
The 1-foot-2-inch Chamberlain Is
Sept. 19. Other highlight feller@ ringwork in earlier rounds.
Although the "Yellow Jackets" games are an invasion of the powBoth fighters topped the maxi- Chamberlaind, who recently sign-, accompanied by such big names
last year's record. 3-4-1, was not er packed Southern Illinois inlayer. mum poundage for lightweights, ed a contract with Philadelphia for, as Nell Johnston, who bolds three
especially outstanding the te a m sity, Sept. Da, the homecoming Brown weighing in at 13/02 and the highest salary ever paid a' NBA scoring titles; Paul Arizln,
did, however, rise on occasions game with Bluefield State and the Ramirez at 136 3-4. Staged in Lf4U league player—s reported 840,000. another three-time scoring champ;
and perform like champions. The Capitol Classic in Washington, D. Memorial stadium, the fight was
And on the opposite side will be Tom Gola, Guy Rodgers, Ernie
8-8 decision over the highly taut. C., October 24, Morgan State a benefit affair lor the Baton another former All-American from Beck, Woody Sauldaberry and Joe
ed Morgan State "Bears" f ro m "Bears" furnishing the opposition Rouge Negro YMCA.
Kansas university — Clyde Lovel- Graboski, who has played 11
Baltimore and the dramatic 28-26
The complete schedule: Septemyears In the league.
Boxing promoter Jack Solomons tette of the St. Louis Hawks.
squeaker over West Virginia Tech ber 19-West Virginia Tech, at said that Brown will defend hts
Chamberlain, who Was with the
Lovellette, who has Aso play"Golden Rears" showed the poten- Montgomery; Sept. 26-Southern Il- crown against Dave Charnley, the ed on U. S. Olympics teems, is Harlem Globetrotter! last year,
tiality of last year's Jacket Squad linois, home; October 3, op a n; British champion, before the end acknowledged by pros to be the gave a preview last week of what
which is the backbone of this Oct. 10, Central State Wilberberce of the year.
greatest shooter of all-time. Oth- is in store. At a benefit game in
year's team.
Ohio, away; Oct. 17 Bluefield
Solomons safd the bout will be ers with the Hawks include Bob Monticello, N. v., he scored 20
Among the 31 lettermen expect. State, homecoming; Oct. 24 Mot'. staged at Wembley oh Nov. 3 or Pettit, who set a new season Tee. points, grabbed 14 rebounds and
ed to return this year to spear- can State, Washington, D. C. Cap- Dec. 1st, or in Houston, Texas., erd or 2,105 points last year, blocked 10 shots while playing
d the Jackets through a tough ithi Eitigaie; Oct. 31 Kentucky during the week of Der. 9th.
breaking 11 league marks; Cliff only half the game against such
ma schedule are: Linesmen; State. home; NOv. 6 Salem Col- The bout will be staged in Brit- Hagan, Slater Martin, sihugn stars as Frank Ramsey, Bill BUS.
id Reyes, Taylor Perry. Rob- lege, home; Nov. 14, West Liberty, ain if it is possible to arrange a Green, lark McMahon and H oh sell, Dolph Schayeit and Bob Coui closed circuit Wheals's% to a chitin- Reed, greatest scorer in Oklahoma sy.
art carter, (ieorge New litho i away.
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planned to exercise his knee Mk,
lig lie winter, that he stood all.
her, and weighted 200 pounds.
Asked how much weight he loals
since Joining the Giants, hiceoveL
said he wasn't on the scaleseste:
"Iliw do you know you anila
200 pounds?" was the query.
Deep silence followed. B u
there's nothing silent about Mia•
Covey's bat.

Central Opens
Grid Meetings

N. Carolina A & T
Slight Favorite-

siness

I asked him if he wanted to play,this" — demonstrating with a! "He told
me I have the ability
and he said sure i said this guy sweep et his basil.
I, make the team but the Giants
is a pretty good pitcher out there. Meanwhile. McCovey. on h i s' had Orlando
ICersecla I at first
He gets the ball over the plate.. first visit to the National league's '
base. The only thing I could look
He said "okay,'' Ripley recount-'farthest point ead, was questionJoe was isinch hitting. He said I
ed.
ed extensively by reporters.
though I'd get along better at
Then, Bill said, "he went out, lie explained in short sentences Phoenix
and pick up experience,
and hit two triples and two singles --somettines a single word at a I went,"
Willie said,
You never saw harder hit halls time — that he reported to the; lie told
how he was a natural
Every one was a real shot:
Giants' spring camp one month right handed hitter, but switched
The Giants' skipper ebsened after a knee operation and told of to a
left headed stance before be
that MiCovey doesn't awing hard ! Rignev's explanation of ally he
entered organized ball because be
at a ball — "he strokes easy, like was sent back to Phoenix
could hit a longer hall, that b•

VIRGIL AKINS (renter) joins
in road work with two St
Unita Hawk cagers, Clyde
Lovellette (right) and Hank ,

Stein as all three prepare for
coming
campaigns. Akins,
Winer welterweight champion,
is attempting to move back

into contention while Lovelette
and Stein are making ready
for the NBA cage season.
(UPI Telephoto)

HEAVY RESPONSIBILITY — lf, WaghIngton, D. C., will have to championship eleven. Swann, a
the ART College Aggies are to re.; carry more than his share of thel senior, is an excellent pastier,
pest as ('MA football (ha inplons.lburd( n. Ile Is the lone quarter-1 does most of the counting a n d
Paul Swann,
quarterback from hack rellirping (coin the 1955 runs the hall with amazing speed.

INDUSTRIAL CHEMIST DR. LLOYD A:HALL is
Technical Director of Chicago's famous Griffith
Laboratories. He's been a Lucky smoker for
years. With Luckies,Dr. Hall gets the honest taste
of fine tobacco. "I'm really sold on Luckies," he
says. "They're the best-tasting cigarette I know!"

LUCKY
STRIKE
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et or Defense In London

'Nest Virginia
Prospects Bright

Chamberlain'
In Oct. 11
NBA Debut

indoor,
: or outdoors,
you enioy the taste.
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Get the genuine article.,.

Get the
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Tougaloo Bulldogs In
Hot Training For Rust

• Baseball Is on the wan and King any other team in the loop are
Football comes to the focal point two new but prominent faces to
to the delight of many pigskin en- Memphians in the area of coachthusiasts. The baseball equipment ing, Jesse Wilburn and Charles
on the local front has been neatly Evans.
packed away by the manager. A This is a fins young staff that
number of successful managers are must work extremely hard to main
plays of their respective teams. fain the prominence of the past
Although many baseball fans are champions. We have seen a few
patiently awaiting that fall spec- of the unknown and untested boys
tacle, The World Series," anoth- whom Coach Mitchell will be reer sport emerges to the foreground. lying on for the approaching sea. The opening of football took son. Their first encounter will be
place Aug. 14 in Chicago's Sol- with Carver High of Tupelo,
diers Field. Coaches, players and, Miss.
avid fans got their first dose This team has good morale, fair
of the sport that requires brawn speed, and adequate size. Being
MELROSE — A new coach.
and brain. The game was relat- without any starters from last
are the coaching lights and
guard; Wardie Parks, guard:
Thomas, tackle: Fred Malone,
Mg group took over the reins
ively dull in comparison, but the year's team, I pick them to finish
their new charges. From left,
William Hudson, eente r:
tackle; Eddie Allen, end, Roy
mighty Baltimore Colts displayed a — well, watch for predictions latof the city prep grid squad
kneeling are Coach Eldridge
Je,,se Wilburn, backfield
Ritter, end; ,jiarles Evans,
devastating offense and defense. er. This team is going through a
at Melrose this year. Above
Mitchell, Charlie Parke r,
coach. Standing a r e Willie
line coach.
That was enough to accelerate rebuilding stage.
the pace in the many different DOUGLAS HIGH
Johnny Johnson's staff. I can foretraining camps for the coming; Runners-up Douglass and Ma- see the
•
Tigers finishing third, but
football season.
nassas have donned togs for the with a few breaks they can very
Here in the Bluff City where coming campaign in hopes of re- easily take the bacon
back to the
football is the domineering sport, placing the incessantly powerful Northside. Team
spirit good, adefive Negro prep league teams have Melrose. Let's take Douglas first quate size and
tremendous speed
been issued paraphernalia in readi. and See if they are capable of go-.all spell potential
success for the
nets for a long season. I will ing all the way.
growling Tiger. They will open
bring you Nlemphians up to date
Douglass also lost their line against Melrose.
on the local teams and their po- coach
Golf with a professional touch naments around the country
who Was moved to an ad. HAMILTON HIGH
and
tential outcome.
comes to Memphis' beautiful new the national prize • was
ministrative post, Joseph Atkins.
finished at the bottom
her goal
This is one of the toughest high
18-hole
golf
course
at
Fuller
Park
for
last
l
years. She captured this covetyear. This may sound foolish
The head coach is still there;
school leagues east of the Islissisbut H
Hamilton
l
hat is a blessing for the Red b
is one of the strong this week end when Ann Gregory ed title first in 1950. again .in 1953
ippi. Competition is keen. There
of
Gary,
Ind.,
who
is
the
National
then
In 1957 winning the third
contenders
for
the crown. A noonare a definite threat to
Is a close association of the dethroning
Melrose. They have her of people don't realize how Negro Women's Champion, plays time the United National Golf
schools which fortifies the desire good
spirit, team speed and size. strong Ilamilton has been for the Is the Second Annual Robert Tournament. She took the huge
Wright tournament. Mrs. Gregory trophy
of each school to win. Here I shall They have
home to 2428 Madison' St.,
seven returning start- past seasons, but statistics show
give you an analytical treatment
hits the ball far off the tee. She
to keep as her very own, indicat•
ers from last year's surprising and prove that all of Hamilton's
of each team in pursuit of the '59J
hits
so
hard
that
Babe
Zaharias ing that she is the
games, with a few breaks, could once
team.
best Negro
prep league crown.
tapped her on the shoulder
The troublesome spot to Coach have gone either way,
woman golfer in the nation.
MELROSE 111611
and
said
-Say,
cut
that
out!
I'm
Miller
repelacing his two fleet The coaching staff has been hotOther women to play are Mamie
Melrose, perennial champions of
halfbacks, who were lost by June stered by the addition of Clar- supposed to be the long ball hitter Blake, Central
States' champion
the prep loop, seems to be at a
Winnerun
here."
of
d
ence
graduation. If he can successfully
Brownlee. This is one of the
Mrs. Lillian
low ebb for the coming season.
scores of various tour- and local women
fill these gaps. I pick Douglass to better coaching staffs in the city
Wolf, Althea Pyles, Floren ce
They were hit hard by graduation.
MISS ODESSA Dickens, Miss
with headmaster. Earl Wynn and
finish on top of the pack.
Scott, Frankelle Wand, Doris
Such outstanding boys as Willie In
Doris ('lift and Mrs. Blanche
my interview with Miller, he assistant, Jessee Joseph. They trig campaign. The once powerful Cliff, C. Braswell,
Odessa
Gunn, Leroy Williams, Arthur Hol•
Dickwarriors from the far Southside
Allen, reading from left, pose
made no prediction, but he said h • -•
squaci reiurrtens, Louise Walker, Catherine
man, and a host of others have that
just before taking off down
this would be one of his bet-,ing and this could be Hamilton's,have been considerably weak for
h
the past two
joined the college ranks to the ills.
Llewellyn.
the fairway after that elusive
seasons. Last year """
ter clubs and he promised a hustiYeae•
may of many Orange Mound fans. ling
group of boys.
They have a big team with fair the Warriors were going
Not only were they hit hard by
rebuilding program, but
He said: "The team that gets speed and high morale. Watch
througa
key
graduates, but the old dean of
the breaks will win, all the teams this team and don't be surprised losses still hamper the outlook of,
Negro prep league football, Coach
another strong warrior team.
are evenly matched and the breaks if they go the distance
without a
Joseph Westbrook moved to an
will determine the victor."
Last season the Green and Gold
blemish.
administrative capacity, no doubt
I asked hint about the team in FATHER BERTRAND
Warrior changed coaches in the
as a result of his many success- the loop.
He reaffirmed his above Father Bertrand is the
dark middle of the stream, which cou,d
ful football team.
statement but he did definitely say horse of this league,
season in have had much to do with the
Strangely enough his top aid that
Manassas a n d Hamilton and season out. You never know dismal season. This year Hosea
and assistant for t h e past ten would be strong
teams. From all what they have, but you do know Alexander the tyro of last year's
yearfs William H. Sweet moved.observations and my quetionnairet
j hat is the scrapiest team in the coaches will be in full possession
on to an administrative capacity, I believe this
is the team to league and can beat the best of for the entire season. He has ex.
also. Those two emerti coaches beat for the crown. Douglass'
first them on any given night.
cellent assistance in Joseph Carr
built an invincible football squad home genie will be with
Hamil- The enrollment is relatively and Charles Lomax.
that was the awe of teams ton. This could very easily be
small
but
Coach
W. P. Porter and
the
throughout the mid-south. This championship game,
Ills staffalways get the maximum Althoug talent is lacking in
the Warrior camp, don't overlook
alone could wreck any team, bot MANASSAs HIGH
performance from their lads.
This,that never-say-die spirit of the
the only bright spot in the Mel- Manassas does not have Bill (Bo) is a hardhitting team that never
rose camp is the man who has Phillips, but they do have Eugene l gives up. They fight you right down achingtonians. They have good
am morale and excellent speed.
been placed in the shoes of the Davis a pint sized half back with.to the wire. They are not too learn
but it's a small team in compariblinding speed. If he measures up'large but a tiresome foe for
Dean. Eldridge Mitchell,
the son to other BTW teams. This
Mitchell is a student of West., to last season's promise the peo-opponents. They lost a fr,v boys
tem bears watching and don't be
brook and played his high school ple front the Northside will for- through graduation, but you can
ball under the astute emeritus get all about Bo Phillips. This team never count them out of the race, surprised if the sleeper awakes
mentor, Dean Westbrook. lie had lost a number of boys by Spring
.Father Bertrand warrants watch- and ends up in first place.
been quarterback coach for the ceremonies, but a team against ing in the battle for Royalty. In
past two years. Although his ex- the lightening fast Davis must talking to sagacious tutor, Porter, FIRST MINOR LEAGUE
perience is shallow, he is a young play 48 minutes of beadup ball. 1 asked him about the team.
Withl MONTREAL — (UPI) — The
man who has the knowhow to build
This team lost quarterbacki the quickness of a ten seconds
International League, baseball's
another football dynasty out at Coach Crawford to the Army, but back, he said "No comment"
You
first minor league, was formed in
Melrose. To assist him in this they have added Emmit Simon, a can lest assured that
they are
task of rebuilding the squad that product of Mantissas, who will be,definitely in contention.
1877 — one Year after the forma
has won more league crowns than of immeasurable help to Coachl BTW Is the sleeper
for the corn-lion of the National League.

The Tougaloo Southern Christian nie Mosley, 180 right half back.
Bulldogs got down to serious work and Rathel Anderson, 187, end.
The remainder of the squad will
Immediately with the opening
of freshmen and jungame of a rough eight game sched- be made up
ior college men. A squad of 38
ule two weeks away. On Septemwill report for opening drills and
ber 19 the Red and Blue take
contact work Sept. 1. Two a day
on Rust at Holly Springs.
drills will highlight the first two
Last season the Bulldogs, on pa- weeks of practice, with one a
per, were expected to have their day drill scheduled for only the
best teal in 12 years. The team week prior to opening game time.
had compiled a brilliant 5 won
The schedule is as follows:
2 lost, 1 tie record in "57." Eighteen 1 eturning lettermen presented Sept. 19 — Rust college at Holly
a bright picture indeed. However, Springs
scholastic deficiencies took eleven Sept. 2 — Paul Quinn at Wail,
of those lettermen before the Tex.
season got underway and in the Oct. 3 — Jarvis Christian at
very first game star quarterback Tougaloo (homecoming)
Fred Nolan was laid up for the Oct. 10 — Dillard university at
season and the results were 5 los- Tougaloo
Oct. 17 — Philander Smith at
ses, a win, and 1 tie.
Tougaloo
This season the Bulldogs have Oct. 24 — Bishop
college at Maronly eight lettermen returning and shall,
Tex.
one of these is a veteran who was Oct. 31 — Mississippi
Industrial
out for two seasons, Rathel An- at Tougaloo
derson. 'he returnees are Jim Lock Nov. 7
— Open
hart, 175, end; Carl Bickcom, 100 Nov. 14 — Alabama
A and
guard: George Bender, 190 guard; at Huntsville,
Ala.
Bab Hawthorne, 185 center; Solomon Gibbs, 175, centeer; John Memon Gibbs, 175, center; John Mc' WINNING RECORD
CLEVELAND —( UPI) — Coach
Harrison, 160, quarterback; Ron
Paul Brown of
the
Cleveland
Browns started the 1959 National
LION IN POLITICS
Football League seasons with a
DETROIT — (U P /) — Yale record of 267 victories,
55 losses
Lary, defensive halfback for the and 11 ties on
all levels of the
Detroit Lions, is a member of the sport from high
school to profesTexas state legislature.
sional competition.

report
the a
golf ball. These charming
ladies are practicing to perhaps take part In the big
Labor Day golf tourney to be
held in Memphis. They are all

Memphians and hope that
when the final putt is sunk
all the champions trill be '
Memphians.
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• ATTENTION: Tri-State Defender Home
Please send the Tri-State Defender by newsboy each week to:

▪ Thank
READY TO TEE UP — Golfers on the Meal front are
pzimed and rem& to tee off
the upcoming Robert Wri(ht
ament scheduled
for

Memphis dories/ the Labor
has Weekend. From left they
are Dr H. H Johnson Dr
1 % Watson. Herbert Robin
sun. Leroy Young, led Ras

en, Dr. W. O. Sitelght.
Golfer 110111e, Melsin loOley,
Monk Slimes. and Robert
14 Todd Also featured in the
touraey will be outstaeding

golfers from all ever the na•
tioa including the one armed
golfing wizard, Gerard Wil•
heals, from hadiaaapolis.
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